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.A.BSTRACT

In this thesis the development and application of general purpose computer
simulation techniques for macroscopic electromagnetic phenomena are investigated.
These techniques are applicable to a wide variety of practical problems pertaining to:
Electromagnetic Compatibility and Interference, Radar-Cross-Section, and the analysis
and design of antennas. The goal of this research is to examine methods that are
applicable to a wide variety of problems rather than specialized, approaches that are only
useful for specific problems. A brief review of the computational electromagnetics
literature indicates two general types of methods are applicable. These are numerical
approximation of integral-equation formulations and numerical approximation of
differential-equation formulations. Because of their relative efficiency for
inhomogeneous geometries, the direction of the thesis proceeds with numerical
approximations to differential-equation based formulations.

The differential-equation based numerical methods include various finite-
difference, finite-element, finite-volume, and transmission line matrix methods. A
literature review and overview of these numerical methods is provided. The goal of the
overview is to provide the capability for the classification of existing and future
differential equation based numerical methods to identify relative advantases and
disadvantages.

Extensions to the two-dimensional transmission line matrix method are presented.

The extensions are intended to provide some of the flexibility traditionally associated

with finite-difference and finite-element methods. Three new two-dimensional models
are presented. Two of the new models utilize triangular rather than the usual rectangular
spatial discretization. The third model introduces the capability of higher-order spatial
accuracy. The efficiency and application of the new models are discussed.

The development of two general-purpose electromagnetic simulation programs is
presented. Both are three-dimensional time-domain methods that use local absorbing

boundary conditions. The first program is based on the symmetric-condensed
transmission line matrix algorithm. The second program is based on the discretization of
the modified vector wave equation using nodal finite-elements in space and finite-
differences in time. The applications considered are: half-space problems and remote-
sensing of shallow objects; radar-cross-section of finite-sized conducting, dielectric, and



composite objects; and the analysis of microstrip antennas and circuit elements. The
numerical results obtained indicate the simuiation programs are capable of providing
acceptable accuracy for a variety of practical applications, and therefore validates the
concept of a general purpose electromagnetic simuiation program. Some limitations and
possible improvements are discussed. Although most of the applications have been

analyzed with the transmission line matrix simulation program, the finite-element
simulation program is considered to be the more powerful method because of its ability to
accommodate unstructured grids and therefore geometries of arbitrary shape.

In addition, the application of cellular automata to computational
electromagnetics is considered. Cellular automata are fully discrete computational
models which are exactly computabie using digitat hardware. One type of cellular
automata, the lattice gas automata are suitable for the analysis of two-dimensional scalar
electromagnetic field problems. The HPP lattice gas automaton is applied to the
modelling of two-dimensional electromagnetic field problems. The numerical results
obtained from the analysis of some simple electromagnetic wave propagation problems
and the availability of high-perfonnance special-purpose computational hardware indicate
the promise of this approach as a potentially powerful tool for modelling electromagnetic

field problems.

ü
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Chapter I Introduction

Chapten 1: Introduction

The general scope of this research involves the development of general purpose

simulation techniques for the solution of electromagnetic field probtems. Efficient and

accurate numerical solutions to electromagnetic field problems is of practical imponance
to a variety of practical problems including: the charucterization of Electromagnetic
Interference and Electromagnetic Compatibility, Radar Cross Section analysis, and the

analysis and design of microwave circuits and antennas. The goal of this research is to
investigate numerical methods which can be applied to a wide variety of electromagnetic

field problems and can therefore be considered as general purpose electromagnetic
simulation environments.

1.1: General Electromagnetic Field Problem

Consider the geometry described in Figure 1.1. A volume Vis bounded by a

surface S and contains an arbitrary anangement of conductors and material regions which
are excited by a source. This geometry describes a general electromagnetic scattering and

radiation problem. As mentioned above, special cases of this geometry are relevant to

many practical engineering problems. At every spatial location, the field distributions
satisfy Maxwell's equations, given as,

VxE=-

VxH=J

V.D=0

V.B=0

AB

dt
AD+_
ðt

(i.1a)

(1.1b)

(1.1c)

(1.1d)



Chnpter I

where the electric field E, magnetic field

B, and the electric current density J, are

The constitutive relations are:

H, electric flux density

functions of space and

Introduction

D, magnetic flux density

time (i.e., E=E(x,y,z,t)).

D=eE
ts=FH

.I = o'E

(r.2)

where €, ¡1, and o are the permittivity, permeability and conductivity, respectiveiy.

Along an interface between two material regions (with material properties
Ê1,P1,o1 and è2,1J"2,o,2; field distributions 81,H1 and 82,H2; and a normal vector n along

the interface), the following boundary conditions are satisfied,

" (("+ + ornr) (',* * o,n,))= o

n'(LLrHr -þz}Iù=0

nx(81 -Ez)=0

nx(H1 -Hz)=0

If the exterior surface S represents a boundary along which

exists, as S recedes to an infinite distance from the objects in

along S satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition,

lim (n)
rJ-

o-iL:¡
cL

r

(1.3)

a homogeneous material

V, the field distributions

(r.4)

where k is the wave number in the homogeneous material region.

An electromagnetic field problem can be classified into three general frequency
ranges. The three frequency ranges are related to the characteristic size of the problem, L
and the relevant wavelength, À. For structures having a characteristic size that is small
compared to wavelengths (L<I), static approximations can be applied which assume the

time variation in the field quantities is negtigible. In the resonance range, the
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characteristic length is on the order of a wavelength (L=2,). For electrically large
problems (Lrr)r), an optical description can be applied for which fields can be modelled as

rays and their behavior governed by the diffraction theory. The problems investigated in
this thesis are in the resonance range. The methods applied, however are applicable to
the other two frequency ranges with sufficient computational resources.

Free Space Region

Conductors

Source

Figure 1.1: General electromagnetic scattering or radiation problem.

7,"2: Purpose

The purpose of this research involves the investigation of numerical methods

capable of providing accurate solutions to the generai electromagnetic scattering or
radiation problems described in Figure 1.1 without placing restrictions on the material or
geometrical configuration of the problem. This approach can be considered as the

development of a general purpose electromagnetic simulation environment. For example,

the benefit of pursuing a general purpose simulation environment can be illustrated for

N
E
W
//^

Material Region: r, li, o
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the computer-aided-analysis of antennas. A survey of the computational
electromagnetics literature indicates that specialized techniques have been developed for
a wide variety of specific antenna types. Although these codes provide optimal accuracy

and efficiency (since they are weli suited for the specific type of antenna considered), a

disadvantage is that for each different type of antenna, a different technique is required.

A generai purpose electromagnetic simulation tool would be capable of analyzing a wide
variety of antenna types.

X..3: Overview of Solution Techniques for General Problems

Two general techniques can be applied to the solution of electromagnetic field
problems. These are analytic and numerical methods. Numerical methods can be further

sub-divided into two groups. The first involves the numerical solution of integral-

equation formulations (the majority of which are frequency-domain formulations), and

the second involves the numerical solution of differential-equation formulations (the

majority of which are time-domain formulations).

1.3.1: Analytic Methods

Analytical solutions involve the application of classical techniques (separation of
variables, etc.) to a governing mathematical formulation [Stra41], [Mors53]. Since these

techniques are limited to specific geometries (that conform to specific coordinate

systems), it is generally not possible to obtain the exact solution to an arbitrary problem.

For some problems an approximate analytic model can be obtained. As long as the

approximations are not too severe, the result is an extremely efficient solution technique

(as compared to numerical solutions). An example for the case of slot-coupled microstrip

geometries is described in [Itti91].
Unfortunately, most real-world problems are geometrically complex, and

therefore analytic solutions are not possible. The limited applicability of analytic

solutions to general problems (in terms of computability) leads to the view that the

traditional formulation of physical problems (in terms of differential equations) is not a
computationally reasonable representation of physical phenomena and alternative
representations should be pursued (for example, see [John79], [Toff84a], and [Wolf93]
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and the discussion in Chapter 7). For the present investigation, analytic solutions are

considered to be inadequate for providing a general approach to the solution of a wide
variety of electromagnetic field problems described by Figure 1. 1 .

1..3.22 Numerical solution of Integral Equation Formulations

Integral equation formulations are obtained through the use of source
representations for the unknown field distributions. A detailed review of numerical
methods based on integral-equation formulations of electromagnetic field problems can

be found in [Mil188]. Using physical or physically-equivalent sources (corresponding ro

current or charge densities), and a Green's function (to take into account any analytically
solvable geometrical aspects of the problem [Burk84], [Mosi90], [poza9O]), a

mathematical statement can be made in the form of an integral equation. The unknown
functions are usually current and charge densities, and are determined via the
discretization of the mathematical formulation using the Method of Moments [Harr69].

For problems consisting of material regions, surface integral-equation
formulations [Kish86], [Sark90] (the unknown functions are surface currents along

material interfaces) and volume integral-equation formulations [Rich66], [Scha84],
[Sark89] (the unknown functions are volume polarization currents) have been
successfully applied to solve radiation and scattering problems. An expanded discussion

of sections 1.3.1 and I.3.2 can be found in [Simo9lc]. The efficiency of these

approaches are considered in section 1.3.4.

1.3.3: Numerical Solution of Differential Equation Formulations

Differential equation formulations involve the determination of approximate
solutions by direct approximation of Maxwell's equations (or mathematically equivalent
statements). A detailed review of these methods is provided in Chapter 2. The numerical

solution of these equations is obtained through the application of techniques such as the

finite-difference and finite-element methods. Since Maxwell's equations are satisfied
throughout the entire spatial domain of the problem, the region of discretization is all
space in which a non-zero field distribution exists. For open region problems, an
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absorbing boundary condition is required to limit the spatial domain

finite size and to enforce (perhaps approximately), the Sommerfeld
(1.4) on the field distributions.

Introduction

of the problem to a

radiation condition

1,.3"4: Applicatíon to Spatially Inhomogeneous Problem

Consider the general problem of Figure 1.2, consisting of a finite-sized object,
with a characteristic dimension, D (given in terms of an electrical distance). The volume
of the object is D3. The object consists of a number of material regions, separated by N
interfaces. The surfac e area of each interface is D2. For this problem the computational
resources of the surface integral-equation formulation, volume integral-equation
formulation, and a differential-equation formulation are considered. Similar theoretical
investigations with the same conclusions can be found in [Tafl83] and [Mill88], and a
computational investigation with the same conclusions can be found in [Pete89]. Each

method is considered to be formulated in the frequency domain.

The surface integrai-equation formulation requires discretization of all material
interfaces. The number of unknowns is proportional to ND2. The system matrix
resulting from discretization of the mathematical formulation is full, and therefore the
number of elements in the system matrix is proportional to ND4. The volume integral-
equation formulation requires discretization of the volume of the object, but is
independent of the number of interfaces. The number of unknowns is proportional b D3.

The system matrix resulting from discretízation of the mathematical formulation is again
full, and therefore the number of elements in the system matrix is proportional to Dó.

The differential-equation formulation requires discretization of the volume of the object
and some of the space surrounding the object (depending on the type of absorbing
boundary condition, and the manner in which it is applied). The number of unknowns is
proportion al to D3 . The system matrix resulting from discretization of the mathematical

formulation is sparse, and therefore the number of elements in the system matrix is

proportional to the number of unknowns D3. Assuming that the number of elements in
the system matrix is proportional to the computational effort required to solve the
problem, this brief discussion indicates that as the complexity of the object (in terms of
the number of material regions or the number of surfaces contained within a specific
volume) increases, the differential-equation based formulations become more

6
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formulation and thecomputationally efficient than both the

volume integral-equation formulation.

surface integral-equation

Figure 1.2: A finite-sized inhomogeneous object.

1.3.5: Conclusions of the Review

Based on the previous section, the present research will pursue numerical methods
based on differential-equation formulations. A general purpose simulation environment
based on the numerical solution of differential-equation formulations is capable of
satisfying present and future modelling requirements (as long as Maxwell's equations are

relevant and the electrical size of the structures of interest are on the order of a

wavelength).

1.3.6: Outline of Thesis

In the remainder of this thesis, the development and application of differential
equation based numerical techniques suitable for general purpose electromagnetic

D

-
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simulation environments is investigated. In the following chapter, differential equation

based numerical methods are reviewed. The transmission line matrix (TLM) method is

reviewed in Chapter 3 and a general purpose electromagnetic simulation program based

on the three-dimensional symmetric condensed TLM model is presented. In Chapter 4,

new TLM models for the two-dimensional wave equation are introduced. These new

models demonstrate that the same flexibility afforded by the finite-difference and finite-
element methods (in terms of the development of new algorithms) is also applicable to

the TLM method. Application of the general purpose TLM simulation program to three

different classes of problem are considered in Chapter 5. These include the analysis of:

half-space problems, radar-cross-section of finite-sized objects, and microstrip antennas

and circuits. In Chapter 6, the development of a time-domain finite-element program

based on an algorithm originally introduced by Lynch and Paulsen [Lync90] is presented.

A few simple problems are considered for validation. In Chapter 7 a novel approach to

computational electromagnetics is presented, based on cellular automata. Cellular

automata are distinct from the traditional differential equation based description of
physical phenomena. A summary of the thesis and future directions are provided in

Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2z R.eview of Differential
Equation tsased Numenical Methods

In this chapter, an overview of differential-equation based numerical methods is
presented. The purpose of this overview is to demonstrate that the general approach used
in the development of all differential-equation based numerical methods is essentially the
same. The following categories are used to clasify the overall form of an arbitrary
differen tial-equation based numerical method:

1) mathematical formulation,

2) field formulation / source description,

3) absorbing boundary condirion,

4) grid stmcture,

Ð spatial discrerizarion,

6) organization ofspatial cell, and

7) selection of time or frequency domain.

A method is obtained by selecting one possible technique from each of the above
categories. Advantages and disadvantages that arise from the various selections are
discussed. Throughout this chapter, several well-known differential-equation based
methods will be discussed in the contexr of the above classification.

2.L: Mathem atical Formulation

The first step in constructing a differential-equation based numerical method is
the specification of the mathematical formulation. The differences are mostlv notational.
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although important practical considerations arise. In this section, some possible
mathematical formulations are described.

2.X,"1: Maxwell's Curl Equations

Numerical methods based on direct discretization of the two curl equations include the
Yee finite-difference time-domain method [Yee66], tTafl89l; the point-matched time-
domain finite-element method [Mei84], [Cang87]; and various time-domain finite-
element and finite-volume methods described in [Mads88], [Mads90] and lHollgl].

2.1.2: Double-Curl Equation

The double-curl equation is obtained by taking ð/ât o¡ (2.1b), substituting (Z.la),
and assuming e and p are constants,

VxE = +3
vxn = oE +â(ål)-

vx(1vxE)="*.r#

(2.ra)

(2.lb)

(2.2)

Numerical methods based on the discretization of (2.2) are described in [Sumb91] (a

frequency-domain finite-element method for axi-symmetric geometries), and [D'Ang9g],
[Paul8 8] (frequency-domain finite-elemenr merhods).

2.tr.3: Vector Wave Equation / Helmholtz Equation

Equation (2.2) can be modified by making use of rhe vecior identity,

vxvxp = v(v.n )- v'n

10
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Noting that V. B=0 from (l.l), (Z.Z) can be expressed as,

D ffir ential-Equation B ased M ethods

(2.3)

(2.4)

with time-domain

Discretization of (2.3) has been performed by Ling using finite-differences [Ling91] and
Arlett et al using finite-elemenrs in the frequency domain [Arle69].

2.1.42 Modified Vecror'Wave Equarion

The modified vector wave equation is obtained by adding a divergence tenn to the
left hand side of (2.2)

1n2^ AE Azf.4V 11 = O-=- + €-tr dr ãP

- Vx{ly*"ì+ vll-v eE ì= Æ. .4q\p / lep I òt òt2

This formulation was initially proposed in [paul91a] for application

[Lync90], and frequency-domain finite-element methods.

- vx(t y,."). oo[to u" 
)= "#. ,#

2.1,.5: Penalty Formulation

The modified vector wave equation described above is a special case of the
penalty formulation, given by,

(2.s)

where p is referred to as the penalty factor. The modified vector wave equation
corresponds to the penalty formulation with p=1. This formulation was proposed by
Rahman and Davies [Rahm84]. The motivation for this formulation is discussed. in
section 2.1.8.

11
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2.1,"6". System of Conservation Laws

Maxwell's curl equations can be expressed as a system of conservation laws (in
cartesian coordinates) as.

ô¡u + ABð*u + A¡ðru + A6ðru = 0 (2.6)

where âc¿=ð/ðcr, and

AB-

AF=

Ac=

e=Ue,m=l/þ and u is the solution vector,

000 000
000 00e
0 0 0 0-e0
000 000
0 0-m 0 0 0
0m0 000
0 0 0 0 0-e
000 000
000 e00
0 0m 0 0 0
000 000
-m0 0 0 0 0

000 0e0
0 0 0 -e0 0
000 000
0-m0 0 0 0
m00 000
000 000

Ex
Ey

E
HX

Hy
Hz

t2
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The expression of Maxwell's curl equations as a system of conservation laws has been

used in [Shan90] and [Moha9l] in conjunction with a time-domain finite-volume method,
and in [LoVe92] and [LoVe93] for the derivation of two- and three-dimensional
symmetric-condensed transmission line matrix methods.

2.X'"7| Coupling of Mathematical Formulation to Other Formulations

It can be beneficial to couple the basic mathemarical formulation (2.1)-(2.6) to
additional mathematical formulations to model specific geometrical features. This
approach has been applied to the modelling of geometrical features that are small
compared to the grid size that would be typically be applied. These features include thin
wires, thin slots, and thin material layers [Cham93], [Rile93]. In all three cases, the
geometrical feature to be modelled is small compared to a wavelength, and the
subsequent discretization for accurate geometrical modelling would require excessive
computational resources. To avoid this, the mathematical formulation applied throughout
the computational domain is coupled to a mathematical formulation for the specific
geometrical feature. Examples include: coupling of Ampere's law and Faraday's law to
Maxwell's equations for modelling thin wires (for a numerical investigation of thin wire
modelling with the Yee finite-difference time-domain see [Cham93]); and coupling of a
magnetic field integral equation for modelling thin slots in conducting plates ¡Rile93l.
The absorbing boundary conditions, reviewed in section 2.3, can also be considered
within this framework. Depending on the physics of each specific case, rhe stability of
the resulting algorithm (if a time-domain approach is applied) can be evaluated by
examining its numerical reversibility [Vich84b], [Simo94e].

2.1.8: Implications of Mathematical Formulation

While the differences between the above formulations may appear to be
notational, important numerical differences have been discussed in [Lyncgl] and

[Paul9la] with respect to the problem of spurious modes. A spurious mode (also referred
to as a vector parasite) is a solution that does not satisfy both the curl and divergence
equations, and is therefore an unphysical artefact. The presence of these unphysical
solutions contaminates the numerical results and appear as unphysical modes. In the

13
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formulation of the general electromagnetic field problem (see Chapter l), Maxwell's curl
equations and the divergence equations are satisfied throughout the entire spatial domain
of the problem. In the mathematical formulations described. above, only the curl
equations are applied and the divergence equations (except for the formulations described
in2.1-3-2.1.5) are ignored. Traditionally, spurious modes have been associated with the
application of frequency domain finite-element methods to eigenvalue problems. Their
occurrence in other schemes has been ignored or assumed to be irrelevant. The
dispersive analysis contained in [Lync91] and [Paul91a] demonstrares the relevance of
spurious modes to all differential-equation based numerical methods (including finite-
difference, finite-element, finite-volume, and tranmission line matrix methods in both the
time and frequency domain and for both driven and eigenvalue problems). Lynch and
Paulsen conclude that the mathematical formulation is the cause of spurious modes and
the subsequent discretization using finite-elements or finite-d.ifferences (to be discussed
in following sections) is not the original cause. With properly posed boundary
conditions, only the vector-wave equarion/Flelmholtz equation (Z.I.j) and modified
vector-wave equation (2.I.4) are free of spurious modes. The penalty formulation (2.1.5)
was proposed to eliminate spurious modes. The penalty factor p is selected to weight the
divergence term in (2.I.5) [Rahm84]. Unfortunately, the selection of p was determined to
be problem specific and not a general technique for the elimination of spurious modes
[Konr89]. The penalty method and modified vector wave equation are identical for p=1.

The mathematical formulations described above make no assumptions regarding
the geometry of the general problem. In this thesis, numerical methods capable of
modelling fully three-dimensional problems are investigated without the benefit of
simplifying assumprions (such as rhar applied in [Mittgga] and [Sumbg1]).

A matter of numerical convenience also arises from the selection of the
mathematical formulation. Maxwell's equations (2.1) contain both E and [I as unknown
distributions. The modified vector wave equation (2.3) contains only E (or alternatively
only H). For certain applications (for instance construction of equivalent sources to
calculate far fields, or evaluation of surface currents) knowledge of both field
distributions E and H is desired. To calculate H from E, (2.1a) can be used (or
alternatively (2.1b) to determine E from H). This requires additional programming and
post-processing. Numerical implementation of the additional processing can be
implemented such that the same order of accuracy is maintained in both the original field
distribution, and the post-p¡ocessed field distribution. As mentioned above, the
formulations (2-1)-(2'6) are expressed in terms of the field distriburions. Using suitable

14
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definitions and gauges, it is also possible to express a mathematical formulation in terms

of vector and scalar potential functions. This approach is discussed in [Paul92], with the
motivation of simplifying the enforcement of boundary conditions at material interfaces.

All of the formulations described above are expressed in the time-domain for
consistency and generality. Some of the references cited in sections 2.1.L-2.1.5 make use

of these formulations expressed in the frequency-domain.

2"22 Field Formulation lsource Excitation

In our description of a general electromagnetic field problem, a source is present.

It is possible to express the formulations discussed in the previous sections without
source excitation, and solve for the modes supported by the structure. This class of
problem is not explicitly considered in this review although all of the sections of this
chapter apply with the exception of the present one.

The essential difference between a scattering and radiation problem is the location
and type of source. Modelling of a source for scattering problems is not difficutt because
the source is distinct from the geometry (for example, a plane wave source incident upon
some finite sized object). The difficulty associated wirh source modelling for radiation or
antenna problems is that the source is usually a part of the antenna geometry and. cannot
be separated from it. The selection of a field formulation affects the possible source
models that can be applied and therefore the fidelity of the modelling. Since input
impedance charactenzation is usually dependent on accurate source modelling, this is an

important consideration for the charactenzation of antenna problems. This problem is
considered in section 5.1 of chapter 5.

For problems involving linear media, the total field distributions E,H can be
decomposed into two components: the incident field Ei,Hr ldue to the source in the
absence of any inhomogeneities or objects); and the scattered field Es,HS (caused by the
presence of any inhomogeneities or objects), where E=Ei+ES and H=Hi+HS.

2.2.1: Total Field Formulation

The mathematical formulations described in section 2.1 and, the boundary
conditions (1.3) are applied directly for the case of modelling the total field E,H. This

l5
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approach is typically applied in situations in which the source excitation is modelled in a
non-rigourous manner due to its independence with respect to the solution [Hoef85].

2.2.2: Scattered Field Formulation

The mathematical formulations described in section 2.1 and. the boundary
conditions (1.3) require modification for the modelling of the scartered field distriburions
ES,Hs. Consider the following example based on a double-curl equation formulation (i.e.,
expression (2.2)). The total field distribution E is expressed as Es+Ei, to obtain,

- vx{ly*1E,+ Ei)l= oa(B'+ 
B') *.4(B'+pf (2.7)ìp 'l dr aP

The incident field distribution E\ satisfies a homogeneous form of the vector wave
equation,

o,.(#o.nt)= o,$ * ,,S (2.8)

where q, pi, and o¡ are the permittivity, permeability, and conductivity of the medium in
which the incident field exists, respectively. Subtracting (2.8) from (2.7) yields the
following scattered field formulation,

o"(Ëo" (E'+Ei )) + vx(ukxei 
)

=#.'#*1o-o,ffi*{.-r,ffi

The boundary conditions (1.3) are also modified to separate the scattered and incident
components of the field.

n. (e1(ni+r¡)- er(n;+nå))= o

n (pl(Hi*Hî)- ¡rr(H1*u;)) = o

(2.e)

16
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(2.10)

nx((ri+ui ) - (n;*r;)) = o

n"((Hi*Hi)-(u¡*n;)=o

Examination of the scattered field formulation and the scattered field boundary

conditions indicate the manner in which the source is introduced into the computation.
The excitation is introduced along interfaces between regions with different material
properties, and throughout the regions that possess material properties different from
those of the incident medium. The programming requirements and complexity of the
resulting code is greater for a scattered field formulation as compared to a total field
formulation.

The incident field distribution Ei, Hi is known (either analytically, or calculated
and stored from a previous numerical simulation). Examples of scattered field
formulations for electromagnetic scattering applications are given in [Shan9O], [Moha91]
(applied in conjunction with a time-domain finite-volume method) and [D'Ang96]
(applied in conjunction with a frequency-domain finite-elemenr merhod). In Chapter 6,

the application of a scattered field formulation in conjunction with a time-domain finite-
element algorithm is investigated.

2.2.3: Total / Scattered Field Formularion

The total/scattered field formulation requires the spatial domain of the problem to
be separated into total and scattered field regions. With this approach, the total field is
modelled in a portion of the simulation space and the scatrered field is modelled in the
remaining spatial domain of the problem. One possible organization of the spatial
domain of the problem is provided in Figure 2.1. This specific case illustrates the
application of the total/scattered field formulation for the analysis of electromagnetic
scattering problems. Within the separation surface (outlined by dashed lines), the total
field exists and exterior to the contour only the scattered field exists. This organization of
the computational domain has been applied in conjunction with the Yee time-domain
finite-difference algorithm [Mere80], [Taf189] (for scattering problems), [V/olf92] (for
microstrip circuit applications); the transmission line matrix method [Simogld],

T7
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[Simo92] (see Chapters 4 and 5); a frequency-domain finite-elemenr method [Maye91];
and a time-domain finite-elemenr method (see Chapter 6).

Fig.ure 2.1: Separation of the spatial domain into scatrered field and total field
reglons.

2.32 Absorbing Boundary Conditions

The various mathematical formulations d.escribed in section 2.1 require
discretization and solution throughout the entire spatial domain of the problem. For
open-region problems, the spatial domain corresponds to an infinite region. To solve a
problem with a practical amount of computational resources, a boundary condition is
required (applied along the outer contour in Figure 2.1) to limir the spatial domain of the
problem without causing excessive errors. These special boundary conditions are
referred to as absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs). Two types of ABCs are currently
used, local and global ABCs. A review of both types for general problems involving
wave propagation is presented in [Givo91].

i= lci-!---+---J
tt'
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2.3.1: Local ABCs

In their analytic form, local ABCs are inexact. Therefore, in the general case

reflections from the outer boundary will always exist. Local ABCs can be classified as

physically motivated and mathematically motivated conditions. The physically
motivated conditions are realized as layers of absorbing material placed around the
exterior surface of the simulation space. These layers are supposed to simulate real
absorbing material. The fields are attenuated within the layers (with hopefully a small
amount reflection) and after a few layers the fields are completely absorbed. This
approach has been applied in conjunction with the Yee finite-difference time-domain
algorithm [Rein89], the time-domain two-dimensional transmission line matrix method

[Eswa90], and a frequency-domain finite-element method [Jin92a). These boundary
conditions are usually frequency dependent, and therefore not useful with time-domain
simulations. In [Jin9Za], the boundary conditions are tuned for optimal performance in a
specific frequency band, and therefore provided excellent abso¡ption.

Another physically motivated approach terminates the outer boundary of the mesh

in the intrinsic impedance of the local medium modelled by the mesh. This method
assumes that a plane wave is incident upon the outer boundary and is accurate for waves

that strike the boundary with normal incidence. This boundary condition is referred to as

a match termination for normal incidence and has been applied with the time-domain
transmission line matrix method [Germ9Ob], (also see Chapter 5); and a frequency
domain finite-elemenr merhod for axi-symmetric geometries [s umbg 1 ].

Mathematically motivated local ABCs can be based on series expansions or one-
way wave equations. A review of these methods is given in [Moor88]. An outward
propagating wave can be expressed as a convergent expansion in spherical coordinates

[Pete88], [Mitt89b],

E= (2.r1)

Approximate ABCs are derived by truncating the series to a few terns [Pete88]. These

boundary conditions are vector analogues of the scalar ABCs presented in [Bayl8Q].

e-jk Ë t"(e,o )
r¿-rn

n=0

t9
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The one-way wave equation local ABCs are based on factorization of the wave-
equation operator into one-way wave equations [Moor88], [Engq77l. In two-dimensions,
the wave equation in lossless media expressed in cartesian coordinates is given by,

Lu=0 (2.12a)

where,

-ò2ð2az!_=__J-_
âx2 ðy2 càtz

The operator L can be factored as,

(2.rzb)

L = LlLi (2.r3)

where

(2.r4)

The operators L{ and L; allow propagation in the +x and -x directions, respectively.
Appropriate construction of the analytic operators yield boundary conditions that exactly
absorb plane waves propagating at specific angles. Practical implementation requires the
finite-difference or finite-element discretization of (2.14), which will be discussed in
Chapter 6. The effects of numerical discretization of (2.14) have been investigated by
[Rai192]. Numerical investigations of the accuracy of local ABC5 can be found in
lBlas8Sl and [D'Ang89].

Mathematically motivated local ABCs are the most popular and have been applied
in conjunction with: the Yee time-domain finite-difference merhod [MoorSB], [Rail92]; a
frequency-domain finite-difference method for bodies of revolution [Mitt89a], frequency
domain finite-element formularions [pere88], [D'Angg9], [D'Ang9O], [Maye91]; rime_
domain finite-volume methods [Moha91], [Holl91]; and the time-domain transmission
line matrix method [Simo9ld], [More92]. Local ABCs preserve the sparsity of the

| |a\'\"
'î=*r*l' f#l I\ \õili /
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system matrix (an important computational advantage), and their computational
implementation is usually straightforward.

2"3"2: Global ABCs

In contrast to the local ABCs, global ABCs are exact in their analytic formulation,
and are based on integral representations [McDo72] or modal expansions of the field
distributions [Mei74]. The formulations based on integral representations are sometimes
referred to as hybrid differential-equation/integral-equation formulations and have been
used extensively with frequency-domain and static finite-element formulations
[McDo72], [Paul88], [Yuan90], [Yuan91], tDeti9ll. In Íziorg3l an integral
representation is applied in conjunction with the Yee finite-difference time-domain
algorithm. As well, in [Bark92], an integral representation is applied in conjunction with
a time-domain finite-element method. A numerically derived global ABC has been

applied in conjunction with the transmission line matrix method and is referred to as the
Johns' matrix approach Bswa90l. A computational disadvantage of global ABCs is that
they create full submatrices within the sparse system matrix created from the
discretization of the differential-equation. The creation of full-submatricies mav
substantially increase the computational effort required for a solution.

2.42 Type of Spatial Grid

Three types of spatial grids can be applied in the discretization of the
mathematical formulations - regular structured, irregular sffuctured, and unstructured. To
illustrate the differences between these approaches, portions of two-dimensional meshes
(ofquadrilateral cells) near a curved boundary are provided in Figure 2.2.

The regular structured mesh does not provide a good representation of the curved
surface. Numerical schemes utilizing this grid may yield errors due to the stair-stepped
approximation. Numerical investigations of errors due to stair-stepped approximations in
time-domain finite-difference simulations (using the Yee algorithm [Yee66]) have been
performed [Cang91]. A benefit of this approach to meshing is that all mesh locarions are
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explicitly known, without the requirement of storing the spatial coordinates of each grid
point along with connectivity information.

The irregular structured mesh provides an accurate description of a curved
surface. If the geometry of the objects under investigation can be described
parametrically, a mesh can be generated and described using parametric equations. This
approach is able to provide accurate description of curved surfaces without explicit
storage of all mesh locations. The spatial location of a mesh point is known implicitly by
evaluation of a parametric function. Unfortunately, this approach can only be applied to
geometries that are described parametrically. A simplified subset of the irregular
structursd meshing methods is the graded mesh discretization. This approach has been
applied for the analysis of regular geometries with a few instances of fine geometrical
detail. Examples of this approach for the analysis of microstrip circuits and antennas can
be found in [Paul91b], [Cham93], [Rile93]. For this applicarion, the thickness of the
substrate can be small compared to the other dimensions of the geometry. A graded mesh
scheme allows for the accurate discretization of all of the geometrical features of the
model.

The unstructured mesh provides the most general approach to the discretization
of arbitrary geometries. A disadvantage of this approach is that all information regarding
the spatial location of grid points and their connectivity musr be explicitly srored. The
use of the irregular structured and unstructured mesh types imply the use of a code
capable of handling such a mesh, and unfortunately not all the algorithms proposed in the
computational electromagnetics literature possoss this capability.

2.5: Mathematical Discretization - Spatial Domain

2.5.1: F'inite-Element

Two approaches to the application of the finite-element method to
electromagnetic field problems are possible. The two approaches are: the formulation of
a variational principle and its discretization by the Rayleigh-Ritz method [Arle69],
[Rahm84], [Davi89]; and the direct approximation of the differenrial-equarion
formulation by the merhod of weighted residuars [D'Angg9], [sumb91], [Boys92]. The
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second method, direct application of the method of weighted residuals, is considered to
be the most general [Conn76], [Zien88]. This second approach is apptied in Chapter 6.

The problems considered in this document are three-dimensional and the
unknown distributions are vectors. For this type of problem two general classes of finite-
elements can be applied. These are nodal-elements (scalar basis functions) and edge-
elements (vector basis functions). The differences between the two element rypes are
discussed for the case of three-dimensional tetrahedral elements.

2.5.1,.I: Nodal-Elements - Scalar Bases

Consider the discretization of space using the tetrahedral nodal-element provided
in Figure 2.3(a). Over each element the unknown field distribution can be represented as

[Char81], [Zien88],

E(x,y,z) = Er(r

where (r= (a¡ + b¡x + cd/ + dv"ì/ñ, v is the volume of the element, and

4

T
k=1

f xc v.¡ zcl
âr = det | *;;; ,; I' L*;;,;l

flvrzrf
br=detl tI^ril

It voio)

fxt I zrl
cl =detl^t t ,il

Lxq 1 zdJ

lxrvr ll
dr =detl -. í. r I

L.;t^t)

(2.1s)

(2.r6a)

(2.r6b)

(2.r6c)

(2.r6d)

and the remaining âk, bk, c¡ and d¡ are generated by revolving the above expressions.
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Regular Structured Mesh:

tregular Structured Mesh:

Unstructured Mesh:

24

Figure 2.2: Three r.yqï 9f grid structures r-n the presence of a curved boundary:
(a) regular structured, (b) irregular structured, and ic) unstructured.
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The expansion functions zk in (2.15) are scalar functions and the unknown nodal
values E¡ are vector quantities. All field components are continuous between inter-
element boundaries (unless otherwise specified).

2.5.1.22 Edge-Elements - Vector Bases

Consider the discretizaÍion of space using the tetrahedral edge-element provided
in Figure 2.3(b). Edge element were originally proposed as a cure for the problem of
spurious modes. Over each element the unknown field distribution can be represented as

a summation over the edges of the element [Mur85], [D'Ang90],

E(x,y,z) = F--w'* (n+m) (2.17)

(b)

Figure_2.3: (a) Terahedral nodal-based finite-elemenr, and (b) Tetrahedral edge-
based finite-element.

The expansion functions wnn in (2.17) are vector functions and the unknown coefficients
E¡¡¡ aro scalar quantities. The nm subscript refers to the edge connecting nodes n and m.
The vector expansion functions wrrn are defined in terms of the scalar expansion
functions (r (see above) as,

44>I
n=l m=l

2

-,JaJ

'-iøtÕ--j
)4 \
1''n n n 1t
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wnm-("V(*+(*V(,, (2.18)

Edges are shared by adjacent elements, and therefore tangential field components are

continuous across the interface between elements. If the interface between elements is a
material interface, no constraints are imposed on the normal components of the f,relds.

2.5.1.3: Comparisons of Nodal and Edge Elements - Curious Contradictions ?

Various comparisons of nodal- and edge-element methods have recently appeared

in the literature [Mur88], [Yuan91]. Although some of the results of these comparisons
are consistent, some curious contradictions also arise. Both [Mur88] and [Yuangl]
conclude that edge-elements require increased computational effort. This is due to the
increase in the number of degrees of freedom. The use of edge-elements has increased
the number of degrees of freedom for the tetrahedral element from 4 to 6. Boys e et. al.
(proponents of the nodal element approach) make note of an important practical benefit
of nodal elements. Most commercial mesh generation packages produce nodal based
elements (because of their dominance in other disciplines) and as well, higher-order edge-
elements have yet to be developed. Higher-order node elements exist and are common in
some applications of computational electromagnetics (as discussed in Chapter 4, the
application of higher-order approximations in conjunction with time-domain formulations
is uncommon).

The most important aspect of the nodal/edge debate is the relative accuracy.
Consider a comparison of the two approaches for the enforcement of interface conditions
between material regions. In [Yuan91], a computational study indicates that nodal
elements with the boundary conditions (1.3) (for the normal field components) explicitly
enforced are more accurate than similar computations with edge elements. Mur (in
[Mur88]) seems to have obtained the opposite conclusion. An important contradiction
exists. Mur concludes that nodal-based elements are not appropriate for modelling
inhomogeneous media because the nodal-based elements enforce continuity of all field
components across an interface (i.e., normal and tangential). Mur does not account for
the explicit enforcement of the boundary conditions, as is the case in [Yuan91], [Lync9g],
and Chapter 6. Mur's conclusion regarding the use of nodal-based elements does not
contradict that of Yuan et al if all boundary conditions at an interface are explicitly
enforced.
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It is possible to blend the edge and nodal element types and construct new

computational cells. One possible combination is to specify only tangential components

along the element boundary and all components at the centre of an element. This spatial
organization of unknown field components would resemble Shankar's finite-volume
method [Shan9O], [Moha91] and the symmetric condensed transmission line matrix
method [John87b]. The organization of field components within various compurarional

cells is discussed in section 2.6.

2.5.2: Finite-Difference

The finite-difference approach to spatial discretization consists of discretization of
the operator (and not the unknown distribution as in the finite-element method). As a

simple example, consider the application of the second-order-accurate central-difference
approximation to the Laplace operator,

v2F1x,y¡ - âh(x'Y) * ðh(x'Y)
(2.re)

ðx2 àv2

to yield

V2F1x,y¡ =
F(x+Ax,y) - 2F(x,y) + F(x-Âx,y)

Lx2

F(x,y+Ay) - 2F(x,y) + F(x,y-Ây)
(2.20)

LxZ

The mesh of Figure 2.4 is used to implement the

Laplace operator.

above spatial approximation of the

A survey of the computational electromagnetics literature indicates that the use of
the Yee algorithm has dominated applications of the finite-difference method to
computational electromagnetics, despite the overwhelming variability of finite-difference
schemes that can be developed þapi82]. A review of some of the references collected in
the course of this research indicates that of the many journal and conference papers
reviewed that involve the application of finite-differences to the numerical solution of
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electromagnetic field problems, the majority involve the Yee algorithm. Notable
exceptions include the review given in [LoVe91] where various classical finite-difference
schemes are presented and compared for one-dimensional problems, and the dispersive
analysis contained in [Shla93] in which the computational performance of several finire-
difference algorithms are compared.

AI.a-Þ

l^ '1_

Figure 2.4: -Simple example illustrating the discreti zation of the Laplace operaror
u sin g second- order- accurate central- difference approxi m ation s.

The extension of the Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm to handle
unstructured meshes, as well as finite-volume algorithms, have been recently proposed

[Mads9O], [Holl91], lLee92l, [Jurg9}]. As will be discussed in Chapter 6 (based on an

equivalence of specific finite-difference and f,rnite-element algorithms), these algorithms
may be more conveniently derived and represented using finite-element concepts.
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2"5.32 Characteristic-Based Field Decomposition (Transmission Line Matrix)

In addition to the finite-difference and finite-element approximation to the spatial-
domain, the transmission line matrix method can also be applied [Hoef85], [Hoef89].
This method will be examined in detail in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The derivation of the
original two- and three-dimensional symmetric-condensed transmission line matrix
algorithms by a characteristic-based field decomposition is described in [LoVe92] and,

[LoVe93]. The derivation of the two-dimensional algorithm is outlined in Appendix A.
Traditionally, the transmission line matrix method has been considered as a physical
approximation in that the spatial domain was approximated by an orthogonal grid of
transmission lines Uohn7ll. The theory presented in [LoVe92], [LoVe93] indicares rhe

transmission line matrix approach fits within the framework described within this chapter
i.¿., discretization of a given mathematical formulation.

2.6: Organization of Spatial Cell

In the previous section, various methods for discretization of the spatial domain
were presented. For all methods, the volume of space is discretized into unit cells. In
this section the manner in which field components are defined within the unit cells is
discussed. The organization of the spatial cell is closely related ro the merhod of spatial
discretization. In general, it is not possible to use an arbitrary spatial cell organization
with every spatial discretization technique described above. The various spatial cells that
have appeared are classifîed in terms of two parameters: symmetry and condensation. A
symmetric cell appears the same (in terms of the vector components of the fields) from
each coordinate axis. A condensed cell has all field components defined at the same

spatial locations. An uncondensed cell does not have any field components defined at the
same spatial location, and a partially condensed cell has some field components defined
at the same spatial locations. Examples of spatial discretizations are presented in Figure
2.5.

The condensation of the unit cell is relevant to the modelling of interfaces
between material regions. The uncondensed cells (such as that applied with the yee
algorithm [Yee66], [Taf189]) are unable to exactly align interfaces berween dielectric and
magnetic materials. As well, the boundary conditions (1.3) indicate that rangential field
components are continuous and normal field components are discontinuous across
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material interfaces. The continuous tangential boundary conditions are trivially satisfied.
Depending on the specific layout of the spatial cell, satisfaction of the discontinuous
normal boundary conditions may require additional computational effort.

2"7 z Time or Frequency Domain ?

Based on the spatially discrete or semi-discrete form of the mathematical
formulations, selection of the time or frequency domain for the solution is required.
Solutions to the time dependent formulations described above yield transient solutions for
a given excitation. For a time harmonic excitation (a single frequency, crl), the time
dependence of all field quantities can be assumed i.¿.,

G(r,t) = G(r)eicot

Solution of the resulting equations yields results for a single frequency for each

simulation.

The choice of time or frequency domain solution depends on the specific
application. For most antenna applications and radar-cross-section analysis, frequency
domain results are desired. For certain EMIÆMC problems, the transient response may
be required. Although time and frequency domain formulations are suited to calculation
in their natural domains, numerical results in one domain can be Fourier transformed to
the other. For example, a single time domain simulation (with the appropriate excitation)
can be used to obtain frequency domain results over a wide bandwidth by Fourier
transformation of the transient response. Therefore, if the bandwidth of interest is
sufficiently wide, or if a time domain solution is desired, a time domain method is
advantageous. A detailed quantitative assessment of this advantage can be found in
[Mill88] and [Lync9O].
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all components of
eandh

o all components of e

Figure 2J: Spatial cells for various differential-equation based methods: (a) yee
finite-difference algorithm [Yee66], and the expãnded node rransmissiòí line
matrix model [Akht75b] (unsymmerric, uncondensed), (b) transmission line
matrix algorithm .Uohn87bl and Shankar finite-volume aÍgorithm [Shan9g](symmetric, partially condensed), (c) nodal-based finitõ-element-method
(symmetric, condensed), (d) edge-element finite-element methods (symmetric,
partially condensed).

In general, the nature of the material parameters (e, p, and o') also influences the

selection of the solution domain. In this document only linear materials are considered,

e

Akvh
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however, the time domain is preferred for problems that include non-linear materials

[GooÚ2]. The frequency domain is preferred for problems with frequency dependent
materials. The treatment of dispersive materials is of trivial complexity for frequency
domain modelling. Investigations of modelling of linear dispersive materials in the time-
domain using the Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm are provided in [Kunz93],
lPer94l.

All of the spatial discretization techniques described above are applicable to time
or frequency domain analysis. The transmission line matrix method is typically
formulated and applied in the time domain, although a frequency domain version has

been proposed [Jin92b]. The finite-difference method is usually applied in the time-
domain [Tafl89], and the finite-element method has been usually applied in conjunction
with frequency domain analysis, although time domain versions have been given in
[Cang87], [Lync90], [Bark92].

Discretization of the temporal domain is usually performed using finite-
differences. In [Lync9O] and [Bark92] finite-element sparial discretizations are applied in
conjunction with finite-difference temporal discretization. The Yee algorithm applied
central difference approximations in both space and time. Finite-element discretization of
the time domain has been investigated in other disciplines [Pind77], lZien13l.
Application of these schemes to electromagnetics has yet to be considered.

The resulting system after discretization results in either an implicit or explicitly
time stepped algorithm. An explicit time stepping scheme does not require matrix
inversion, and is therefore computationally easier to implement. Some aspects of
obtaining explicit time-stepping algorithms is discussed in Chapter 6. General
discretization of the time-domain using finite-differences is discussed in [BarkgZ] and,

U*,e9al.

2"82 Sources of Error

Two sources for error exist in the application of differential-equation based
methods. The first source of error is due to the inability of the discrete algorithm to
model wave propagation exactly. Discrete approximations to the various differential-
equation formulations do not propagate waves ideally. The errors can be dispersive
(waves at different frequencies travel at different velocities, therefore time-domain
waveforms change shape as they propagate) or dissipative (waves are attenuated as thev
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propagate) [Tref82]. Most of the numerical schemes applied in computational
electromagnetics are conservative í.e., they do not dissipate energy and therefore waves

do not attenuate as they propagate. However, all schemes are dispersive. A characteristic

equation can be derived from the propagation model that governs wave propagation in the

method, called a dispersion relation. A general discussion of dispersion relations for
finite-difference and finite-element models of the wave equation can be found in

[Tref82], [Vich82] and [Mul182]. Dispersive errors are also referred to as velocity error

[Hoef85]. As an example, in Figure 2.6, the velocity error for the two-dimensional Yee

algorithm (operated at the upper limit of stability) is presented for plane wave
propagation through the numerical mesh. The velocity error is presented in the Figure as

the ratio of cxlc (where c* is the numerical propagation velocity and c is the physical
free-space propagation velocity) versus the direction of propagation for three different
discretization ratios, Aliî,=0.1 , LlDu=Q.2 and Alâ"=0.3. As indicated in the figure, the
velocity error increases with a reduction in discretization (i.e., less Al per wavelength, l").

As well, the anisotropy of the algorithm is also evident which also increases as the
discretization is reduced. The curves are rotationally symmetric for 90o rotations due to
the symmetry of the numerical mesh. Figure 2.6 also indicates that for the Yee finite-
difference time-domain algorithm, the ratio of c*/c is always less than one, and. therefore
the numerical mesh represents a medium in which the propagation velocity is slower than

that of free space. A typical guideline for the discretization ratio applied in conjunction
with the Yee finite-difference algorithm is LUlu<1/15 [Tafl89]. Dispersive errors cause

errors in the phase of the waves propagating through the numerical mesh. Therefore,
these phase errors will accumulate with the spatial distance covered. If electrically large
problems are investigated, increased discretization may be required. Higher-order-
accurate numerical approximations (fourth-order-accurate finite-difference
approximations and quadratic finite-elements) can be used to decrease numerical
dispersion. A fourth-order accurate Íansmission line matrix model for the analysis of the

two-dimensional wave equation is presented in Chapter 4. Investigation of dispersive
errors and numerical anisotropy for two-dimensional models is considered in detail in
Chapter 4.

The second source for error in the application of differential-equation based

numerical methods is associated with the boundary conditions for a problem. These
boundary condition erors can be separated into two unique effors. The first boundary
condition elror occurs only with open region problems and is due to the inexactness of
the absorbing boundary conditions (for the case of local ABCs). A sufficiently large
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simulation space can be modelled such that errors due to local ABCs are minimal. In
addition to errors caused by inexact ABCs, if objects with sharp edges and corners are

present, errors due to the inability of the method to resolve rapidly varying field
distributions will also occur. Coupling of the mathematical formulation to specific
formulations describing the behavior of the field distribution in the presence of
geometrical details was discussed in section 2.1.7.

Figure 2.6: Velocity error (c*/c) for axial propagation within the two-dimensional Yee
algorithm.

2.9: Classification of Various Differential Equation Based Methods

A few of the popular differential-equation based numerical methods are classified
in Table 2.1. The methods classified are: the Yee finite-difference time-domain
algorithm [Yee66] (as presented in [Tafl89]; the symmetric-condensed transmission line
matrix algorithm (as applied in [Alle87]); Shankar's time-domain finite-volume merhod

[Shan89], [Shan90], [Moha91]; the time-domain finite-element algorithm originally
presented by Lynch and Paulsen [Lync90]; and the control region approximation

lMcCa89l.

270
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Table 2.1: Classification of Various Differential-Equation Based Numerical Methods

2.L02 Conclusions of the Review

A review of the differential equation based numerical methods, applied to
computational electromagnetics, has been given. This review serves two purposes. The

first purpose is to provide a literature review of the differential-equation based numerical
methods, and therefore place the chapters which follow in the proper context. The second

purpose is to provide a concise interpretation of the various methods that have been

previously investigated. This allows comparison of different methods and a basic

conceptualization of the differential-equation based methods. This review illustrates rhat

Aleorithm Math. Formulation Field Formulation
Yee aleorithm Maxwell's Curl Eq Total/Scattered

Svmmetric condensed TLM Conser Form Maxwell Eo Total

Shankar Finite-Volume ConserForm Maxwell Eq Scattered

Lynch and Paulsen FE Modified Vector-Vy'ave Eq Total

Control Region Approx. Maxwell's Curl Eq Total

Aleorithm Tvpe of ABC Grid Structure
Yee.. I.ocal Structured

TLM.. [,ocal Structured

ShankarFV.. [,ocal Unstrucrured

LynchÆaulsen.. Global Unstructured

Control.. [,ocal Unstructured

Aleorithm Spatial Discretization Spatial Cell Time or Frequencv ?

Yee. cen tral finite-difference Uncondensed Time Domain fd
TLM. char decomoosition pafiial condensed Time Domain char decomo

Shankar FV . fd / charac decomposition partial condensed Time Domain various fd
LynchÆaulsen... finite element Co cont. Condensed Time Domain fd

Control. generalized finite-difference Uncondensed Frequencv Domain
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all of the differential-equation based numerical methods can be cast
framework as specifîed by the seven categories listed on page 9.

into a single unifying

2"î1,2 Formulations Presented in this Thesis

Two different time-domain differential-equation based numerical methods are
investigated in the remainder of this document. Recall that the purpose of this thesis is to
investigate general pu{pose techniques for the simulation of electromagnetic phenomena.
The selection of a time-domain method is based on the possible computational
advantages discussed in section 2.7. In addition, applications may arise in which non-
linear materials must be accounted for in the analysis. This class of problem will require
time-domain analysis.

The first method is based on the symmetric condensed transmission line matrix
algorithm (described in Chapter 3). A totaVscattered field formulation is applied with a
local absorbing boundary condition. The transmission line matrix algorithm is restricted
to a regular structured grid. Stair-stepped approximations to curved surfaces are required.
In Chapter 5, this algorithm is applied to the analysis of a wide variety of electromagnetic
field problems to demonstrate the range of applicability of differential-equation based
numerical methods and the accuracy that can be achieved.

The second method is based on the time-domain finite-element formulation
originally presented by Lynch and Paulsen [Lync90] (described in chapter 6). Scartered
field and totaVscattered field formulations are investigated. Local absorbing boundary
conditions are used to terminate the numerical mesh. The finite-element simulation
program is viewed as a more advanced solution to the general purpose electromagnetic
simulation environment, because of its ability to model irregular shaped objects and the
ease with which higher-order elements can be applied. To fully exploit the capabilities of
the finite-element simulation program, it should be interfaced to a mesh generation
program.
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Chapter 3: Transmission-Line Matrix
Simulation Program

In this chapter an overview of the TLM method is provided. The development of
new TLM models for two-dimensional electromagnetic field problems is presented in
Chapter 4, and in Chapter 5 the application of a general purpose electromagnetic
simulation program to various practical problems is considered. To place these topics in
the proper context, a review of the TLM method is provided in this chapter. This review
is not all encompassing (see [Hoef85], [Hoef89] for more complete reviews of the TLM
method), however it highlights some of the unique properties and views of the TLM
approach which have been discovered throughout the course of this resea¡ch.

3.1: Description of TLM Algorithm

The macroscopic wave propagation characteristics of TLM algorithms are
evaluated via propagation analysis. Propagation analysis is equivalent to the dispersion
analysis used for the characterization of finite-difference and finite-element methods

[Vich82], [Mull82]. Two methods exist for the evaluation of propagation characteristics.
The first method presented by Brewitt-Taylor and Johns applies a physical approach

[Brew8O], where the models were analyzed as transmission-line circuits. The three-
dimensional symmetric-condensed TLM model does not represent a true physical
interconnection of transmission-lines and therefore, the propagation analysis typically
employed in [Brew80] is not generally applicable. To overcome this difficulty, Nielson
and Hoefer have developed a second method for propagation analysis that requires only
the scattering and transfer events, and does not require a physical circuit representation d
the TLM model [Nie191]. The disadvantage of this approach is rhat the determinant of an
N by N matrix is required, where N is the number of branches for the node being
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anùyznd. For the original node (N=4) this is not a problem, but for some three-

dimensional nodes N is large (N=12 for the symmetric-condensed TLM model).

Evaluation of the determinant requires the use of a symbolic manipulation program such

æ Maple or Mathematica.

For simplicity, most of the discussions contained in this chapter involve the

original two-dimensional TLM shunt node [John71]. However, all of the concepts are

equally applicable to three-dimensional models. The two-dimensional model is capable

of providing an approximate solution to two-dimensional electromagnetic systems

(assuming independence with respect to the z coordinate), one of the independent sets of
equations is expressed as,

aE, ðH*,
-=.:= U --=--1dx dt

(3.1a)

AE,

ãt=-p
ôH*
ðt

(3.1b)

(3.1c)

The TLM method discretizes space with a uniform grid of interconnected

transmission-lines (of characteristic impedance Z). The algorithm follows the evolution

of voltage pulses on the transmission-line grid. The field components are determined as a

post-processing task and is considered to be independent from the operation of the

algorithm. The operation of the algorithm for a neighborhood of nodes (considered to be

part of a larger mesh) for a few time steps is shown in Figure 3.1. The spatial locations of
the four nodes shown in Fieure 3.1 a¡e:

node 1 (xo,yo)

node 2 (x6+Al,yo)

node 3 (xo,yo-Al)

node 4 (xo+Al,yo-Al)

The algorithm can be described in terms of scattering and transfer events. For the

original two-dimensional shunt node [John71], the scattering event is given by,

ðH, AH* _^AE,c--=-dx dy dt
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(3.2a)

and the transfer event is.

v'¡t*l(ij) = v3'.Iij- 1)

vlt*l(ij) = vo"'(i-1j)
(3.2b)

vft*l(ij) = v¡'t(ij+t)

vlt*l(ij) = uz'',(i+1 j)

where the i and r superscripts denote incident and reflected voltage pulses, respectively;
the t superscript corresponds to the discrete time step; and the n subscript refers to the
branch number (provided in Figure 3.1). Operations (3.2a) and (3.2b) are performed ar
every node within the mesh.

At time (t-ttlZ¡+ (Figure 3.1(a)) the voltage pulses are incident upon the branches.
Note (t)+ and (t)- denote times just prior to and after a time t, respectively. The voltage
pulses propagate with velocity v¡={l/7¡t, and therefore reach the centre of the nodes at
time t. The state of the mesh at time (t)- is shown in Figure 3.1(b). The transformation
from time (t)- to (Ð+ is accomplished through application of the scatrering evenr (3.2a).
The incident voltage pulses at time (t)- are scattered from the transmission-line junction at
the centre of the node and become reflected pulses at time (t)+. The state of the mesh at
time (t)+ is shown in Figure 3.1(c). The voltage pulses reach the midpoints berween
nodes at time t+LtlL. The transformation from time (t+Âtl2)- to time (t+At/2)+ is
accomplished through application of the transfer event (3.2b). The reflected voltage
pulses ai time (t+Ltl2)- are transferred to adjacent nodes and become incident voltage
pulses at time (t+Ltl2)+. The state of the mesh at times (t+Lt/Z)- and (t+Ll2)+ is shown
in Figures 3.1(d) and (e), respectively.
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(r)-(b)

(d) (t+LüZ)

Figure 3.L: operation of the two-dimensional rLM algorithm [John71].
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3"22 Modelling Material Regions and Boundary conditions

The TLM method is considered as a differential-equation based numerical method
(and is included in the overview presented in Chapter 2). The scattering matrix and
transfer event represent an approximate model for Maxwell's equations, in an analogous
way the finite-difference approximation of section 2.5 represents an approximate model
for Maxwell's equations. The TLM model discussed above has the same dispersion
relation as the two-dimensional Yee time-domain finite-difference algorithm [yee66], if
the Yee aigorithm is operated at the upper limit of its stability range [Simo9la]. To apply
any of the differential-equation based numerical methods to a specific problem, initial
and boundary conditions must be specified. In this section the techniques appiied in
conjunction with TLM simulations of material regions and boundary conditions are
reviewed.

3.2.1,: Material Regions

An important requirement for the application of the TLM method to general
electromagnetic field problems is the modelling of the material itself, and the satisfaction
of the boundary conditions on the fieid distributions along the interfaces between material
rcgions.

To model a medium of arbitrary material properties, transmission-line stubs are
added to the homogeneous model [Akht75a]. In Figure 3.2, permittivity and conductivity
stubs are added to the original rectangular model. The permittivity stub is an open-circuit
terminated transmission-line of characteristic admittance Yo and length LUZ. In terms of
the operation of the algorithm, the scattering and transfer events are modified as,

vf
vl
v\J
v\
vl

11
11
1i
11
11

Yo.l lf "it"l 
ll 'f

i"l 'll ;l
Yol ll"i

[1
t1
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where Y=4+Yo and I is the unit matrix. The transfer event is.

vf't*l (ij) = vj,t(ij- i )

vri't*l(ij) = v;'t(i- 1 i)

vrtt*l(ij) = vi'Iii+1)

uoi'*1{ij) = vå't(i+t j)

vj't*l(ij) = vi''(ij)

TLM Simulation Program

(3.3b)

At each time step, a portion of the energy incident upon the node is transmitted into the
permittivity stub in the form of a transmitted voltage pulse. At the following time step,
this transmitted voltage pulse is returned with the same polarity (open circuit
termination). The permittivity stub has the effect of reducing the macroscopic wave
propagation velocity.

zo

OPEN CIRCUIT
STUB

Go".. 6

1 MATCH TERMINATED
^ STUB

Figu19 3.2:. Additiol gf_q perm_ittivity stub and a conductivity stub ro rhe original
two-dimensional model [Akht75a].

The conductivity stub is a match terminated transmission-line of characteristic
admittance Go (the length is arbitrary since it is match terminated). In terms of the
operation of the algorithm, the scattering event is modified as,
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(3.4)
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where Y=4+Yo+Go. There is no change in the transfer event. Again at each time step a
portion of the energy incident upon the node is transmitted into the conductivity stub in
the form of a transmitted voltage pulse. Since the conductivity stub is match terminated,
this voltage pulse is not returned to the node. Conductivity stubs have the macroscopic

effect of reducing the amount of energy present in the TLM mesh at each time step.

It is interesting to find that the effect of the permittivity and conductivity stubs is
essentially the same as the modelling of dielectric and conducting material in the Yee
time-domain finite-difference method. In [Simo9la], propagation analysis of the two-
dimensional node with permittivity and conductivity stubs has been performed. The
resulting dispersion relation is identical to that of the Yee algorithm for a medium with
the following material parameters,

,r=1*? o=Go

^1

Pr= 1 r? 5\

with the Yee algorithm operared ar rhe upper limit of stability au\t=cdtl2.
The boundary conditions along an interface between material regions (presented

in the introduction) require continuity of field components tangential to the interface and

a jump in field components normal to the interface. In the traditional TLM modelling of
material regions, the interface is located half-way between nodes as shown in Figure 3.3.

A computational convenience results from this organization of the simulation space.

From the discussion related to the maximum amount of information available in a TLM
mesh (section 3.3), it is known that only the field components tangential to the interface
between material regions exist along the interface between computational cells. The fietd
components normal to the interface are not defined at these spatial locations. Since
tangential field components are always continuous, no special treatment or
implementation of the boundary conditions is required.
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Region II
t¡

I
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I

TLM cell

interface

Figure 3.3: Modelling of the interface between two material reeions with
different permittivity

This situation is analogous to the edge-element finite-element approach (see

section 2.5), and that applied in conjunction with the Shankar time-domain finite-volume
algorithm [Shan90], [Moha91]. Only tangential field componenrs exist along rhe
interfaces between adjacent computational cells. Although the computational
convenience is noted above, a potential disadvantage to this structure may exist. In
[Yuan91], a comparison of nodal-based and edge-based finite-element methods indicates
that explicit enforcement of both the tangential and normal interface conditions yield the
most accurate results. No theoretical or computational investigations have been
performed with respect to the presence of this effect in TLM simulations. A modification
of the TLM approach is suggested to place material interfaces at the centres of the nodes.

At these spatial locations, all field components exist (for condensed nodes). Therefore,
the boundary conditions on both the tangential and normal field components can be
explicitly enforced.
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3.2.2: Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions are enforced by terminating the elemental transmission-lines
with reflection coefficients at locations half-way between nodes and at the centre of
nodes [Chen91a]. This requirement ensures the synchronism of voltage pulses
throughout the mesh. Boundary conditions enforced via reflection coefficients include:
perfect electric conductors, perfect magnetic conductors (non-physical boundary
conditions applied to constrain field distributions), and local ABCs. Two equivalent
methods can be used to determine the appropriate reflection coefficient to represent a

specific boundary. The first is based on an intrinsic impedance of the boundary and the
second utilizes the boundary condition expressed in terms of the field components
tangential to the boundary. The implementation of boundary conditions at locations half-
way between nodes is illustrated in Figure 3.4. A voltage pulse vi travelling in the +r'¡

direction is incident upon the boundary. The reflection coefficient that models the
boundary f , results in a voltage pulse of magnitude fvi travelling in the -r'¡ direction at

the next time step.

t=f

boundary

'J_.*
E(,H*

t=t+

:

Figure 3.4: Enforcement of a boundary condition using reflection coefficients.
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Consider the case of the boundary representing an arbitrary surface. In terms of an
intrinsic impedance of the boundary, the reflection coefficient used to model this surface
is determined from

r-Zbua-Zt
Z1o¿¿ * Z¡

(3.6)

where 21 is the intrinsic impedance of the elemental transmission-lines of the model and
zlsn¡is the effective load impedance for the boundary conditions.

For a perfect electric conductor, Z:'ad=0, the resulting reflection coefficient is
f = -i-0. In terms of the field components along the boundary, the tangential electric
field along a perfect electric conductor is zero. The appropriate reflection coefficient is
determined to enforce this boundary condition. The incident voltage pulse vi (travelling
in the +r'¡ direction) represents the field components Eç and -Hr. The reflected voltage
pulse vr (travelling in the -q direction) represents the field components E( and +H".
Since the tangential electric field is zero along the boundary, the contributions of the
electric field due to the voltage pulses vi and vr should cancel, and again, f = -1.0.

3.3: Information Available from a TLM Aleorithm9

In the previous sections the operation of the two-dimensional shunt node has been
described. The operation of the model is described in terms of voltage pulses propagating
through a grid of interconnected transmission-lines. In this section the maximum amount
of information regarding field quatities from a minimum amount of post-processing is
described. Traditionally field components were only defined at the centres of nodes

[John71], [John87b]. In this section it is demonstrated that field components can also be

defined at spatial locations corresponding to the interface between cells.

The transmission-lines within a TLM model are considered to be capable of
supporting TEM waves, and therefore the fields associated with a voltage pulse v
travelling in the x-y plane in a direction d are,

v
21

Erov and Hro (3.7)
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where the direction k of the magnetic field is given by dxz. For the original shunt node

described in Figure 3.1, the direction of propagation is limited to *x and *y. pulses

travelling in the + and -x directions are associated with the field components,

Eo, -Hy and E, +Hy

respectively. Pulses travelling in the + and -y directions are associated with the fieid
components,

&, +H* and Ez, -Hx (3.e)

respectively. Again, consider the mesh of two dimensional nodes in Figure 3.1. At half
time steps ((n+ll2)Lt, where n is an integer), voltage pulses ate atthe junctions between
nodes, and at even time steps (nÂt), voltage puises are at the centres of nodes. A single
voltage pulse is considered to be unable to represent field quantities. More than a single
pulse is required to define fields. Therefore, in terms of incident voltage pulses, fields
can only be defined at the centres of nodes at even time steps (nÂÐ- as

E$t(n*Ât,ny^ t) =l fuï * vi + vi + vi)

(3.8)

Hf^t(n*Ât,ny^ l) = [f"i - 
"'r)

H|^t(n*al,nrÂ

where the pulses v'" belong to the node centred at (n*Al, nyÂl), and at the iunctions
between nodes at half time steps ((n+1/2)Àt)- æ

"{n+L/2)Ltççn*+I/2)Ll,n 
Al) = vzi + vå

where the voltage pulse vL belongs to the node centred at ((n¡,+1)Â1, nrAl) and v! belongs

to (n*Â1, ntÂl), and

"{n+1t2)Ltç¡1*N,(n 
-I/2)Al) = v,i + vi

¡1G+1/z)Ât11n*+l/2)Ll,n¡Â l) = [, ft; - rrol

t> =firu,+ - vi)

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

(3.10c)

(3.1 1a)

(3. i 1b)

(3.12a)

(3.rzb)t1{n+1/2)Át1n *LI,(n -l/2)a l) = [ ftu - til
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where the voltage puise vi belongs to the node centred at (n¡çÂ1, nrÂl) and v'3 belongs to
(n*Â1, (nt+l)Âl). Similar definitions in terms of scattered voltage pulses are possible.

The definitions of field quantities in terms of voltage pulses has implications for
physically unique specification of initial conditions within a TLM mesh, and for
determining the equivalence with other numerical methods (to be discussed in Section
3.5.3). In terms of unique specification of initial conditions, fields can be uniquely
enforced at the junctions between nodes at half time steps (i.e., two field components and

two voltage pulses - see equations 3.11 and 3.12). At the centres of nodes the field
quatities are overconstrained in terms of voltage pulses (i.e., three field components and

four voltage pulses - see equations 3.10). This has been utilized in the TLM
implementation of a total / scatrered field formularion [simo91d], [Simo92].

3.42 Three Dimensional Symmetric Condensed Node

The original three-dimensional TLM node was introduced by Akhtarzad and

Johns [Akht75b]. This model is constructed from two-dimensional shunt and series

nodes and has been demonstrated to satisfy the Yee finite-difference time-domain
algorithm [John87a]. A problem with this model (along with the Yee algorirhm - see

discussion in section 2.6) is the misalignment of dielectric and magnetic media, and a

general computational clumsiness associated with the layout of field components (see

Figure 2.5).

In 1987, Johns introduced the three-dimensional symmetric-condensed node

[John87b]. The purpose of this node is to overcome the difficulties associated with the

original three-dimensional TLM node. Following the discussion presented in section 2.6

this node is more accurately referred to as a symmetric-p artially-condensed node rather

than a symmetric-condensed node, because tangential field components are available
along the interfaces between computational cells and all field components are available at

the centre of cells. A review of some three-dimensional models can be found in

[Sagu89]. The three-dimensional symmetric-condensed node is shown in Figure 3.5(a),

and the discretization of a general electromagnetic field problem is provided in Figure
3.s(b).

(a)
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Figure 3.5: (a) Three-dimensional symmetric-condensed TLM node, and (b)
discretization of the general electromagnetic field problem.
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The operation of the symmetric-condensed TLM algorithm proceeds as described

in section 3.I in terms of scattering and transfer events. The scattering event is expressed

as.

Vr= SVi

where Vi and Vr are vectors containing incident and reflected voltage pulses, and the

scattering matrix for the three-dimensional symmetric-condensed node with stubs for
modelling permittivity, permeability, and electric conductivity is given by [John87b]; and

in [Germ90c] for modelling magnetic conductivity. The scattering matrix as originally
presented by Johns is given as Uohn87bl, (the E and H row and column entries denote the

coupling between x, y, and zfield components)

I 2 3 4 5 6 t 8 9 10 i1
Exxyyzzzyxzy

EHzyzxxyxxyyz
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-YZ
"-q4+y-2ç4¡e

h= 4- 2(4+Y)

-YZ
"-z(++y-2(4+D

,1 - 4
" - zØ+D

g=Yb

i=d
:-4-Z
" 4+Z

andZ is the intrinsic impedance of free space, andY=llZ.

Fields are defined as discussed in section 3.3, all field components are defined at

the centre of the node at even time steps (n^t) and field components tangential to the

faces of nodes are defined at the interface between cells at half time steps ((n+112)Lt).

Nielson and Hoefer have performed the propagation analysis of the symmetric-condensed

TLM algorithm to determine its dispersion relation [Niel91]. Their analysis indicates that

the three-dimensional symmetric-condensed TLM method is superior to the Yee finite-

difference time-domain algorithm [Yee66], [Taf189] in terms of dispersive effors.

3.5: Origins and Theoretical Justification of TLM

The TLM method was initially proposed by Johns [John71], and most of the

theoretical developments (up to 1987) can be attributed to him [John86], [John87b].

Unfortunately, most researchers do not possess the insight of Johns' with respect to TLM
modelling and therefore, it is important to investigate the various theoretical origins for

TLM models. These investieations allow the creation of new TLM models and allow

e=b

f =Zd

u-Y-4"-yl.4
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extensions and improvements to existing methods. Some attempts have been made to

interpret the TLM method within the context of various topics. In this section, some of

this work is reviewed. A discussion of the advantases and disadvantases of each

interpretation is provided.

3.5.L: Huygens' Principle

In 1974, Johns'discussed the relationship of the TLM method and Huygens'

principle [John74b]. Johns' proposed that the TLM algorithm represents a discrete form

of Huygen's principle. As discussed in [John74b] and [Hoef91], Huygens' proposed a

corpuscular form of light wave propagation. The macroscopic phenomena of wave

propagation is due to the interaction of particles which give rise to local wavelets. The

local wavelets are spherical disturbances, each causing future disturbances as the wave

propagates. From the description of the original rectangular model provided in section

3.1 it is easy to visualize the scattering and transfer events as a discrete form of Huygens'

principle. Each scattering event represents the creation of an approximate spherical

wavefront from each localized voltage pulse. The approximation of the model is due to

the discrete nature of the spherical wavefront.

While the Huygens' principle interpretation of the TLM method is conceptually

easy to comprehend, it provides few practical benefits. The first problem is that

unfortunately, the equal scattering of an incident voltage pulse into equal reflected

voltage pulses is not always true. The second problem is that the Huygens' principle

interpretation does not suggest improvements to the model (except for the hexagonal

model to be presented in Chapter 4) and the motivation for various extensions that have

appeared in the literature.

3.5.22 Generalization of Lumped Element Modelling

In its original two-dimensional form [JohnTl],the TLM method was presented in

terms of the analogy between the behavior of voltages and currents on transmission-lines

and electric and magnetic fields in space. Initially, this description of the method was

viewed as an advantage. Since the microwave engineer is familiar with the behavior of

transmission-lines, the method was conceptually easy to understand. This approach is
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similar to the lumped element modelling of partial-differential-equations investigated in
the 1940's.

In the 1940's, network analyzers were applied to the solution of electromagnetic
field problems. These network analyzers consisted of lumped element mod.els of
Maxwell's equations. Consider the lumped element network shown in Figure 3.6. The
network lies in the x-y plane and is oriented as indicated in the figure. Spacing between
the nodes in the network is Âl and the values of inductance and capacitance are LÂl and
zCLl, respectively. This network was proposed as a model of Maxwell's equations in two
dimensions by Kron in 1943 [Ifton43]. To utilize the equivalent circuit in a practical
sense' network analyzers were built consisting of meshes of ind.uctors and capacitors
[Span49]. With the appropriate excitation and boundary conditions applied ro rhe mesh
(similar to the concepts discussed in section 3.2), a variety of electromagnetic field
problems can be studied. Whinnery and Ramo used a network analyzer to study field
distributions in cylindrical waveguides and the effects of discontinuities in rectangular
waveguides [Whin44]. An account of the various problems associated with building a
network analyzer can be found in a paper by Spangenberg, Walters, and Schott [Span49].

capacitance values 2CÁ,1 inductance values LÂl

Figure 3.6: Lumped network model of Maxwell's eguations in two dimensions
proposed by Kron [Kron43].
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Kron derived equivalent circuits to model various physical systems and
established a basic theory related to the construction of circuit models of differential
equations [Kron45]. Three dimensional models of Maxwell's equations were also
derived, however only the two dimensional models were used in practice. The three
dimensional networks contained ideal transformers and dependent voltage sources
making construction of a practical network difficult [Kron44].

The analogy between Maxwell's equations and the equivalent network can be
obtained by using circuit theory. In Figure 3.6, the voltage drop between nodes C and A
can be expressed as

VC-VA (3.13)

(in the negative x direction), v4
Equation (3.13) can be written

the x di¡ection.

v(x+Al) - v(x)

is valid for an arbirary voltage drop

(3.14)

across two adjacent nodes in

= LN AigA

dt

where iça is the current flowing from node C to node A
is the voltage at node A, and vç is the voltage at node C.

for an arbirary voltage drop across two adjacent nodes in

^l

=_LqL
dt

Similarly, the following

the v direction.

v(y+^l)-v(y) _ , âi,

^l 
ðt

Applying Kirchoffs current law to node A yields

i6a + isa + iç4 + ioe = 2C^t 
ðIA
dt

where ig6 and iç4 represent culrents flowing in the positive and negative x directions
respectively; and i¡4 and ig4 represent cunents flowing in the positive and negative y
directions respectively. If these cunents are considered to be centered at locations half
way between nodes, equation (3.16) can be written as,

(3.15)

(3.16)
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i^(x-Lt/2) - iy(y+Lt/Z) - i*(x+Lr/2) + ir(y-Lt/Z) = ZCAI * e.rl)

_í*(x+Lll') - i*(x-LUZ) _ir(y+LU,) - ir(y-At/z) 
= 2C 

A:A 
(3.18)

^l ^l 
ôt

Recognizing the left hand sides of equations (3.14), (3.15), and (3.18) as cenrral-
difference approximations to continuous derivatives, the network can be considered to be
an approximation to the equations

(3.19a)
âv . âiu
_=_ l.-ây -ðt

ðv_ , ði*
dx dt

ði* ði" ^^ ðv
=:=ZU=-dt dt dt

(3.19b)

(3.19c)

Examining the set of equations (3.19) modelled by the network and the set of Maxwell's
equations for two-dimensional TE propagation (3.1), the following relationships between
field quantities in Maxwell's equations and circuit quantities in the lumped network of
Figure 3.6 can be esrablished;

Ez=v Hy=-i" H*=iy

F=L E=2C (3.20)

The TLM method expressed in terms of transmission-lines is obtained through
recognition that the lumped inductances and capacitances represent equivalent circuit
models of transmission-lines. The inductors and capacitors can be replaced by ideal
transmission-lines connecting adjacent nodal locations.
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3"5.3: Equivalence of TLM and Finite-Difference Methods

In addition to the Huygen's principle and lumped elemenr mod.elling origins of the
TLM method. It is also possible to consider the relationship between TLM and finite-
difference algorithms. From the review provided in this chapter it is obvious that
parallels exist between the TLM and finite-difference methods. Both methods represent
discrete field distributions that are defined at specific spatial locations at specific instants
in time. In their natural formulations, both operate on regular grids, and as well most of
the techniques required for specific problems are applicable to both methods (i.e., ABCs,
the various field formulations, operation in both the time and frequency domains, etc ...).
During the past decade, several investigations regarding the equivalence of TLM and
finite-difference merhods have been performed Uohn87al, [simo90], lchen9lb] and

[Celu93]. Two distinct approaches to the equivalence have been adopted. They are
al g o r ithmic and disp e r sive equivalence.

3.5.3.1: Algorithmic Equivalence

Algorithmic equivalence attempts to demonstrate rhat the TLM and finite-
difference methods both represent identical algorithms in terms of their time-stepping
procedures. Most of the work related to establishing algorithmic equivalence has

demonstrated that the TLM scattering and transfer events satisfy a given finite-difference
algorithm. To rigorously demonstrate that both methods are algebraicly equivalent, one
should demonstrate that both algorithms satisfy each other. To date, this has not been
accomplished.

Johns has recognized the potential difficulties associated with establishing an
algorithmic equivalence, " ... Great care has to be taken in comparing computer
resources for the TLM method with the ftnite-dffirence method since much more
information is available in the former... " [John87a]. To properly demonstrate that a

TLM algorithm satisfies a given finite-difference algorithm, all of the information
available from the TLM node (as discussed in section 3.3) should be used. In [Simo9g],
only a pafiial equivalence between the original shunt model and the two-dimensional yee
algorithm was obtained. A previous investigation demonstrated a partial equivalence
between the three-dimensional expanded TLM node and the three-dimensional yee
algorithm [John87a].
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Chen et al have presented two- and three-dimensional f,rnite-difference algorithms
and have demonstrated that the original two-dimensional node and the three-dimensional
symmetric-condensed node satisfy these finite-differences algorithms [Chen9lb]. Their
work represents the most complete demonstration of algorithmic equivalence.

3.5.3.2: Dispersive Equivalence

The dispersion relation of a numerical method represents the fidelity of the
method as a model of wave propagation. A dispersive equivalence between two methods
exists if they possess identical dispersion relations. Constraints on the definitions of f,reld
quatities or operation of the algorithm are not imposed. Therefore, dispersive
equivalence does not account for practical issues such as implementation of boundary
conditions and availability of field components. Dispersive equivalences between TLM
models and finite-difference algorithms is discussed in [Simo91a], [Simo9lb], [Simo93],
[Simo94a].

The dispersive equivalence between two methods only applies to the accuracy of
the method for modelling wave propagation. If two methods possess identical d,ispersion
relations, they can be considered as equivalent models for the simulation of wave
propagation. The application of boundary conditions for the two methods may not be the
same. Dispersive equivalence is applied in Chapter 4to the development of new two-
dimensional TLM models.

3.5.4: Derivation of a TLM Model

Of the various classifications of the TLM method discussed above, the
relationship of TLM and finite-differencing is the mosr theoretically sarisfying. Since,
the TLM method is applied within the domain of computational electromagnetics a

relationship in terms of a method commonly used in computational electromagnetics is
beneficial. A common problem with the representations presented in 3.5.1 to 3.5.3 is
underivability. None of the above representations fit within the standard method of
numerical approximation of a governing mathematical formulation, and a clear derivation
(in the language of computational physics) does not exist. This lack of derivabilitv does
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not represent a practical problem since the method has been demonstrated to provide
accurate results for a wide variety of problems.

A first step towards the derivation of TLM methods has been presented in
[LoVe92] and [LoVe93]. In Appendix A, an outline of the derivation of the original two-
dimensional TLM model is presented. The derivation of the three-dimensional
symmetric condensed model has been provided in [LoVe93]. Starting with Maxwell's
equations written in conservation law form, the field components are decomposed into
Riemman Invariant variables. These variables represent the voltage pulses described in
the previous sections and are propagated along cartesian coordinate directions. Based on
the continuity of field components and conservation of power considerations, the
scattering and transfer events can be derived mathematically, without recourse to an

equivalent circuit model, Huygens'principle, or a finite-difference algorithm.

3.6: Summary

In this chapter an overview of the TLM method has been presented. The
emphasis has been placed on various unique details regarding the origin and theoretical
justification of the method. As with the various other differential-equation based
numerical methods, the method is applicable to the analysis of complex electromagnetic
scattering and radiation problems. New TLM models for two-dimensional problems are

developed in Chapter 4, and the application of a general purpose electromagnetic
simulation program to various practical problems is described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4z hlew TLM Models f,or the
Two-Dimensional Wave Equatíon

In this chapter, three new TLM models of the two-dimensional wave equation are
presented. Based on the discussions contained in Chapters 2 and 3, the TLM method is
considered to be in the same class as finite-difference and finite-element methods.
However, significantly more flexibility is associated with the finite-difference and finite-
element methods as compared to the TLM method. The finite-difference and finite-
element methods both allow flexibility in the geometrical properties of the numerical grid
and the order of accuracy of the governing approximation. The finite-difference method
aliows various spatial arrangements of the difference approximations and different orders
of accuracy. The finite-element method allows various element shapes and element
expansion functions of varying order. Much of this flexibitity can be attributed to the
relative amount of research performed on each method. In this chapter two aspects
pertaining to the numerical approximation of the two-dimensional wave equation are

investigated. These are grid structure, and the accuracy of the approximation of spatial
derivatives. The present study does not exhaust the two areas mentioned above as many
other aspects remain to be investigated. The starting point of this chapter is the previous
studies on the relationship of the TLM and finite-difference methods [Simo9la], and the
questions:

Can models be created on something other than a rectangular grid ?

Can the over all accuracy be something other than second-ord.er-accurate ?

4.L: The Original Rectangular Model

The original two-dimensional TLM model was introduced by Johns and Beurle

[John71]. This model is based on a rectangular grid of interconnected transmission-lines.
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In Figure 4.1, the geometry of the original model and a mesh of original nodes are shown.
In this chapter the TLM method is considered as an approximation of the two-
dimensional wave equation,

A2E,ò28 1 ò28

ðx2 ày2 c2 ðt2
(4.1)

1^1

where E is the z directed electric field distribution, and c is the propagation velocity.
Based on the dispersive equivalence established in [Simo91a], the original TLM model
can be considered as a second-order-accurate formulation based on a rectangular grid
structure.

(a)

(b)

v
^lAI+

Il>
X

^1 A1

Figure 4.1: Geometry.of the original rectangular TLM model introduced by
Johns and Beurle [John71], and a mésh of originãl rectangular nodes.

4.2: Hexagonal Model

The first new TLM model introduced is the hexagonal model [Simo91b]. This
model is based on an equilateral triangular grid. This development of this model
represents an attempt to reduce numerical anisotropy. The geometry of the hexagonai
model and a mesh of nodes is shown in Figure 4.2. TIte mesh of Figure 4.2 is constructed
from three sets of transmission-lines, with the same characteristic impedance, oriented at
60o to one another. The scattering matrix for the hexagonal model is given as,

€*
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and the transfer event for the hexagonal model is,

vi(ii) = vä(ii-1)

vi1Ð = vð(i-lj)

vä(ii) = vå(ii+1)

vl(ii) = vi (i+1i+1)

vi(ii) = vä(i+li)

vå(ii) = v5(i+1i-1)

where (ij) denote discrete (x,y) coordinates.
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:-l"il
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=la
J

vi
vi
vi
v\
vi
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(4.2)

(4.3)

^1

^_L ^1

Figure 4.2: Geometry of the hexagonal rLM model, and a mesh of hexagonal
nodes.

(b)

(a)
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As discussed in Chapter 3, to model media with arbitrary parameters using the
originai node, transmission line stubs are added to the nodes lJohnT4al, [Akht75a]. The
same procedure is used with the hexagonal node. An open circuit stub of length Nl2 is
used to model permittivity and a match terminated stub is used to model conductivity.
The scattering matrix for the hexagonal model with a permittivity stub is given in
[Simo91b]. In section 4.2.2, the permissible values for the stub admittance, yo are
defined by comparison with the equivalent finite-difference stability criterion.

4.2,1,: Dispersive Analysis of the Hexagonal Model

Following the procedure described in [Brew8O], the dispersion relation of the
hexagonal TLM model is given by,

,i "r(fl r. osq+rßsinq, . r,", ( 
P.4:rtq) -,

,*{*þosq-ß¡nq)) = r(, * þ,m,(ry) (4.4)

Expression (4.4) describes the fundamental manner in which plane waves propagate
through an infinite mesh of hexagonal nodes. Given the spatial and temporal
discretization (À1 and Ât, respectively), frequency of excitation (ol), direction of
propagation (0)' the numerical phase constant B+ can be obtained from (4.4). The value
of P* can be compared to the exact physical phase constant to determine the amount of
velocity error.

An advantage of the hexagonal model as compared to the original rectangular
model is the increase in numerical isotropy (i.e., the numerical phase velocity is
approximately constant with respect to the direction of propagation). In Figure 4.3(a) and
4-3(b), contours of the ratio of numerical phase velocity to physical phase velocity are
provided for the original and hexagonal models, respectively. Dispersive effects are
present for both models (i.e., the phase velocity varies with frequency). However, the
dispersive errors present in the hexagonal model are approximately constant with respect
to the direction of propagation.
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(a)
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@.5a)

(4.5b)

(4.6a)

Figure 4.3: Contours of the ratio of numerical phase velocity to physical phase
velocity for (a) the original model [John71], and (b) the hexagónal model.

4.2.2 : Equivalent F'inite-Difference Alg orithm

Consider the following analytic modification to the two-dimensional wave
equation (4.1). The y derivative can be re-written in terms of derivatives in the u and v
directions (see Figure 4.4). T]ne operators ð/ðu and ð/âv can be written as,

and

respectively.

aaa
-=cosQo--smQo-ôu ôy âx

a a 
sinqoè

*=tot*ou,* ðx

The operatorcð2/òu2 and,òZ\òvz can be expressed as,

ð' 
-"os20o 

ð *rin'6"!1-â^j-t ^^ Å a a

ao, 
-'-o * àyz àx2 

zslnqocosQ"aya*

and
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=cos2oo 

ð 
+ sin26"31+ 2sinö^cosô^3 3òv2 ðv2 ' òx2 '"dydx

Adding (4.6a) and (4.6b) wirh 0o=30o yields,

Chnpter 4

aa
dd_+_
âu2 òv2

and therefore (4.1) can be re-written as
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(4.6b)

(4.7)

,,.
l¿ 1L?o 10

')^^ r^^" dy' o dX¿

)a.òEr,ð'F,, ,A-8,

--r
âu2 àv2 ðx2

-)
-3 | dE'-
-t; :L c. òt¿

Expressing the wave equation in terms of x, u, and v derivatives is mathematically
redundant. However, application of finite differences to (4.7) yields the numerical
advantage illustrated in Figure 4.3(b). Applying second-order-accurate central difference
approximations to (4.7) with equal spatial steps (ax=Âu=Âv=Âl) yields,

E!(x+Àl,u,v) - 2E) (x,a,v) + Ert (x-Âl,u,v)

^f
Eå(x,u+Al,v) - 2Ert(x,u,v) + Ej(x,u-Âl,v)

N2

, Ef(x,u,v+Al) - 28.)(x,u,v) + Ej(x,u,v-Âl)L -' . -

_ 3 1 Eå+^t(x,u,v) - 2Ert(x,u,v) + E"LÂt(x,u,v)

N2

(4.8)a.LCo
Ltz

The above expression can be re-written to obtain an explicit finite difference algorithm
for solving the two dimensional wave equation. The computational grid used to
implement this algorithm is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure.4.4: Spatial orientation of the numerical grid used for the hexagonal
finite-difference algorithm.

Expression 4.8 can be written more conveniently in terms of x and y coordinates as,

Eå(x+Âl,y) - 2Ej(x,y) +Ej(x-Al,y)

^f
E!(x-$,y+41 - ZEt (x,y)+ Eå(x+S,r-ßêl)

- 2' '2 """ "' 2" 2'

^1-
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e!1x+^J,y+Pl - 2ul(x,y) + Ej (x-$,y {3+t )

= 3 | El^t(x,y) - ZE.)(x,y) + Ej-^t(x,y)
1oLc'

Ltz

The dispersion reiation of hexagonal finite-difference algorithm is given as,

,-,(ryþosq+þinq¡) *,,,',(B.^:o,o 
) 
*

,i,,(fl r. osq-ß¡inq I = #å* ",(*, )

Á+- I 1 
^l

AL_-

trerw rtz c

(4.10)

Expression 4.10 describes the fundamental manner in which plane waves propagate
through an infinite hexagonal finite-difference mesh. Given the spatial and temporal
discretization (Al and At, respectively), frequency of excitation (ol), direction of
propagation (Q), the numerical phase constant B* can be obtained from (4. i0). The value
of B* can be compared to the exact physical phase constant to determine the amount of
velocity error.

The stability criterion for the hexagonal finite-difference algorithm obtained using
the Von Neumann method [O'BriSO], is

(4.e)

(4.11)

(4.r2)

Or= r,lT +

The hexagonal TLM and finite difference algorithms have identical dispersion
characteristics when Àl and Ât are selected to yield,

where
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Êrpr=t**

Therefore, from the finite-difference stability criterion
conditions (4.12)-(4.13) the permissible values of yo
hexagonal TLM method) are,

New 2D TLM Models

(4.r3)

(4.1I) and the equivalence
(for stable operation of the

Yo2

Expression 4.r4 can be considered as the stability criteria
and has been validated by free space propagation tests.

(4.r4)

for the hexagonal TLM model

aJt

4.2.3: Correction for Dispersive Errors

A typical application of the two-dimensional algorithms has been the prediction of
cut-off frequencies of waveguide. The most significant source of error for these
calculations is caused by numerical dispersion. The numerical result for the cut-off
frequency is shifted by an amount proportional to c*/c. In a general simulation involving
a waveguide with an arbitrary cross-section, waves propagate in a variety of different
directions. If the simulation utilized a mesh of original rectangular nodes, at a specific
frequency the amount of dispersion present is unknown (although the upper and lower
bounds are known). However, if the simulation utilized a mesh of hexagonal nodes, the
amount of dispersion present is almost independent of the direction of propagation and
therefore, the amount of dispersion present can be determined from (4.4).The
numerically determined cut-off frequency can be corrected to eliminate the effects of
numerical dispersion for homogeneous problems.

This technique has been investigated in more detail in [Simoglb]. To evaluate the
performance of the hexagonal TLM model and the above error-correction technique, the
method has been applied to the calculation of cut-off frequencies in a square waveguide
(13.0^1 by 13.0Â1). Table 4.1 contains a comparison of the analytical solution, hexagonal
TLM solution, and error-corrected hexagonal TLM solution. The results contained in
Table 4-l and the additional results provided in [Simo9lb] indicate rhe hexagonal model
performs as expected, and the error-correction scheme provides the expected increase in
accuÍacy.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of analytic and numerical cut-off frequencies for rectangular
waveguide.

Cut-off Frequency (^Yl,) Vo difference from analvtic
Mode Analvtic Hexagonal Error-Corrected Hexagonal Error-Correctei
(1,1 0.05439 0.0544 0.0544 0.08 0.01
(r,2) 0.08600 0.0858 0.0860 0.26 0.00
(2,2) 0.10879 0.1083 0.1088 0.45 0.01

(1,3) 0.12163 0.1209 0.1217 0.60 0.06
(2,3) 0.13868 0.1376 0.1387 0.77 0.02
(1,4) 0.15858 0.1569 0.1587 1.03 0.07
(3,3) 0.16318 0.1615 0.1634 1.00 0.13
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4"32 Sparially-Weighted Model

The second TLM model introduced is the spatially-weighted model [Simo93].
This model is based on an isoceles triangular grid. The development of this model also
represents an attempt to reduce numerical anisotropy. The spatially-weighted TLM
model is synthesized from the following spatially-weighted finite-difference
approximation of the two-dimensional wave equation,

(1-k) {E,(x+Âl,y) 
- 2E"(x,y) + E,(x-41,y) *

^f
Er(x,y+N) - 2Er(x,y) +Er(x,y-N)

N2

,- ¡Er(x+Ll,y+Al) - 2Er(x,y) + E,(x-Al,v-Âl)
t=

(,l2Ar)'

r
f,lf nf ¡

-.u Eå*^t(x,y) - 2Ert({,y) + Ej-^t(x,y)

\t2
(4.1s)

where Â1is a uniform x and y coordinate grid spacing, k is a weighting factor restricted
between zerc and one, and Ât is the time step. The spatial discretization applied in the
above finite-diffefence algorithm was proposed by vichnevetsky and Bowles [vichg2].
The purpose of the weighting factor k is to yieid isotropic propagation characteristics
(i.e., to obtain a numerical approximation of the wave equation with propagation
characteristics similar to those of the hexagonal models). Vichnevetsky and Bowles have
investigated the effects of only the spatial discretization in (4.15) (i.e., the time-derivarive
is not discretized as above) [Vich82]. Trefethen has investigated the fu¡y discretized
form (4.15) [Tref82]. The spatial discretization applied in (4.15) is obtained from the
weighted combination of two standard five point stencils, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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(1-k)

$ar

+
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^l<s

lot
Y

(4.16)

'1--

Figure 4.5: weighted combination of two five-point srencils.

The dispersion relation for the spatially-weighted finite-difference algorithm is
given by,

k r ^,_rF"Al(cosQ + sinQ) , ^.,_rÊ*Al(cosQ - sinQ) 
1|[sm¿ff+sin¿'L z ' ot" -----t- I

+ (1-k){sinzÞ Nios0 
* rin2Ê 

Â1-sin0 
t =+sin2orAt

cza( ¿

-

Expression (4.16) describes the fundamental manner in which plane waves propagare
through an infinite spatially-weighted finite-difference mesh. Given the spatial and
temporal discretization (Âl and At, respectively), frequency of excitation (co), direction of
propagation (0), the numerical phase constant p+ can be obtained from (4.16). The value
of P* can be compared to the exact physical phase constant to determine the amount of
velocity error.
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The stability criterion for the spatially-weighæd finite-difference merhod obtained
using the Von Neumann method described in [O'Bri50], is

^t< 
1 N

,[TE c (4.r7)

4"3"1: Synthesis of the Spatially-Weighted TLM Model

The finite-difference algorithm presented in the previous section is constructed
from the weighted combination of two second-order-accurate central-difference stencils.
One oriented as usual (arms of the stencil located along the x and y axis), the other
rotated by 4Jo with its arms extended by a factor of "'lz. The spatially-weighted TLM
model is synthesized by utilyzing the relationship between the original recrangular TLM
model and the two-dimensional Yee algorithm [Simo9la]. The geometry of the spatially-
weighted TLM model and a mesh of nodes are provided in Figure 4.6. Thenew model
consists of the weighted combination of two original rectangular models. One oriented as
usual (with elemental transmission-lines oriented along the x and y axis), the other
rotated by 45o with its arms extended by a factor of "lz. An electrical connection between
diagonal and axial transmission-lines exists only at the centres of nodes, located at even
multiples of Al in both the x and y directions (denoted by the black dots in Figure 4.6(b)).
To complete the model, the electric aL characteristics of the elemental transmission-lines
require specification.

(a)

^1
YA
L-

^1
++
^l

Figure 4.6: (a) Geomerry of rhe sparially-weighted rLM model and, (b) a mesh
of nodes.

(b)
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The analogue of a weighting factor in an electric circuit is a variable impedance.
To implement the ability to weight the two inter-connected original TLM models, the
diagonai and axial elemental transmission-lines are permitted to have different
characteristic impedances. The intrinsic impedance of the axial elemental transmission-
lines (i.e., associated with the original model along the x and y axis) is 21, and the
intrinsic impedance of the diagonal transmission-lines (i.e., associated with the rotated
model) is mZ1, where m is a weighting factor (0<m<-¡.

In the operation of the finite-difference algorithm (4.15), the communication of
information between axiaiiy adjacent and diagonally adjacent nodes occurs with the same
speed. Therefore, to maintain the preservatíon of informntion transfer the propagation
velocity of the diagonal elemental transmission-lines should be "lZ ûmes that of the
propagation velocity of the axial elemental transmission-lines. or

ul=,[T vi (4.18)

where vf refers to the propagation velocity along the nú elemental transmission-line, j=1-
8, and i=l-4. A beneficial consequence of (4.18) is that the synchronism of voltase
pulses is preserved in the spatially-weighted model.

As previously mentioned a medium of arbitrary permittivity and conductivity can
be modelled by adding stubs. In Figure 4.7, the spatially-weighted model is shown with
permittivity stubs. The spatially-weighted model is constructed from the combination of
two original rectangular models, and therefore to maintain consistency, two open circuit
stubs are added. One of length Lll2 and admittance Y JZI (associated with the shunt node
with elemental transmission-lines along the x and y axis), the other of length Lll.l2 and,

admittance YdmZl (associated with the rotated node).

The scattering matrix for the spatially-weighted rLM model is given as,

vi
vi
vl
vra

V5

vi
vtl

vþ

Vö

vlo

.abbbd4d4rbáñb¿dddf
bbábddddf
bbbaddddf
bbbbõdddf
þþþbdqddrbbbbdqcdf
bbbbdddðf
bbbbddddq
bbbbddddf

r --'ìvil
-'tvàl.lvål
;tv4 

lvll
vil

"lvil
vll
"-lvþl

vio J

h
h
h
h
h

h
h
h
h
ç

(4.19a)
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h- 2Yn
4+4m+Yo(m+l)

Figure 4.7: Spatially-weighted rLM moder with permitivity stubs.

where,

u_-2m-4-yo(m+l)
4+4m+Yn(m+l)

l.- 2m
"-4+4m+yilm+Ð

"_-2-4m-Yo(m+1)4+4m+yn(m+l)

rt- 2"-4+4nr+yilm+Ð

_4_4m_yo(l_m)
- 4+4m+yo(m+l)

r _ 2myo
4+4m+yo(m+l)

o_-4-4m-Yo(m-l)Þ 4+4m+yn(m+l)

7 ftt
, IútZi =l

l t'uo
L *ãÆo
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for i=1-4

for i=5-8

for i=9

for i=10

LUL| for i=1-4

(Z¡trzOrOt for i=J-3

LVL| for i=9

(?lrrzOrOt for i-10

The transfer event for the spatially-weighted model is,
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viGj) = vä(ij-1)

vi(ii) = vä(i-ii)

ivä(ii) = vi (ii+l)

vä(ii) = vä(i+1i)

vi(ii) = vä(i-1i-1)

ivb(ii) = vä(i-1i+1)

vi(ii) = v!(i+1i+1)

vä(ii) = vå(i+1i-1)

i.vb(ii) = vô(ii)

vio(ii) = vîo (ii)

where (ij) denote discrete (x,y) coordinates.

New 2D TLIVI Models

(4.1eb)

The spatially-weighted TLM model has been implemenred in the form of (4.1g)
and has been applied to the calculation of cut-off frequencies of rectangular waveguide.
Numerical results are presented in [Simo93].

4.3.2: Dispersion Relation of the spatially-weighted TLM Model

Again, following the procedure described in [Brew8O] the dispersion relation of
the spatially-weighted TLM model is given by,

.,-ZF Âl(cosQ + sinQ) , ^,-rÞ.^l(cosQ - sinQ)si;-_ r_ sii-_______;_

* * { r¡nzÞ 
Âtios0 

* ,¡n2Þ.Âlsino } = *+ (4+%) ,,rrry @.20)

Expression (4.20) describes the fundamental manner in which plane waves propagate
through an infinite mesh of spatially-weighted nodes. Given the spatial and temporal
discretization (Â1 and Â t, respectively), frequency of excitation (ol), direction of
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propagation (0), the numerical phase constant p* can be obtained from (4.20). The value
of P* can be compared to the exact physical phase constant to determine the amount of
velocity enor.

4.3.3: Equivalence of sparially-v/eighted rLM and FD Methods

The dispersive equivalence of the spatially-weighted TLM and finite-difference
methods is determined by finding the conditions rhat equare (4.16) and (4.20). The
following relationship between the TLM impedance weighting factor m and the finite-
difference weighting factor k is established.

2(1-k) - n- =- k-_- Of lr,=fu

As well, if the finite-difference algorithm is operated such thar,

"=nf@NV (m+1)(4+Yo) 

^t

(4.21)

(4.22)

the spatially-weighted finite-difference and TLM methods possess identical propagation
characteristics. From the finite-difference stability criterion (4.17),the permissible range
of values for the stub admittance Yo (the TLM stability criterion for the spatially-
weighted model) is,

Yo > o @.23)

This stability ran$e is the same as that for the original TLM model [John71].

4.3.4: Conditions for Numerical Isotropy

The spatially-weighted finite-difference algorithm was investigated by
Vichnevetsky and Bowles [Vich82], and Trefethen [Tref82] to provide an improvemenr
in numerical isotropy. In Figure 4.8 contours of c*/c for the spatially-weighted TLM
model are provided for various values of the impedance weighting factor m. Inspection
of these contours indicates the optimal value of m for approximate numerical isotropy is
between 3.0 and 4.0.
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Figure 4.8: Contours of c*/c for various values of m. In each curve. c*/c is
presented for discretizationratios of ÄUÀ=0.05 and 0.1.
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4.42 spatially Fourth-order-Accurate Rectangular Model

In the two previous sections, TLM models have been presented for two types of
triangular grids: an equilateral triangular grid (hexagonal model), and an isosceles
triangular grid (spatially-weighted model). Both the hexagonal and spatially-weighted
models indicate the ability of the TLM approach to make use of numerical grids that are
different from the traditional rectangular approach. These new TLM models possess the
numerical benefit of reduced anisotropy. The fundamental accuracy of the method has
not increased since second-order central difference approximations are applied. The
number, spatial orientation, and relative weighting of the d.ifference approximations has
been altered. In this section, the extension of the original rectangular second-order TLM
model to achieve fourth-order spatial accuracy is presented. The previously developed
models demonstrated improvements to the anisotropy of the numerical model, the
extension of the original second-order algorithm to achieve fourth-order spatial accuracy
investigates possible improvements to the frequency dependence of the numerical model.

With the exception of the initial studies presented by Fang and Mei Bangggl, and
Deveze et al lDeve92l, the development and application of higher-order approximations
to time-domain differential-equation based numerical methods (either finite-difference or
finite-element) has received limited attention.

4.4.1: Fourth-Order Finite-Difference Algorithm

Consider the discretization of (4.1) using fourth-order central-difference
approximations in space and a second-order central-difference approximation in time, to
yield

- Et(x+2Al,y) + l6Et(x+Â1, ) - 30Et(x,y) + 16Et(x-Al )- Et(x-2Âl

n(n)z
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_ _L Et*^'(*,y) - ZEt(x,y) + Etr^t(x,y)
(4.24)

v2 (¿')'

where Al is the grid size in the x and y directions, and Àt is the time step. The
computational molecule for this algorithm is provided in Figure 4.9.

y +ZLy
y+ay

v-^y
v -2Ly t- 

^r
x+2Lx

f' v
X

Figure 4-9: Computational molecule for the fourth-order in space and second-
order in time finite-difference algorithm.

Following [Vich82], the dispersion relation of the finite-difference algorithm (4.24) is,

- sin2(p.atcosq) - sin2(p-atrin6)

*,u.,"r(Ph!"'g).,u,,"r(L 4ug) = y;^(ry) (4.2s)

Equation (4.25) describes the fundamental manner in which plane waves propagare
through a finite-difference mesh of infinite extenr. Given the spatial Âl and temporal
discretization Ât, respectively, frequency of excitation {D, direction of propagation Q, the
numerical phase constant p* can be obtained from (4.25). The value of p* can be
compared to the exact physical phase constant B to determine the amount of velocitv
elTor.
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The stability criterion for the sparially fourth_order
determined using the Von Neumann merhod [O'Bri50] is
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finite-difference al gorithm

(4.26)

The maximum allowable Courant number is l37B-.

The Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm [Yee66], tTaf1Sgl is obtained
from discretization of Maxwell's curl equations (2.1) using second-order central-
difference approximations in both space and time. The Yee algorithm can be expressed
in terms of only the electric field values at even space and time steps. In two dimensions
the equivalent algorithm in terms of only electric field values is expressed as,

Et(x+Al,y) - 2Et(x,y) + Et(x-Âl,y) Et(x,y+Âl) - 2Et(x,y) + Et(x,y-Âl)

(¿r)' (¿r)'

_ 1 Et+^t(x,y) - 2Et(x,y) + Etr^t(x,y)
(4.27)

v2 (o,)'

The memory storage requirements of the fourth-order in space and second-order in time
algorithm (4.24) and the second-order in both space and time algorithm (4.27) are
identical. However, the fourth-order in space and second-order in time algorithm (4.24)
requires more computation per time step than the second-order algorithm (4.27).

4.4.2: Synthesis of Fourth-Order TLM Model

The spatially fourth-order TLM model is synthesized directly from the finite
difference algorithm (4.24). The synthesis closely follows that of the spatially-weighted
TLM model [Simo93] presented in the previous section. The propagarion velocities of
the elemental transmission-lines are selected to mimic the propagation of information
within the finite-difference algorithm, and the intrinsic impedances of the elemental
transmission-lines are selected to provide appropriate weighting between the analogous
finite- difference operators.

The fourth-order central-difference operator can be expressed in terms of two
second-order operators,

o,=/*-+
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(4.28)
#=*Do'r- å 

o'o't

where,

D¡f =
f(q+h)-2f(q)+f(n-h)

One operator has a weight 4/3 andoperates on a lÂl grid, the other has a weight -U3 and
operates on a 2Al grid. The spatially fourth-order TLM model is consrructed from the
interconnection of two original models, one with a mesh spacing of Â1, the other with a
mesh spacing of 2Al. An individual node is provided in Figure 4.10(a), and a mesh of
fourth-order TLM nodes is provided in Figure 4.10(b). The required weighting is
accomplished by the different intrinsic impedances (Z¡ for elemental transmission-lines I
to 4 and -1621for elemental transmission-lines 5 to 8), and preservation of the speed of
information transfer is accommodated using different propagation velocities (v¡ for
elemental transmission-lines I to 4 and 2v1 forelemental nansmission-lines 5 to 8). At
all nodal locations, eight elemental transmission-lines intersect. These lines connect a
node (nÂ1, mal) to nodes ((n+1)À1, mal), ((n+2)al, mal), (nal, (m+l)Âl), and (nÂ1,
(mt2)^l)' where n and m ate integers describing an arbitrary spatial location in the mesh.
Essentially, nodes separated by a distance Âl (in the x and y directions) are directly
connected by an elemental transmission-line of intrinsic impedance Z1 and propagation
velocity v¡. Nodes separated by a distance 2A,l (in the x and y directions) are directly
connected by an elemental transmission-line of intrinsic impedan ce -1621 and
propagation velocity 2v¡. Following the development of the spatially-weighted model,
two permittivity stubs are used. One is of length Ll/Z, with propagation velocity v1, and
admittance Yo/Zl; the other of length Â1, with propagation velocity 2v1, andadmittance
-Y s/I6h. The complete fourth-order TLM node, with a description of the electrical
properties of the elemental transmission-lines, is provided in Figure 4.11.

¡2
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Figun'e 4.tr0: Geometry of the spatially fourth-order-accurate TLM model, and a
mesh of nodes.

2A1

Yru=Vo=Vrrl Zr-o=Zt ,Zs=Z t/Yo
vs-s = vro = 2v Z s_a= -16Z t , Zto = -16Z l/y.

Figune.4.ntr: An individual fourth-order TLM node with permittivity stubs for
modelling an arbitrary dieiectric material.

Following the procedure described in [Brew8O] the dispersion relation of the
foulth-order TLM model is given by,

æ

- sin2(B-ncosq) - rin2(B-atrinq)

o1Õ1
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*, u,,"r([ 4:r$-) *, u,,nr(p.ot""o 
) = (:o*lá¡")s"{g) (4.2e)

Expression 4.29 describes the fundamental manner in which plane waves propagate
through an infinite mesh of fourth-order TLM nodes.

Consider a mesh of fourth-order TLM models with a specific value for the stub
admittance Yo. If the finite-difference algorithm (4.24) is operated such that Âl and At
satisfy,

(4.30)

expressions @.25) and (4.29) are identical, and therefore the fourth-order finite-difference
algorithm and TLM model possess identical dispersion relations. From the finite-
difference stability criterion (4.26), the permissible range of values for the stub
admittance Yo (the stability criterion for the fourth-order TLM model) is given by,

Al
Ât

%=å (4.31)

(4.32)

Selecting Y o=4/15 to represent a free-space medium, the relationship between the stub
admittance value and the relative dielectric constant of the medium modelled bv a mesh
of fourth-order nodes is.

. _60+ 15Yo
-- 64

For certain positive stub values (i.e., 0<yo<4/15) the fourth-order model is unstable.
This instability for a range of positive Yo is unique to the fourth-order model. All
previously investigated second-order algorithms [Simo9lb], [Simo93], [JohnTl] are
stable for positive Yo.

4.4.32 Evaluation of Propagation Characteristics

In Figure 4.12 the propagation characteristics of the original TLM model [John71]
and the spatially fourth-order model are compared for propagation along a coordinate
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direction. The two curves are provided at the upper limit of stability (i.e., yo=Q for the
original algorithm and Y o=4¡15 for the fourth-order algorithm). Two benefits of the
fourth-order model are evident. The first benefit is the improved accuracy of the fourth-
order model. The second benefit is the increase in cut-off frequency provided by the
fourth-order model.

The propagation characteristics of the fourth-order model display different
behavior than the second-order models. The second-order models [Simo91b], [Simo93],
UohnTll simulate a medium in which the propagation velocity is too slow, v*/v(1.0. At
the limit of stability and for fine spatial discretization, rhe fourth-order model simulates a
medium in which the propagation velocity is too fast, v*/v)l.0, and for frequencies near
cut-off' the fourth-order model simulates a medium in which the propagation velocity is
too slow. For propagation along a mesh axis, the accuracy of the fourth-order model is
always superior to rhe original model.

1.05
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--O- ORIGINAL

0.75
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Discretization al/À(x10-3)
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.Ë
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Figure 4.12: Yelocity error v*/v versus AVÀ for the original model [John71] and
the spatially fourth-order model for propagation along a coordinate direction (both
algorithms operated ar rheir respective slta6itity limitsT.

To gain more insight into the relative performance of the original and fourth-order
algorithms, consider the following measure of error for charactenzLng the various
algorithms:
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(4.33)

The value of E¿(AVÀ) will provide a measure of the dispersive errors at a given

discretization (ALÀ) averaged over all directions of propagation. Therefore, E¿ does not

provide information regarding the anisotropy of the model. This measure is perhaps

more relevant for general problems (in which wave propagation takes place in a variety of
different directions) rather than investigating the propagation characteristics for specific
directions of propagation. Also, note the normalization factor and the upper limit of the

summation can be reduced from 3600 to 90o due to the rotational symmetry of the models

considered in this section.

In Figure 4.13, the values of E¿ are provided for the original and fourth-order
models versus Âlå". This figure indicates that for 

^l/1,<0.1875 
the original algorithm

possesses a slightly lower value of E¿ than the fourth-order algorithm. This unexpected

result is due to the perfect propagation which occurs in the original algorithm for
propagation diagonally through the mesh.
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Figure 4.13: Error E¿ versus AV)" for the original and fourth-order TLM models
(both algorithms operated ar their respecrive stability limits).

In Figure 4.14, the values of E¿ for the original and fourth-order algorithms are

compared for the case of modelling a dielectric material with er={. These results indicate

0.075
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superior performance of the fourth-order algorithm. In fact, for increasing values of e¡,

the dispersive errors of the fourth-order algorithm decrease (for small values of Â11"). In
Figure 4.15, E¿ is provided versus ÂV)ø for E¡:\,2,10, and 25. The results of this figure
indicate that for typical pracrical discretizations AllI<0.10 the value of E¿ decreases with
increasing er. This aspect of the behavior of the fourth-order model is distinct from the

second-order models. In the equivalent finite-difference algorithms, the effect of
increasing et is equivalent to decreasing the Courant number. For the second-order

algorithms, it is usually desirable to run simulations at (or very close to) the Courant
number, where the optimal propagation characteristics are obtained. This is not the case

for the fourth-order algorithm presented in this section. For this reason it may be

desirable to renormalize the algorithm for a value of Yo>4/15 to represent a free-space
medium such that the optimal propagation characteristics of the fourth-order algorithm
can be exploited.
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Figure 4.14: Enor E¿ versus AVÀ. for the original and fourth-order TLM models
for the case of modelling a dielectric material with er-4.
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Figure 4.15: Error E¿ versus AUX for the fourth-order TLM model for modelline
a dielectric material of €.=1, 2,l0,and25.

4.4.4: Implementation - Scattering and Transfer Events

The nodal scattering matrix for the spatially fourth-order TLM model is
assembled by examining the reflection and transmission coefficients of a voltage pulse on

each of the ten elemental transmission-lines. For example, a voltage pulse approaching
the transmission-line junction on branch | (a Zy transmission-line) sees a parallel
connection of three Z1 lines, four -l6Z1lines, one ZIN o line and one -l6Ztlyo line. The
corresponding reflection coefficient (describing the magnitude of the voltage pulse
reflected from the transmission-line junction back onto line l) is,

E
uJ

0.04

0.03

nnJ

f-
(* h.+ #)' u

[z - q *Yo_ Yo ì-1 *2.
lZt 1621 ' 21 l6hl ' ut

16 -r
_44+l5Yo' _-28-15Yo

16 +l 60+15Yo
44+15Y"' ^
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The corresponding transfer coefficient (describing the magnitude of the voltage pulse

transmitted to the other nine transmission-line branches) is,

r=1+r=*fäv"

Following the above procedure, the complete nodal scattering matrix can be

assembled:

vi
vt2

v!
vra

vi
vt5

v\
vtg

vi
vlo -

vi -l
vtc I

-lv!l
v'a 

Ivil
.tvil

v'7 
|vþl

vil
vio I

fiFiiïË$if[]88SB$ååorhl
bbbbcdddfhl
bbbbdqddfhl
bbbbddcdfhl

IiHHiåËrF!]
(4.34a)

where

28 + 15Yo
'--60+15Y.

¡ = ----32-- 60 + 15Yo

62 + 15Yo
'--6oE15,Y"

ô
(1 

=- 
u

60 + 15Y.

^_ 17Yo-60
" - 60+ 15Y"

ç _ 32Y"
'- 60 + r5Y.

60 + 17Yos--69+15%
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r. - ZYo
"--60+15Yo

The transfer event for the fourth-order model is:

viGj) = v5(ij-1)

ui(ii) = vi(i-1i)

vå(ii) = vT (ii+1)

vlGj) = vä(i+1j)

vi6j) = vi1j-z)

vä(ii) = vä(i-2i)

vi(ii) = v5(ii+z)

vb(ii) = vå(i+2i)

:vö(ij) = vé(ij)

vio(ii) = vlo (ii)

where (ij) denote discrete (x,y) coordinates.

New 2D TLM Models

(4.34b)

In section 4.4.1 it was noted that increasing the spatial accuracy from second to
fourth-order did not require an increase in memory storage requirements for the finite-
difference algorithm. This is not true for the TLM model. The fourth-order TLM model
requires twice the memory storage of the second-order TLM model. For both the fourth-
order TLM and finite-difference algorithms, increasing the spatial accuracy from second

to fourth-order requires more computation per time step.

The perforrnance and stability of the spatially fourth-order model has been

verified for various wave propagation problems. In Figure 4.76, the improved
propagation characteristics of the spatially fourth-order model are demonstrated. The
fourth-order model and the original TLM model [John71] are applied to rhe simulation of
a Gaussian-pulsed plane wave. An effective one-dimensional simulation in the x
direction is created by applying magnetic walls along the minimum and maximum y
boundaries. The fourth-order model preserves the shape of the pulse more accurately
than the original model. As well, the fundamental difference in the propagation
characteristics provided in Figure 4.12 is evident. The Gaussian pulse contains
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significant energy from Âllf,=Q to approximately 0.?50. The dispersion caused by the

original model is evident in the trailing edge of the pulse (i.e., certain components of the

wave propagate too slow). The dispersion caused by the fourth-order model is evident in
the leading edge of the pulse (i.e., some frequency components of the pulse propagate too
fast).

LC

SECOND-ORDER: free space, t = 25At
SECOND-ORDER:free-space, t = 95At
SECOND-ORDER: free-space, t = 1 70At
FOURTH-ORDER:free-space, t = 25At
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FOURTH-ORDER: free-space, t = 1 70Atï)

(l)r
ir¡
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L

I o.s
TJJ

U

-0.5

300
x - direction

Figge-4.16: _Simulation of a Gaussian-pulsed plane wave by a mesh of original
nodes [John71], and a mesh of spatially fourth-oider nodes.

4.4.5: Computational Efficiency

The dispersive analysis presented in section 4.4.3, and the one-dimensional
propagation examples provided in the previous section indicate the superior accuracy of
the new fourth-order model. These examples do not, however, demonstrate the

computational advantage of the new model in terms of cpu time or memory storage. In
[Simo94a], the improved computational performance of the fourth-order model is
demonstrated by considering specific examples. The analysis indicates that application
of the fourth-order model can result in an increase in computational efficiency, in tenns

of both cpu time and memory storage.

325
(^l)
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4.4.6: Potential Benefits of Fourth-Order Models

In this section a spatially fourth-order version of the original two-dimensional

TLM algorithm has been presented. The fundamental accuracy of the spatial

approximation has been increased from second to fourth-order. The same improvement

is possible for the hexagonal [Simo9lb] and spatially-weighted TLM models [Simo93] to

obtain spatially fourth-order versions. The accuracy of the temporal discretization

remains second-order. The concept of a stability criteria has been introduced to the TLM
method and is based on the permissible values for the stub admittance Ys.

As discussed in section 4.4.2, the fourth-order TLM model is constructed with

elemental transmission-lines with negative characteristic impedances. Although

physically unrealistic, these negative impedance transmission-lines are required to obtain

the appropriate weighting present in the equivalent finite-difference algorithm. The

negative impedance transmission-lines could have been avoided through the use of bi-
directional impedance inverters (which would require infinite bandwidth) to interface

lines 1-4 and 9 with lines 5-8 and 10, however, the bi-directional impedance inverters are

also physically unrealistic. These aspects of the fourth-order model should not be a cause

for concern since TLM models are used as a simulation tool and their physical

realizability is not an issue.

Some unique properties of the fourth-order model have emerged. For the

modelling of dielectric material, the dispersive errors associated with the algorithm
decrease for moderate er (also true for the equivalent finite-difference algorithm). The

improved dispersive properties of the fourth-order models make them attractive

candidates for the analysis of electrically large (and inhomogeneous) problems.

4.5: General Discussion of the New TLM Models

In this chapter three new TLM models for the two-dimensional wave equation

have been presented. These new models demonstrate that some of the flexibility of the

finite-difference and finite-element methods are also applicable to rhe TLM method. This

flexibility in grid structure and accuracy has been achieved at the expense of a

considerable increase in complexity.

The concept of a stability criteria has been introduced to the TLM method and is

based on the permissible values for the stub admittance. One interesting aspect of this
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concept is that the hexagonal model permits negative stub admittance values, and the

rectangular spatially fourth-order-accurate model is unstable for some positive stub

admittance values.
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Chapter 5: ApplÍcations of the TLVI
Sirnulation Frogramî

In this chapter a general purpose electromagnetic simulation program, based on

the symmetric-condensed TLM algorithm, is applied to three classes of electromagnetic

field problems which include: half-space/remote-sensing of shallow objects; radar-cross

section analysis of conducting, dielectric, and composite objects; and the analysis of
microstrip antennas and circuit elements.

5"1: Half-Space / Remote-Sensing

In this section, the TLM simulation program is applied to the solution of half-
space problems [Simo94b]. Applications involve the evaluation of a remote-sensing

systems for the detection of shallow buried objects such as utility pipes/cables, mines, or
mineral deposits. In the prssent analysis, only an idealized electromagnetic system is
considered, practical considerations required for a complete remote sensing environment

such as the presence of noise and the need for signal processing are neglected. The

geometry of the general problem is shown in Figure 5.1. A plane interface separates two
regions (I and II). Region I is considered as free space (€r=1, Fr=l, o=0). Region tr is
considered to represent a lossy ground (er+l, Fr=1, o+0). Sources and objects can be

located within either region.

Traditionally, integral equation techniques have been applied to the solution of
scattering and radiation from objects in the presence of a material half-space [Parh8O],

[Burk81], [Burk84], [Hela90]. In this approach, an integral equation is formulated to
model the presence of any objects and a Sommerfeld type Green's function is used to

model the material half space. A limited amount of work however has been performed on

the appiication of differential-equation based numerical methods ro the solution of half-
space problems. Breakall et al presented a preliminary study for the detection of a buried
perfectly conducting bar [Brea86]. Results provided by the Yee finite-difference time-
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domain algorithm were compared to those calculated by NEC (Numerical

Electromagnetics Code - a frequency-domain electric field integral-equation formulation)

with the results indicating a reasonable agreement between the two methods. In

[Take92a] a similar study is provided that also employs the Yee finite-difference time-

domain algorithm. Liu and Shen have applied an axially symmetric two-dimensional

TLM algorithm for the analysis of an electromagnetic-pulse logging sonde [Liu91a] and a

subsurface radar [Liu9lb].

region f: t, , p,, o, k- 
source

')*

region II: eo, Fn, on

object

Figure 5.I": Geometry of the general half-space problem.

As shown in Figure 5.2,the TLM mesh used to analyze the half-space problem

simulates a cubic region of space which contains the source, scattering objects, as well as

portions of each material region. To terminate the exterior boundary of the mesh, a

match termination for normal incidence boundary condition is applied where the exterior

boundary of the mesh is terminated with the intrinsic impedance of the local medium (see

Chapter 3 for details). For simplicity and to maintain a frequency independent boundary

condition, the boundary condition is calculated accounting for the permittivity, but not

the conductivity of the lossy ground.
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Figure 5.2: Configuration of the TLM mesh applied to the general half-space
problem.

The source used in this study is an electrically short electric dipole which can be

oriented in x, y, or z directions. To apply the fields produced by this source, the

total/scattered field formulation (as described in Chapter 2) is used. Here, the field
produced by the electric dipole and that diffracted from the half-space/buried-object are

considered to be the incident and scattered fields, respectively. The dashed lines shown

in Figure 5.2 define the contour which separates the mesh into total and scattered field
regions. The total field exists exterior to the contour and only the scattered field exists

within the contour. A similar analysis can be used for magnetic dipole sources to

simulate the loop antennas commonly used in detectors for subsurface objects. An
analytical form for the source fields is required to appty the total/scattered field
formulation. The time-domain fields produced by a z directed electrically short dipole

located at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system are given as [Zio183],

H* (x,y,z,r) = ;þ[t,t-t) +rY]

H, (x,y,z,t) = - lL H*(x,y,z,t)

Hr(x,y,z,t) =0
(s.1)
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E* (x'v'z't) = #[{ l 'u "'ot 
+ tra-ti) . 

"ry3]

E, (x,y,z,t) = I E*(x,y,z,t)

E,(x,y,z,t) = #lr,z -(xz. *,,(/ r(t-t) dt + lrc-r))- (xz + ,'þ'Y]

where t:rfc, r=',1(x2+y2*t2), and I(t) is the time-domain variation of the current

distribution on the dipole, and can be expressed in terms of the dipole moment p(t),

r(r)=# (s.2)

In our analysis the time-domain variation of the dipole moment is selected as a Gaussian

distribution,

p(Ð = s-(r-r")21w2 (s.3)

where to represents a time delay and w determines the pulse width. The time-domain

variation of the current is therefore the derivative of a Gaussian distribution. This

selection is made to ensure a zero DC component of the dipole current and thus, a zero

DC component of the magnetic field surrounding the source. As noted by Furse et aI

[Furs90], a DC component is slow to evolve and therefore reduces the accuracy and

speed of convergence of the discrete Fourier transform. Since the problems considered in

this section are not of a highly resonant nature, rapid convergence of the discrete Fourier

transform is achieved. The duration of the time-domain simulation required for
convergence of the discrete Fourier transform is approximately two to three periods of the

Iowest desired frequency component. The pulse width of the Gaussian is selected to

provide sufficient frequency content over the desired bandwidth.
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5.1.1: Numerical Results - Near Fields

Application of TLM Simulator

The TLM method provides a solution for the electric and magnetic fields at any

spatial location within the mesh. In this section numerical results are provided and

compared to a spectral domain analytic solution. The time harmonic solution for an

electrically short electric harmonic oscillator located above a lossy ground can be

obtained by solving the Helmholtz equation in each half-space region. A solution was

obtained by Sommerfeld [Somm64] employing the Hankel Transform and is usually

presented in an infinite integral form (see [Bano66], [V/ait69], [Fels69]). For example,

the electric field in the region I (EI) due to a vertical electric dipole source Idly located at

(0, h,0) is,

T a-T
Er(x,y,z) = VV'lI^ + k¡ 'lI' (5.4a)

.T
II'- Idly

f t+.ffi++, ]¡$^t-*z+Yz)xdx 
(s4b)

-jZm:æy

uI= (s.4c)

where kr=c¡{(Lrrel) and ¡2=(e¡+jo¡l/a)let. In the following figures, the results referred to

as analytic frequency-domain results have been obtained by a direct real axis integration

of these integrals. The results referred to as analytic time-domaín resulrs have been

obtained by applying the discrete Fourier transform to the analytic frequency-domain data

with the appropriate source excitation I(r¡) [Brid93].

The time-domain and frequency-domain fields for two typical simulations are

provided in Figures 5.3-5.5. The results shown in Figure 5.3 are for a y directed

electrically short electric dipole (VED) located h=0.055m above the interface. The

specific time-domain form of the dipole moment is given in (5.3) with to=7gAt and

w=15Ât. The two regions (I and II) are charactenzed by ÊI=€o, FI=Fo, oI=0, e¡=4.0eo,

P[=Fo, and o¡=Q.1S/m. The observation location for Figure 5.3 is located at (0.0m,

0.005m, 0.07m) (i.e., in region I, 0.005m above the interface). A comparison of the

analytic and TLM time-domain E, and E, field components are provided in Figure 5.3.

The E* component will be zero at this location. The magnitude of the Eu and E7

components in the frequency domain (at the same observation locations) are provided in

Figure 5.4.

+kr2
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The frequency domain results of a similar case with h=0.0275m and ereo, FF[to,
oi=0, e[=4.0eo, pn=po, and o¡= 0.01S/m are provided in Figure 5.5. The magnitude of

the Et andB, components of the total electric field at an observation point just below the

interface (0.0m, -0.0025m, 0.035m) are provided over a bandwidth of 0.2 to 3.0GHz.

The results for both cases show the agreement between the spectral domain

analytic and numerical TLM techniques is within a few percent. The mesh used for the

TLM calculations of Figures 5.3-5.5 is of size 40Ât by 40Al by 40^1, where Al=0.01m

and 0.005m, respectively. The above results demonstrate the accuracy of the TLM
technique for this class of problem. The electrical size of a problem that can be

accurately characterized using the TLM technique is related to the computational

capabilities of the user. The algorithm can provide accurate results over a wide frequency

band from a single simulation. The lower limit of the frequency band is determined by

the electrical distance from the source to the outer mesh boundary (where the absorbing

boundary condition is applied). The upper limit of the frequency band is determined by

the spatial discretization ratio ÂLî". The CPU time required for the analysis of the

problems considered in this section is on the order of one hour on a SUN Sparcstation 10.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of TLM and analytic time-domain solutions for the y
and z components of the electric field for the h=0.055m problem.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of TLM and analytic frequency-domain solutions for the
y and z components of the electric field for the h=0.055m problem.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of TLM and analytic frequency-domain solutions for the
y and z components of the electric field for the h=0.0275m problem.
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5"1.22 Evaluation of Change in Source Input Impedance

The input impedance of an antenna is affected by obstacles located in its near

field. Therefore, sensing the variation in the input impedance of an antenna can yield

information about its surrounding environment. The change in the input impedance of an

electric dipole source can be obtained via the induced emf method [Bala89], where

knowledge of the scattered field is required. In our analysis, the dipole is assumed to be

electrically short and carry a uniform current I along its length dl. The scattered field at

the source location, Es, is then used to determine the voltage induced on the electric

dipole due to the half-space and any other scattering objects as,

AV = E'.dl (s.5)

The change in the input impedance, LZ due to the presence of the half-space and

underground object is LZ=LYfi. As noted in the previous sections, the TLM simulation

provides an approximate solution for the electric and magnetic fields at any spatial

location within the mesh, this including a solution for the scattered field at the source

location using the total/scattered field formulation. The use of the total/scattered field

formulation allows for only first-order interaction of the source and scatterer, with the

subsequent re-radiation and higher-order couplings being ignored. The same assumption

is made in the formulation of an analytic solution [Wait69].

The TLM scheme has been used to determine the change in the input impedance

of the electric dipole caused by the presence of the material half-space. The results

presented are normalized to the radiation resistance of the dipole in free space

ßo=80(ndVÀ)2). Table 5.1 provides a comparison of TLM results and image theory

[Alan84] for ÂZlRo of a y directed (vertical) electric dipole located at a height of
h=0.0275m above the interface. The material properties of region I are characterized by

tl=to, þtFFo, and o1=S.S. The material properties of region II are provided in Table 5.1

in a complex permittivity form (p¡=po for all cases). The excitation frequency is

1.091GH2 for all cases, corresponding to h=0.1ì".
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Table 5.L: ÂZlRo of a VED in the Presence of a l-ossy Half Space

€[ TLM Exact Imase Theorv 7o difference

2.0 - i 0.2 0.45 + i 0.65 0.53 + i0.64 15.0 + i 1.5

2.O - i 2.0 1.29 + i0.70 1.32 + i 0.69 2.3 + i 1.4

2.0 - i20.0 7.37 +i2.01 1.43 + i 2.00 4.2 + i0.5
9.0 - i 0.9 0.99 + i 1.50 1.05 + j 1.57 5.7 + i 4.4

9.0 - i 9.0 1.29 + i 1.68 1.32 + i 1.70 2.3 + i 1.2

9.0 - j 90.0 1.07 + i2.20 1.13 + i2.18 5.3 + i0.9
40.0 - i 4.0 1.00 + i 1.90 1.05 + i 1.93 4.8 + i 1.5

40.0 - i 40.0 1.07 + i2.04 l.l2 + i 2.04 4.5 + i 0.0

40.0 - i400.0 0S2 + i2.27 0.98 + i2.23 6.1 + i 1.8

all cases h=0.0275m, f=1.091GH2 (h=0.1[)

In Figure 5.6, the input impedance change LZ|R. for a VED as calculated using

the spectral domain analytic solution (5.a) is compared to results obtained from a single

TLM simulation. The problem geomeffy is specified as: h=0.055 Ít, rl=ro, pI=Fo, oI=0,

€tr=9.0, F[=po, and o¡=Q.Q, 0.1 and 1.OS/m. The results are provided over the frequency

range 0.5 to 3.0GHz and indicate reasonable agreement between the analytic and

numerical results.

In Figure 5.7, the spectral domain analytic solution is compared to results

obtained from a TLM simulation for the case of a z directed (i.e., horizontal) electric
dipole (HED) with the following parameters: h=0.055m, ÊI=ro, prl=Fo, oI=0, eJl=9.0,

F[=þo, and o¡=Q.1S/m. The results are provided over a frequency range 0.5 to 3.}GHz
and indicate reasonable agreement between the two methods. The simulation space used

for this example is a cube of size 49LL, with a spatial srep Âl=6.47mm.
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Figure 5.6(a): Comparison of TLM and analytic frequency-domain solutions for
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Figure 5.6(b): Comparison of TLM and analytic frequency-domain solutions for
LAR1 for a y directed dipole (VED) with h=0.055m, eJ=so, frl=Fo, oI=0, r¡¡=9.0,
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5"L"3: Sensing an Underground Object

Application of TLM Simulator

In the previous section the change in source input impedance caused by the

presence of a lossy half space was examined. As discussed in [V/ait69], the system

shown in Figure 5.8 can be applied to determine properties of the environment. Consider

the problem of detecting shallow underground objects by monitoring the change in input

impedance of a dipole antenna probe. To detect the object, sufficient perturbation in the

input impedance must occur as a result of the object when compared to the perturbation

due to the half space. In Figures 5.8-5.10, results examining the detection of a perfectly

conducting square plate are presented. The results in the Figures are provided over the

frequency range 0.5 to 3.0GHz. In Figure 5.8, the dependence of MJR¡ on plate size is

examined. As expected, as the plate size is increased, the effect on ÀZlRo increases. The

ôZJR*1 curve obtained from a simulation without the plate is provided for comparison.

The effect of the plate depth on the input impedance is demonstrated in Figure 5.9. As

the depth of the plate is increased, the effect on AZlRo decreases. Figure 5.10 contains

results which demonstrate the effect of the ground conductivity. As the conductivity of
the ground is increased, the effect on AZlRo decreases. The simulation space used to

analyze this problem is of size 40Âl by 40Âl by 4041, where Âl=0.01m.
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5.22 Radar-Cross-Section Analysis

In this section the three-dimensional symmetric-condensed transmission line

matrix (TLM) model is applied to the analysis of electromagnetic scattering from finite

sized conducting and dielectric objects. The specific structures analyzed include

conducting cubes, conducting plates and dielectric cubes. Based on this investigation,

various guidelines for the successful application of the TLM method to this class of

problem are provided. These objects have been selected for validation purposes (since

some measured data and numerical results exist for these objects). These objects do not

demonstrate the utility of the differential-equation based approach i.e., the analysis of

inhomogeneous objects.

A wide variety of the numerical methods that can be applied to the analysis of

radar cross section are presented in [Ston89]. The numerical techniques employed

involve the numerical approximation of integral-equation [Mil192], or differential-

equation based formulations. With respect to differential-equation based formulations:

the Yee finite-difference time-domain method has been extensively applied [Umas82],

[Tafl89], [Brit89], [Furs9O]; various finite-element formulations have been presented

[Cang87], [Maye91], l[\n92al, [Yuan9O]; as well as time-domain finite-volume

algorithms [Shan9O]; and some initial investigations involving the transmission-line

matrix method [Germ90a].

The simulation space used to analyze the electromagnetic scattering problem is

provided in Figure 5.11. The simulation space models the object and a region of space

surrounding it. The conducting and material regions of the objects are modelled using the

techniques described in Chapter 3. An outline of the total/scattered field contour, along

which the source is applied, is shown as adashedlinein Figure 5.11. The source can be

either a plane-wave (with arbitrary angle of incidence and polarization) or an electrically

short electric dipole that can be oriented in the x, y, or z directions. In the previous

section, the dipole source has been applied in the analysis of radiation and scattering in

the presence of a material half-space. To terminate the exterior boundary of the mesh, the

match termination for normal incidence boundary condition is applied (see discussion in

Chapter 3).
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Figure 5.1L: Simulation space used for the analysis of an RCS problem. The
dashed line outlines the total/scattered field conrour. A gaussian-pulsed plane
wave of arbitrary angle of incidence is specified as the excitation.

Equivalent curents surrounding the geometry are used as sources to determine the

scattered far field patterns (following [Harr61]). The equivalent surface currents are

calculated along a contour located outside of the total/scattered field contour. The near-

field to far-field transformation is performed in the frequency domain. The frequency

domain equivalent currents are obtained via discrete Fourier transformation of the time

domain equivalent currents. The discrete Fourier transformation is performed
incrementally during the computation and therefore the entire time domain response at

each spatial location on the transformation contour is not explicitly stored. The

equivalent currents are obtained from tangential electric and magnetic fields along the

contour by,

M"=-nxE Je=nXH (s.6)

where Ms and Je are the equivalent magnetic and electric surface currents, respectively,

and n is a unit normal vector to the surface. These surface currents are transformed to the

far-field using the free-space Green's function by,

(5.7a)Ee =-jkn (".þJ

^,îffi e
")*
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where

and

Application of TLM Simulator

(s.7b)

A6 = A*cos0 cosQ + Arcos0 sinQ - A"sin0

Fe = F*cos0 cosQ + F cosO sinQ - Frsin0

AO=-A*sinQ+Arcos$

Fo=-F*sinQ+F cosQ

Eo = -jkrì (o*. ?)

F(r) = #l M(r')e-jkr'cos(¿5

A(r) = # 
Irl(r')e-jkr'cos(¿5

and r' cos(=(x' cosQ + y' sinQ)sin0 + z' cos0, and the primed coordinates denote a spatial

location on the contour and the non-primed coordinates indicate an observation point.

5.2.1.2 Perfectly Conducting Objects

5.2.1.12 Perfectly Conducting Thin Plate

The first geometry considered is a perfectly-conducting infinitely-thin square

plate illuminated by a y polarized plane wave incident from 0¡{o (see Figure 5.12). For

the TLM analysis, a simulation space of size 41Al by 41Al by 41Âl is used, within which

the plate is of size 20Al by 20Âl and is centered within the mesh. For this example 350

time steps were required for convergence of frequency domain results. The TLM results

for the 0 and Q components of the bistatic radar cross section are compared to results
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from Mahadevan et al f}y'.ahag2l inFigures 5.13(a) and 5.13(b), respectively. The results
are provided for a square plate with an electrical size of 1.0ì, and 2.01". The patterns are

symmetric about 0=900 and therefore the portion of the curve from 0=90o to 180o is not
provided. Reasonable agreement between the TLM results and the results from [Maha92]
is obtained. In addition to the results contained in Figures 5.13, additional numerical
results have been obtained for plate sizes of 0.5 À and 1.5À [simo94c].

observation angle
incident plane wave

b

Figure 5.12: Perfectly conducting, infinitely thin, rectangular plate (size a by b).
Plane wave incident from 0i,0i.

As previously mentioned, the plate is discretized using 20Âl for each side length.
The 1.0 and 2.0À square plates correspond to discretizarions of N/)y=29.0 and ÂVÀ=10.0,

respectively, which are within the typical guidelines for acceprable accuracy [Tafl89].
The distance from the plate to the absorbing boundary condition is 20.5Âl in the forward
and back scattering directions and 10Al in the plane of the plate. For the 1.01. square
plate this corresponds to an electrical distance of 1.0À in the forward and back scattering
direction and 0.5î" in the plane of the plate. For the 2.0ì, square plate this corresponds to
an electrical distance of 2.07v in the forward and back scattering directions and 1.0ì. in the

plane of the plate. The contour used to perform the near to far field transformation is the
surface of a cube with equal side lengths of 32Â1. The toral/scattered field contour used

to apply the plane wave excitation is the surface of a cube with equal side lengths of
25Lr.
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Figure 5.13(a): Comparison of results calculated by the TLM simulation
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To demonstrate the ability of the program to provide accurate results over a wide
bandwidth, the back scattering cross section of the thin conducting plate has been
calculated for an electrical size of plate (in terms of the side length) ranging from 0.2 to
1.01". The TLM results are compared in Figure 5.I4, ro those from [Raog2] obtained
using a method-of-moments solution to a frequency-domain electric-field integral-
equation formulation. Good agïeement between the TLM results and those from [Raog2]
is obtained.

- 
TLM

O Rao et. al.

-E0
(v

U)() -10
fr

-30

v v.z t).4 0.6 0.9 1 1.2
electrical size of plate ft)

Figure 5.14:^ Com-parison of results calculated by the TLM simulation programand.results from [Rao82] for the back-scatteã"g ;r*;-sectiòn ol u'ì!îur.conducting plare versus the electricar side length or iñe piaiã.

5.2.1.2: Perfectly Conducting Cube

The second object analyzed is a cond,ucting cube, shown in Figure 5.15. The
numerical results for the bistatic radar-cross-section of a conducting cube of side length
1'5À determined by the TLM simulation program ffe presenred in Figure 5.16. The (a),
(b), and (c) parts of Figure 5.16 correspond to rhe bisratic patrerns in the E-, H-, and 45o-
planes, respectively. The results are comp¿ìred to measured data and numerical results
from a frequency-domain augmented-magnetic-field-integral-equation (AMFIE)
formulation provided in [Cote88]. Good agreement between the TLM, measured and
AMFIE resufts is obtained.
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Results for the back scattering cross-section versus the electrical size of the cube
are provided in Figute 5.17. The TLM results are compared to measured data from
[Cote88]. Good agreement is observed over the entire frequency range provided in
Figure 5.17. These results again demonstrates the ability of the program to provide
accurate results over a wide bandwidth. The back scattering cross section of the
conducting cube has been calculated for an electrical size (in terïns of the side length of
the cube) ranging from 0.2 to 3.2t". The cube is modelled using 20Âl per side in a 57 Ll
by 57 Al by 57Al cubic simulation space. The range in the electrical size of the cube for
the results provided in Figure 5.17 corresponds to discretizations from Âl=À/100 to
N=?u/6.2- The upper limit of the discretization range (N=tu/6.2) is beyond the expecred
range for accuracy [Tafl89], however, accurate results are still obtained. This general
trend has been noticed for a variety of different objects i.e., accurate back-scattered
values are obtained for discretizations that in general are insufficient for accurare
characterization of the entire bistatic pattern. For accurate characterization of results in
the low frequency range of Figure 5.17 (especially near the minima which appears for an
electrical size of 0.375À), the 57Âl sized cubic simulation space was the minimum
acceptable size (maintaining the same discretization for the cube i.e., Z0LI per side).
Accurate determination of the results at the high frequency range of Figure 5.17 is
possible with a smaller simulation space. The essential observation is that a sufficient
electrical distance from the object to the outer boundary condition is required for
simulations that employ the match termination for normal incidence absorbing boundary
condition.
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Figure 5.15: Perfectly conducting cube. plane wave incident from 0i ,0i.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of results calculated by the TLM simulation program
and measured results from {Cote88l for the baci<-scattenng cross-secrron of a
conducting cube versus the electrical lize of the cube.

5.2.2: Dielectric Objects

The third object considered is a homogeneous dielectric cube illuminated by an x
polarized plane wave incident from 0¡=lgQo. In Figure 5.1g, TLM results are compared
to those obtained from frequency-domain volume and surface integral-equation
formulations [Sark89]. The cube has equal side lengths of 0.2], and relative permittivity
€r=4.0. A cubic simulation space of size 58Âl is used in which the dielectric cube is
modelled as a 19Âl cube. Reasonable agïeement of the TLM results with those from a

volume integral equation formulation and a surface integral equation formulation is
observed.

electrical size of cube 0,)
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5 "2.3: Conductin glMatenal Objects

Consider the combination of a dielectric block and conducting plate shown in
Figure 5.19. An x polarized plane wave is incident from the negative z direction. This
object has been analyzed by Arvas et aI [Arva9l] using two frequency-domain integral-
equation formulations (referred to in [Arva91] as a surface / surface formulation and a
volume / surface formulation). The dielectric block (er=2) is of size L*=L'=Q.4}, and
Lrz={..z\v. The distance between the dielectric block and the conducting plate is 0.15î,.
The dielectric block is centered over the perfectly conducting square plate which is of
size 0.75ì" by 0.75À. Due to the restrictions imposed by the requirement of equal sparial
steps in the TLM model, the exact dimensions of the block are not modelled. A spatial
discretization of N=?v/26.7 was used in the TLM analysis. The square plate is modelled
using 20Âl per side length. The block is modelled with L¡=Lr=lQ[l and Lr=JÂl,
corresponding to Lx=Ly-0.375L and Lz={.188}". Various simulations indicate that the
results are not significantly affected by small changes in the size of the dielecnic block.
The simulation space used to analyze this object is of size 43Àl by 43Âl by 43Â1. The
distance from the object to the absorbing boundary conditions is slightly less than 0.5L
Approximately 6 periods (or 350 time steps) were required for convergence of the
frequency-domain results. In Figure 5.19, the normalized value of E6 versus 0 in the

Q{)o plane are compared to results provided by Arvas et al f\rva9ll. The TLM results
are in better agreement with the surface/surface formulation results than the
volume/surface formulation results. Also included ate the TLM results for the case of the
dielectric block is touching the plate.

The final object considered (see Figure 5.20) is similar ro rhe object provided in
Figure 5.19, however an aperture is present in the conducting plate. The aperture is
centered within the plate and of the same size as the dielectric block. The plate is square
with a side length of 0.751". The dielectric block has an electrical length of 0.31, in the x
and y directions and 0.15À in the z direction. The object is modelled within a 49Alby
49LIby 49Âl simulation space using a discretization ratio of 26.67L1/\.. The object is
illuminated with an x polarized plane wave incident from the positive z direction. The
bistatic radar cross section in the 0=0o plane for 0{o to 180o is provided in Figure 5.20
for various values of h, the separation distance between the dielectric block and the
conducting plate. Also provided are results obtained without the dielectric block. To
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achieve convergence of the frequency domain results, 400 time steps were required. The
electrical distance from the object to the absorbing boundary conditions is 0.75î. in the
forward and back scattering directions and 0.561" in the plane of the plare. The results
contained in Figure 5.20 indicate that as the dielectric block is moved closer to rhe plare,
the back-scattering cross section (0=Qo) decreases. Additional simulations have been
performed that indicate that as the distance h from the dielectric block ro the plate is
increased, the scattered field pattern approaches that of the plate with aperture alone (i.e.,
without the dielectric block).
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Figure 5.19: comparison of the magnitude of E6 in the Q=Oo plane for the
combination of conducting plate and dielectric bloðk. The TLl\fresulrs for a
separation distance of 0.151" (between the dielectric block and the plate) are
compared to the surface/surface intergal formulation and the volume/surface
formulation of [Arvagl]. TLM results Íor the case of no separarion Uet*eðn ine
block and plate are also provided.
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Figure 5.20: Magnitude of Eg in the $=Oo plane for the combination of
conducting plate (with an aperture) and dielectric block shown in the Figure.
TLM results are provided for h=0.0751,, 0À and -0.075À. Results for onlv the
plate and aperture (i.e., without the dielectric block) are provided for comparison.
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Chapter 5 Application of TLM Simulator

5"3: Analysis of Microstrip Circuits/Antennas

In this section the TLM simulation program is applied to the analysis of
microstrip antenna and circuit elements. The analysis of microstrip geometries using
differential equation based methods has been previously reported. Examples of the

application of the Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm can be found in
[Zhan88a], [Zhan88b], [Shee9O], [Paul9lb], and twolf92l. Mariki and yeh have

analyzed microstrip lines on anisoropic substrates using the expanded node TLM method

[Mari85], and German et al have analyzed microstrip structures using the symmetric-
condensed TLM method [Germ90b] for the pu{pose of characterizing interconnections
used in VLSI technology, and Dubard et al have attempted to characterize slot-coupled
microstrip patch antennas using the TLM method with the Prony-Pisarenko algorithm to

extract the frequency domain results [Duba90]

This section is divided into four parts. In the first part, the basic approach is
described and applied to simple geometries for validation and to determine the accuracy

of the basic apporach. The initial examples considered include a match-terminated
microstrip line (on high and low permittivity substrate) and an open-end discontinuity. In
the second part, the method is applied to the analysis of microstrip circuit componenrs.
These include a three section side-coupled microstrip filter, and a T-juntion. In the third
part slot-coupled microstrip geometries are investigated: slot-coupled microstrip lines and

slot-coupled microstrip patch antennas. In the fourth part the determination of the

radiation patterns of microstrip geometries on both finite and infinite substrate/ground
planes are considered.

5.3.1: Basic Approach / hritial Examples

5.3.L.1: Mesh Conf,rguration and Discretization

The application of the TLM simulation program to the analysis of a microstrip
structure requires discretization of the entire spatial domain of interest. The method is

capable of analyzing microstrip structures on both finite and infinite substrate/ground

planes. The discretizatíon of a microstrip patch antenna is provided in Figure 5.2t for
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both an infinite substrate/ground plane and a finite substrate/ground plane. The

conducting surfaces are considered to be perfectly-conducting and infinitely thin. The

substrates are modelled by specifying appropriate stub values to model permittivity,
permeability, and/or conductivity. The match termination for normal incidence boundary

condition is applied to terminate the exterior mesh boundaries. The boundary condition
is applied such that the permittivity value immediately adjacent to the boundary is used in
the determination of the appropriate reflection coefficient.

Figure 5.21: TLM Discretization of a microstrip patch antenna on (a) an infinite
substrate and ground plane and, (b) a finite substrafe/ground plane.

st¡¡

sz¡¡

5.3.1.2: Excitation and Calculation of Scattering Parameters

Excitation is provided by a Gaussian-pulsed TEM voltage source. As illustrared
in Figure 5.22,the source is applied by imposing az-directed elecrric field (which is
normal to the ground plane and strip conductor) along the y=y¡1¡ plane of the simulation
space. For the analysis of microwave circuit/antenna applications the scattering
parameters of the element are usually desired. To illustrate the determination of
scattering parameters from the TLM analysis, consider the general N-port microstrip
discontinuity provided in Figure 5.23. The scattering matrix of the N-port microstrip
discontinuity is given as,

Srr

szr

Srj

5zj

S_

s ¡¡r SNj SNN
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In general, the characterization of the complete scattering matrix, S requires N TLM
simulations. If the structure possesses symmetry, the number of simulations can be

reduced. For each of the N simulations, a different port is excited. Essentially, a single

column of S is determined from each simulation for the entire frequency spectrum

contained in the incident Gaussian-pulsed TEM source. The scattering parameters of the

discontinuity are determined from the voltage response at each port. For example,
consider a simulation in which the jth port of the circuit is excited. At port i the voltage

response v¡(t) is determined from,

",Al = 
/

E(r,t).11dl;

where l¡ is a linear contour from the gtound plane to the microstrip line at the geometrical

Iocation of port i, and E(r,Ð is the time-domain electric field distribution. The frequency

domain voltage response at port i, vi(Ð is obtained by discrete Fourier transform of vi(t).
To obtain the scattering parameters, v1(f) is normalized to v¡(f), the frequency domain
incident voltage distribution. This incident voltage distribution is obtained from the

voltage response on the jh port. The location of rhe input port is placed a sufficient
distance from the discontinuity such that the Gaussian-pulsed incident wave can be

separated from the reflections caused by the discontinuity. A time t=to is selected in
order to separate the incident voltage response from the reflected voltage response. For
tcts, the transient response at port j contributes to the incident voltage wave, v1(t) and for
time t>t6 the transient response contributes to v¡(t). The scattering parameters S¡ (for i=l
, ... , N) are determined from,

si,(Ð=ffi

Because the input signal is gated-our of the simulation, the observation ports are located a
non-zero distance from the discontinuity. As well, placing the observation locations a

distance from the discontinuity allows the higher-order modes to die-out. Therefore, only
the propagating quasi-TEM mode of the microstrip contributes to the scattering paramerer

charucteúzation. The scattering parameters at an arbitrary point on the line can be

obtained through transformation of S¡ along the transmission line with knowledge of the

electrical characteristics of the transmission line.
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w
4,---+

Figune 5.22: TEM exciration of a microstrip line.

Figune 5.23: General N-port microstrip discontinuity.

5.3.1.3: Match Terminated Microstrio Line

The first geometry analyzed is a match terminated microstrip nansmission line.
This simple geometry is selected to demonstrate the program and obtain an estimate of
the computatiorøl dynamic ra,nge of the TLM method for this class of problem. Consider
a match terminated microstrip transmission line with the following parameters: substrate
permittivitY Er=2.22, substrate thickness h=0.762mm, and line width w=2.54mm
(Zo=50C¿). The mesh used for this application is of size Nx=12041, Ny=@^I, Ì{z=20ÂL
where Âl=0.38lmm. The transient response at three spatial locations separated by
l5.24mm (along the length of the line) is provided in Figure 5.24. These resulrs provide

discontinuìfy

vr(t)
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the z component of the electric field (i.e., the component normal to the ground plane) at a

spatial location centered under the line between the ground plane and conducting strip.

The x and y components of the field are negligible in comparison to the z component (at

least three orders of magnitude less). The pulse propagates with a minimal change in
shape indicating low dispersion for this particular set of parameters (and frequency
content of the TEM source).

1.25
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0.5

0.25

0

-0.25

200 250 300
time (sec) (x10-12)

Figure 5.24: Transient response at spatial locations separated by 15.24mm,
substrate permittivit y e ;2.22.

frequency (Hz) (x1d)

Figure 5.25: S11 and Szt of a match terminated microstrip line, substrate
perminivity Er=2.22.

The return and insertion loss S11 and S21, respectively, for this example are provided in
Figure5.25. Thevalueof 511 islessthan45dBandvalueof Szrvariesbetween0and
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-0.05d8 over the frequency range 0 to 10 GHz. These results indicate the computational

dynamic range that is available from the TLM simulation program for the analysis of
microstrip structures with low dielectric constant substrates. The value of a scattering

parameter close to OdB should be given an artificial uncertainty of +0.05d8 and any

scattering parameter with a value less than -45d8 should be considered as bevond the

expected range of accuracy.

As an additional example consider the following line parameters i t¡:1Q.2,
h=0.635mm, and w=0.635mm (Zo=50{2line). The mesh used for this application is of
size N"=120À1, Nt=66Â1, Nr=29Â1, where Ll=0.127mm. The transient response at three

spatial locations separated by 5.08mm (along the length of the line) are provided in
Figure 5.26. For this particular set of.parameters (and frequency content of the pulse) the

dispersive effects of the line are noticeable.
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Figure 5.26: Transient response at spatial locations separated by 5.08mm,
substrate permiuivity e-I0.2.

The numerical results for S11and S21 are provided in Figure 5.27 andindicate the value

of S11 is less than -30dB and the value of S21 is between t0.25dB overthe frequency

range 0 to 20GHz. These results are simila¡ to those obtained for other simulations of
microstrip transmission-lines on high permittivity substrates (er=8.0 to 12.0) and indicate

the computational dynamic range of the TLM simulation progïam for the analysis of
microstrip geometries on high permittivity substrates is not as large as that for the
analysis of geometries on low permittivity substrate. It is unlikely that the decreased

performance is due to the increase in numerical dispersion associated with the increase in
the permittivity value. At 30GHz, the discretization ratio for the problem analyzed above
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(Þ2041) is within the expected range for accurate results. The decrease in accuracy with

an increase in the substrate permittivity is likely due ro the absorbing boundary conditions

used to truncate the simulation space. A recent investigation has compared the

performance of various absorbing boundary conditions for the analysis of microstrip
geometries [Rail92], [Rail93], [Litv93]. Numerical results provided in [Rail93] and

[Litv93] indicate that first-order absorbing boundary conditions are only capable of
providing an s11 of less than -20d8 for high permittivity subsrrares (er=g.g to 12.0).

Second-order absorbing boundary conditions are capable ofproviding an S 11 of less than

-50d8 for high permittivity substrates. Our numerical results indicate that the match

termination for normal incidence absorbing boundary condition provides accuracy

somewhere between first and second-order accuracy and is considered to be adequate for
the present investigation.

--- : - € - - -:- --€.- -- -- -.Jo-- - -- j -o- - --- - - o - ; -- - - o --- - - i o - - - (

frequency (Hz) (x1d)

Figure 5.27: S11 and S21 of a match terminated microstrip line, substrate
permittivity Er=I].2.

5"3.2: Analysis of Microstrip Circuit Elements

5.3.2.L: Microstrip T-Junction

In this section, the TLM simulation program is applied to the analysis of two
microstrip circuit elements. The first example considered is a T-junction. The geomebry

of a microstrip T-junction is provided in Figure 5.28, with wl=w2-0.610mm, a substrate

height h=0.635mm, and substrate relative permittivity sr=9.9. The TLM mesh used for
the analysis of this structue is of size Nx=10441, Ny=57^1, Nz=1941, with Al=0.0907mm.

The difference between substrate height and microstrip width is ignored in the TLM
analysis. The duration of the simulation was 15004t. This example has been previously
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Chapter 5 Application of TLM Simulator

analyzed in [Wu90] where measured data and results from a frequency-domain integral

equation formulation are provided. Figure 5.29 contains a compa¡ison of TLM results

with numerical results from [Wu90] for Sll, S21, and 531. Good agreement of the TLM
and the frequency-domain integral equation data is observed.

Figure 5.28: Geometry of a microstrip T-junction.
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and S21 for the microstrip T-junction shown in Figure 5.28.
the TLM simulation program are compared to numerical
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Figure 5.29: S 11, S21
Results obtained from
results from [Wu90].
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5.3.2.2: Three-Section Side-Coupled Microstrip B and-Pass Filter

The next example considered is a three section side-coupled microstrip band-pass

filter. The geometry is provided in Figure 5.30, with wt=w2-w3=1.272mm,
s1=s2=1 .272mm, L1=L2=13=12.72mm, and a substrate height h=7.2'72mm. This
geometry has been previously analyzed using the Spatial Network Method [Shib88] and

the Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm [Rail93]. The simulation space used to

analyze this structure is of size N*=lQ8Al, Nr=6i6Â1, Nr-r0¡1, with L14.2544mm

The transient response at the input and output port of this structure is provided in
Figure 5.31. The duration of the simulation used to characterize this geometry is
25,0004t - orders of magnitude more time steps than that usually required in the analysis

of non-resonant geometries. The highly resonant nature of the side-coupled filter is
noticeable by the ringing observed in Figure 5.31. Computational aspects of modelling

resonant structures is discussed further in Section 5.3.3.2, where the analysis of slot-

coupled microstrip antennas is investigated. The scattering parameters (S11 and S21)

determined from the TLM analysis are compared to measured data from [Shib88] in

Figure 5.32. Reasonable agreement between the TLM results and the measured data is

observed. The pass-band frequencies are predicted reasonably well by the TLM analysis,

however, the magnitude of S 11 at these pass-band frequencies is not as low as that

observed in the measurements. The same discrepancy is evident in the Spatial Network

results [Shib 8 8] and finite-difference time-dom ain results [Rail9 3].
L3

output port

input port
I
Il-

x

L1
Lz

Figure 5.30: Geometry of a three-secrion side-coupled microstrip filter.
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Figure 5.31: Transient repsonse at the input and output ports of the side-coupled
filter.
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of measured data (from tshibSSl) with TLM results for
S 11 and S zr of the side-coupled microstrip filter.
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5.3.3: Analysis of Slot-Coupled Microstrip Structures

5.3.3.1: Slot-Coupled Microstrip Lines

Consider the slot coupled microstrip lines shown in Figure 5.33. Port labels are

also provided in the figure. The specific example is selected from [Hers9l]. The

geometry is defined by: er=2.22 (both substrates),tt=t24.762mm,w1=v¡2=).S67mm

(both lines), wa=l.143mm, La=14.86mm. The mesh used for this application is of size

Nx=12041, Ny=6041, Nz-40^1, where Al=0.38lmm. In Figure 5.34, the TLM results for

the magnitude of S21 and S31 are compared to those obtained by an integral equation

based approach given in [Hers91]. Reasonable agreement is achieved over the entire

bandwidth.

Additional results for an example on a high permittivity substrate Er=I0.2 a¡e

presented in Figure 5.35 [Ittip93]. The geometry of this example is defined by: er=19.2

(both substrates), t1=[2=Q.635mm, w1=ry2=Q.635mm (both lines), wa=0.635mm,

La=2.16mm. The mesh used to analyze this problem is of the same size as above, but

with Al=0.127mm. The TLM results are compared to measured data as well as results

calculated from a modal analysis method described in [Itti91]. Again, reasonable

aereement is achieved over the entire bandwidth.
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Figure 5.33: Slot-coupled microstrip lines.
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and S31 for

[Hers91].
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Figure 5.35: TLM results for the magnitude of S21 and 531 for the analysis of
slot-coupled microstrip lines (on an er=10.2) [Itti93]. TLM results are compared
to measured data as well as results determined by modal-analysis method [Ini91].
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Figure 5.36: Slot-coupled microstrip antenna.

5.3.3.22 Slot-Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna

Consider the general geometry of a slot-coupled microstrip patch antenna shown

in Figure 5.36. The specific example is selected from [Himd89]. The geometry is

defined by: et=2.54 (both substrates), t¡tp=1.60mm, wL=4.80mffi, w¿=l.60rtÍ1,

L¡=1l.2mm,Ls=2j.4mm, L*=lQ.4mm, Ly=40.0mm. The mesh used in the analysis of
this example is of size N*=l/041, Nu=6641, Nz-40^1, where Âl=0.800mm.

In Figure 5.37, the transient response at an observation point on the microstrip

feed line (located 35.6mm from the slot discontinuity) is provided. Reflection from the

slot, open-circuit termination, and the resonances due to the patch are distinguishable.
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Figune 5.37: Transient response of a slot-coupled microstrip antenna.

Examiniñg the response provided in Figure 5.37, itappears that this antenna is not
matched (because of the large amount of energy that is reflected back to the input port).
Flowever, calculation of S11 indicates a return loss of around -l5dB at the specified
design frequency. Because this antenna has a narrow bandwidth, only a small portion of
the energy contained in the gaussian pulse is coupled to the patch and radiated.
Therefore, a broadband mismatch is apparent although a narrow band. match is realized.

Due to the thin antenna substrate, this particular antenna has a large Q-factor and
therefore a small bandwidth. This highly resonant example also demonstrates a

disadvantage of the traditional discrete Fourier transform applied to calculate the
frequency domain results from the time domain response provided in Figure 5.37. In
Figure 5.38, 511 is provided after 2000,4000, and 8000 time steps. As was rhe case for
the three-section side-coupled fîlter considered in a previous section, the number of time
steps required to cha¡acterize the geometry represents almost an order of magnitude more
computation than that required by the analysis of non-resonant geometries. The discrete

Fourier transform requires 8000 time steps before a sharp S11 is obtained. The use of an

alternative method for predicting the frequency domain response - such as Prony's

rnethod [Marp87] may significantly reduce computation time required to obtain an

accurate frequency response for S tt.
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Figure 5.38: s 11 for a slot-coupled microstrip antenna. The three curves
correspond to results calculated after 2000, 4000, and 8000 time steps.
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Figure 5.39: S11 versus slot-length. Comparison of TLM results with results
from [Himd89] and [Sull86].

In Figure 5.38, the resonant frequency predicted by the TLM code is within 37o of
that given in [Himd89]. Simulations have been performed to determine the effect of the

slot length on resonant frequency. In Figure 5.39, the predicted resonant frequency
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versus slot length is provided. The results indicate the expected behavior, as the length of
the slot increases, the resonant frequency decreases. Also provided in Figure 5.39 a¡e

results from [Himd89] and [Sull86]. The difference between the cavity model results

[Himd86] and integral equation results [Sull86] as compared to the TLM results is around

3Vo for the range of slot-lengths considered.

In addition to the above example, the TLM simulation program has been applied

to the analysis of several slot-coupled microstrip antennas provided in [Take92b].
Takeuchi et al examine slot-coupled microstrip antennas with different feed substrates.

For each example, the same patch geometry and substrate is assumed: length of the

rectangular patch Lx=5.2mm, patch substrate thickness tp=Q.8mm and patch substrate
relative permittivity Er=2.7. A value for the patch width was not provided in [Take92b].
In the present analysis a patch width of Lr=4.2^m is assumed. Three different feed

geometries for this patch are provided in Table 5.2. For each geometry the characteristic
impedance of the feed microstrip line is 50.00 and the feed is designed for a resonant

frequency of l4.2GHz. The TLM simulation space applied to the analysis of this
problem is of size Nx=6041, Ny=6041, and Nr={QAl, with a spatial discretization
Âl=0.20mm. In Figure 5.40, S 11 of the above antenna geometries determined from the

TLM analysis is provided. The resonant frequencies predicted by the TLM analysis are

provided in Table 5.3. At the TlM-predicted resonant frequency a match of -23d8 (for
Geometry 1), -14dB (for Geometry 2), and -20d8 (for Geometry 3) is determined (the

resonant frequency is assumed to be at the minimum value of S11). This example

indicates the ability of the TLM simulation program to analyze slot-coupled microstrip
geometries having different feed and antenna substrates.

Table 5.2: Different Feed Geometries for a Slot-Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna

Geomeffy sr (feed) t r (mm) w¡ (mm) t" (mm)

I 2.7 0.8 1.90 3.50

2 5.0 0.8 1.50 2.63
a
J 10.0 0.8 0.65 1.90
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Table 5.3: Resonant Frequencies (GHz) for the Antennas Provided in Table 5.2

Geometrv f*. (design) fres (TLM) 7o diff
I 14.20 14.55 +2.4

2 t4.20 14.75 +3.7

J 14.20 14.85 +4.3

-qìl--*

Application of TLM Simulator

Geometry 1

Geometry 2
Geometry 3

-25

Frequency (Hz) (x1d)

Figure 5.40: S 11 of the slot-coupled microstrip antennas described in Table 5.2.

In addition to the results presented in this section, animations of the fîeld
distribution along the feed line and also of the field distribution under the patch have been

performed. The animations qualitatively demonstrate the operation of the slot-coupled
microstrip antenna for dominant mode excitation. The animations were performed using

the PV-WAVE visualization package at the Communications Research Centre, Ottawa.

Qualitative results of this nature are useful for educational purposes.

5.3.4: Calculation of Radiation Pattems

In this section, the calculation of the radiation pattern of microsnip antennas

analyzed using the TLM simulation program are considered. The simulation space is

-5

d)
e-10

=U)

-15

-20
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terminated at an electrically small distance from the antenna. Therefore, the far-field
distributions are not directly available. To calculate the radiation patterns equivalent
sources are defined (from field values directly available from the simulation) and then

transformed to the far-field using a geometrically suitable Green's function.

5.3.4.1t Antennas on an Infinite Substrate/Ground plane

Consider the calculation of the radiation patterns of arbitrary microstrip elements

on an infinite single layer substrate/ground-plane, following the theory presented by
Mosig and Gardiol [Mosi85]. Essentially, the Sommerfeld theory (pertaining ro rhe

radiation of sources in the presence of an infinite layered medium) is applied to yield the

appropriate Green's function to account for the presence of the substrate and ground,
plane. Therefore, the electric surface current on the patch is sufficient to determine the

radiation patterns of the antenna. In Figure 5.21(a) the TLM simulation space used for
the analysis of a microstrip antenna on an infinite-substrate/ground-plane is provided.
Absorbing boundary conditions are applied along the substrate and free-space boundaries
to simulate an infinite substrate/ground-plane. The TLM simulation yields a discrete
representation of the electric surface current on the patch.

Given the surface current distribution on the patch, the theory provided in
[Mosi85] can be applied to determine the radiation parrerns. The electric field
distribution, in the far field, is given as,

(s.8)

where C[=0, 0; I*¡ and Iyk are the x and y components of the electric surface cunent on

the kttt portion of the patch; a and b are the x and y dimensions of each elemental segment
of the patch (for the present problem, a=b=Al); ko is the free space wave number; e¡ is a
unit vector in the r direction (i.e., to the observation location 0, 0); and p¡' is the spatial

position of the kth elemental segment. The components of the Green's functions are

defined as.

Eo = Gä,* fr) I âI*ieik.+.pi' + GoE,v fr) ) blr¡elhe.o;
MM

i=1 j=1

(5.9a)crE- {r) = iz;cos(Q) ge(e) *
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where Zo={(Po/eo),

Application of TLM Simulator

(s.eb)cf,. {r) = -iz:sin(Q) so(e) +
^.

)v6J.nlko, and ge(0) and go(0) are defîned as,

8e=
T cos(0)

T - jencos(0) cot(k"hT)

g.=
Þ0

cos(0)

cos(0) - jT cotan(ÇhT)

and

The values of Cf,*(r) anO Gfr,*(r) are determined by a 90o rorarion of Q in (5.9) (i.¿., 0 is

replaced by Q-90o¡. The Green's function (5.9) is determined from asymproric

approximation (i.e., r-)-) of the exact Green's function of an electric surface curent
element on an infinite substrate/ground-plane.

Consider the slot-coupled microstrip patch antonna previously analyzed in section

5.3.3.2. The specific example was selected from [Himd89]. In Figures 5.41 and 5.42,the
magnitude of the x and y components of the surface current distribution on the patch are

provided. In Figures 5.43 and 5.44, the phase of the x and y components of the surface

culrent distribution on the patch are provided. Note that the noisy nature of the Jy phase

distribution occurs near the zero-magnitude locations. At these locations the phase is

meaningless (because of the negligible magnitude) and the noisy data can be ignored.

The phase distributions indicate an in-phase co-polarized current distribution and a 180o

out-of-phase (organized by the four quadrants of the patch) cross-polarized current
distribution. The magnitude and phase distributions are provided at the computed
resonant frequency (f=2.l5GHz).
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Figune 5.41: Magnitude of J^ on the surface of the patch.
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Figune 5.43: Phase of J^ on the surface of the patch.
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E- and H-plane radiation patterns are provided in Figures 5.45 for the slot-coupled

microstrip antenna. The patterns qualitatively agree with typical results reported in the

literature. Cross polarization levels are essentially zero (around - 100d8 below the co-
polarized levels). This low cross-polarization level is due to the slot-coupled feed.

Although the magnitude of the Jy component of the surface current is not l00dB below

that of the J¡ component, the low cross-polarization levels are due to the phase

distribution of the surface currents (see Figure 5.44). In the E- and H-planes, minimal
( zero) cros s -polari zation level s are expec ted.

-30
-1 00 -20 0

0 (degrees)

Figure 5.45: E- and H-plane radiation pattern for a slot-coupled microstrip
antenna.

5.3.4.22 Antennas on a Finite Substrate/Ground Plane

In this section the theory required for the calculation of the radiation pattern of a
microstrip antenna on afiníte substrate/ground-plane is presented. Shafai and Kishk have

analyzed circular microstrip antennas on a finite substrate/ground-plane using a
frequency-domain integral-equation formulation for bodies of revolution [Shaf90]. In
Figure 5.21(b), the TLM simulation space for the analysis of a microstrip antenna on a
finite substrate/ground-plane is provided. Note that the interface between free-space and

-80 20
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the edge of the substrate is directly modelled as well as the finite-sized ground-plane.

Free-space absorbing boundary conditions are applied to terminate the free-space region

which surrounds the entire antenna.

Because the antenna does not possess an infinite substrate/ground-plane, the

Sommerfeld Green's function is no longer applicable and the electric surface current on

the patch antenna is not a suffîcient source for determining the radiation patterns. In
section 5.2, a near to far field transformation for determining scattered field distributions

in the far field was presented. The same approach is applied here. Equivalent magnetic

and electric surface currents on a surface surrounding the antenna are used to determine

the radiation patterns.

Due to the requirement of modelling the antenna and the free-space region

surrounding the antenna, the size of the simulation space required for analyzing
microstrip antennas on a finite-sized substrate/ground-plane is usually prohibitively
large. For most examples found in the literature, the simulation space required for
accurate analysis would exceed the memory capacity of the available computational

facilities.

5.42 Summary of Applications

In this section, the TLM simulation program has been applied to the analysis of
microstrip circuit and antenna elements. Reasonable accuracy has been obtained for the

geometries considered in this section. Again, as was the case in the previous two
sections, the examples considered tend to be more homogeneous than inhomogeneous

(i.e., only a couple of different materials exist, with a relatively low geometrical

complexity). The efficiency of the TLM simulation program (as with all differential-
equation based numerical methods) is not optimal for homogeneous geometries. In terms

of present day engineering computing environments, the differential-equation based

numerical methods are capable of analyzing a wide variety of microstrip circuit/antenna

elements, however due to the large amount of computation required for analysis, these

methods are beyond the realm of an efficient design tool.

The analysis of the microstrip geometries considered in this section also indicate

possible improvements which can be made to the TLM simulation program. The

microstrip geometries tend to have dimensions which have much different relative sizes.

For example, considering the slot-coupled microstrip antenna, the width of the slot and
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thickness of substrate tend to be much smaller than the length of the slot, or length of the

patch. These disparities cause excessive discretization for methods based on regular

grids. An algorithm capable of making use of a variable gdd would be usefull for the

analysis of microstrip geometries. The density of the mesh could be increased in the

vicinity of the slot and other areas where accurate modelling of the field distributions is

critical to the accurate characterization of the geometry. As well, as previously discussed,

for resonant structures such as the three-section side-coupled filter and the slot-coupled

microstrip antenna, the use of an efficient algorithm to predict the frequency domain

response (other than the discrete Fourier transform) can be applied to significantly reduce

the cpu time.

The numerical results presented in section 5.1 indicate the accuracy of the TLM
method for the analysis of half-space problems. In the analysis of an electrically short

electric dipole in the presence of a material half-space, reasonable agreement with
analytic results has been achieved for both the transient and frequency domain field
disributions, as well as for the change in source input impedance due to the presence of
the half-space. As with other differential-equation based methods, the efficiency of the

TLM method for this class of problem is expected to be optimal for problems containing

inhomogeneous objects, and multi-layer ground models.

Originally, the numerical implementation of the induced-emf method (described

in section 5.1) was intended for the analysis of probe-fed microstrip antennas. However,

problems arise if the size of the total/scattered contour becomes electrically small, and the

source fields are not sufficiently resolved by the numerical grid. For antennas of an

electrically moderate size, such as a waveguide aperture antenna, this approach should

provide reasonable results. However, the model is inappropriate for most microstrip

antenna applications due to the electrically thin substrate. The total/scattered contour

would have to be placed between the ground plane and patch (an electrically small region

in terms of the substrate thickness), and insufficient resolution of the fields produced by

the dipole would occur. For the application considered in section 5.1, this impedance

model has provided reasonable accuracy. The numerical implementation of the induced-

emf method is applicable to any differential equation based numerical method that

employs a total/scattered or a pure-scattered field formulation.

In section 5.2 the TLM simulation program has been applied to the radar-cross-

section analysis of finite-sized conducting and dielectric objects. Reasonable agreement

between the TLM results and a variety of published data has been obtained. To obtain

accurate results, the spatial discretization of the problem domain should meet two criteria.
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The first requires appropriate discretization of the object in terms of the number of spatial

cells Âl per À, where ì" is the wavelength of the highest frequency at which accurate

results are desired. Taflove and Umashankar suggest a spatial resolution of 10 to 20Âl
per l" in conjunction with the Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm [Tafl89]. The

analysis presented in [Niel91] suggests that the symmetric condensed TLM model is
more accurate than the Yee finite-difference time-domain algorithm (in terms of
dispersive errors). However, the numerical experiments which we have performed do not

indicate that the symmetric-condensed TLM algorithm possesses a significant advantage,

and that the range of discretizations suggested by Taflove and Umashankar is also a good

rule of thumb for simulations involving the symmetric-condensed TLM model.
Discretizations with fewer than 10Âl per î, should be considered with caurion. The

second criterion that must be met to ensure accurate characterization is a sufficient
distance from the scattering object to the exterior mesh boundary. In general, the

required distance will depend on the object considered, its electrical size, and the specific

absorbing boundary condition employed. The results presented in this section indicate

that the minimum distance from the object to the exterior mesh boundary varies from
0.25 to 0.5À. To ensure the absorbing boundary conditions do not affect the results, for

each new object considered, various simulations are performed to ensure insensitivity to

the location of the mesh boundary. The specific absorbing boundary condition applied is

the match termination for normal incidence. If a more accurate boundary condition is
applied, the 0.25 to 0.51" requirement can be relaxed. In [Simo91d], [Simo92] an increase

in accuracy is achieved from the application of alternative absorbing boundary conditions

for the TLM analysis of two-dimensional scattering problems. In three dimensions, the

successful application of absorbing boundary conditions other than the match termination

for normal incidence boundary condition has yet to be reported. For each new object

considered, various computational studies were conducted to minimize the number of
time steps and the size of simulation space required. In each case, the size of the

simulation space was increased until the changes in the far field patterns were reduced to

a fraction of a dB. Smaller simulation spaces can be used (which require less

computation time) if lower levels of accuracy are acceptable. The cpu time for most of
the problems considered in section 5.2 is on the order of one hour (on a SUN

SPARCstation 10). As well, these objects have been selected because of the availability
of previously published results. Although the results demonstrate rhe accuracy of the

TLM approach, the objects do not exploit the capabilities of the method. Again, as with
other differential-equation based methods (such as finite-difference, finite-element, and
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finite-volume methods), the efficiency of the TLM method is expected to be optimal for
the analysis of inhomogeneous objects. For the analysis of objects with fine geometrical

detail such as material layers, slots, and wires (whose dimensions are small relative to the

mesh discretization Âl), special computational capabilities are required [Duff93],
lRile93l.

The numerical results obtained in section 5.2were insensitive to changes in the

locations of the totaVscattered field contour and the near-to-far field transformation
contour. In a typical simulation, the total/scattered field contour is placed around 5Âl

from the edge of the object and the near-to-far field transformation contour is placed

approximately 3Âl outside of the total/scattered field contour. The electrical size of the

objects considered in this section range from a side length of 0.21, to a few À. To analyze

objects that are either electrically smaller or larger one only requires more computation

time. To examine electrically smaller objects, the distance from the object to the exterior
boundary of the mesh (in terrns of Â1) should be increased to accommodate the 0.25 to

0.5î" requirement. To analyze electrically large objects, the number of spatial cells
required must be increased to accommodate the minimum 104L1. discretization ratio.

The results obtained in this chapter validate the accuracy of the TLM simulation
program, and supports the concept of a general purpose electromagnetic simulation

environment.
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Chapter 6: Time-flomain
Finite-Element Method and Applicatíons

In this chapter a time-domain finite-element algorithm is investigated which is

based on a formulation originally introduced by Lynch and Paulsen [Lync9O]. In chapter

2, this algorithm has been classified in terms of the general overview of differential-

equation based numerical methods. This algorithm can also be considered as a general

purpose electromagnetic field simulation program. In the first part of this chapter, the

time-domain finite-element algorithm is introduced with emphasis placed on aspects of
the algorithm which differ from that presented in [Lync9O]. Numerical examples are

provided to validate the program. In the second part of this chapter, the equivalence of
the finite-element formulation (if applied on a regular mesh) and a finite-difference
formulation is demonstrated.

6.1: Finite-Element Formulation

6.1.1: Mathematical Formulation

The general problem considered is provided in Figure 6.1 and consists of a

volume of space V bounded by an exterior surface S 1 and several interior surfaces 52, ... ,
S¡. This problem is equivalent to the general electromagnetic field problem described in

Figure 1.1. The modified vector wave equation (discussed in section 2.1) is given by,

'#. "*= - 1 v*v*E . o(Ëo'" 
)

(6.1)
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which describes the behavior of the total electric field throughout V. Boundary

conditions for E on 51, 52, ... , S¡r¡ âre specified to complete the description of the

problem. The region V is assumed to consist of linear, isotropic, but arbitrarily
inhomogeneous media.

Free Space Region

Conductors

Material Region: t, F" o

Source

Figure 6.1: General configuration: A volume V bounded by an exterior surface
51, ând N-l interior surfaces 52 , ... , Sy.

The surface 51 is a truncated free space boundary (i.e., ideally it should extend to

infinity). To terminate this outer boundary, local absorbing boundary conditions are

applied. The first order Engquist-Majda absorbing boundary condition [Engq77] is

applied along S 1. This condition is expressed as,

N
E
W
úL

âE _lðE =oðt cân (6.2)

where E is the electric field distribution and n is the direction normal to the exterior
boundary. The interior surfaces S2, ... , S¡ represent the perfectly conducting surfaces of
the geometry. Along these surfaces the boundary condition nx(Es+Ei)=O is applied.
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6.1.2: Scattered Field Formulation

A scattered field formulation is applied (see discussion in section 2.2). The total
electric field distribution E is expressed as, E-Es+Ei, where Ei is the incident field
distribution, and Es is the scattered electric field distribution. The incident field
distribution satisfies.

ð2Ei AEi,.1* o"l = o'(tu" oxni 
) 

+ v(l-; ."e' 
¡

(6.3)

where to, l"to, and o6 represent the material properties of the medium in which the

incident field exists. Subtracting (6.3) from (6.1) yields the scattered field formulation of
the modified vector wave equation,

â2Er , ,â2Ei aE'
'æ 

+(e-eo[r2 +oar +(o ,aEio"h,

= vx(fv""')- o.((ut - rJ vxet)* v(rv n'

Along the exterior boundary, S 1, the absorbing boundary condition (6.2) can be applied to

the scattered field distribution and does not require modification. Along the conducting

boundaries, 52 to S¡, the boundary condition Es=-Ei is applied.

6.L.3: Discretization of Space and Time

Consider the application of the method of weighted residuals to approximate the

spatial domain of (6.4). The desired weak form of the problem is obtained by multiplying
(6.a) by a set of time-independent weighting functions w¡, where i=1, ... N, and

integrating over the computational domain V, to obtain,

. 
"((i *)o '' )

(6.4)
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f *,,-4t'u,r-f ,.,.r- -',â'E'-uu*f *,oryl-6' f , 'aEi
J, òt2 '*J,wi(€-€"æ J, dt u*lwi(o-oof,dv

= 
l,*, 

o{üoxn,)av 
/ -, 

o"(ht--l-ì v"et)av

ff
* 

,1, 

*' v(fv n' 
)ov 

* 
I 

*' o((ü r)v nt )av (6.s)

To reduce the dimensionality of the second-order spatial derivatives in (6.5), the terms on

the right hand side of (6.5) are modif,red using the following identities,

QvxA - Axvg = v,.(qn) 
/, 

o.o dv = - 
/ 

o.U o,

and

v(ov)= Qvv + vvo 
J "* 

dv = - 
/ *t 

*

to yield,

/ 
*,,#ou./ *,(e-e")#ou./ *, "Hou./ *,1o-o"ffiov

= / 
o*,"[r v*n,)uu . 

/ 
o*,.((f - r-) vxnt)ov

/" ff 'n' )v*, 
* 

I (#o,"' - 
etu" 

o ."ri 
)vwi 

dv

,[ ".htoxn,)wi 
.r 

/. ".((ü 
- rìvxrr)w¡ ds
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"h 
v.e"ri 

þ 
as

owrqj ouff

Examination of (6.6) indicates the manner in which the incident field is introduced.

Throughout regions which possess material properties that are different from the incident
field medium (to, Po, oo), the terms containing Ei represent surface and volume sources

for the incident field. The unknown scattered field distribution Es is expanded as,

(6.t¡

where Bj(t) are time-dependent and spatially-independent vector nodal values, and Q¡(r)

ne spatially-dependent and tíme-independent scalar expansion functions. Substituting
(6.7) into (6.6), and for simplicity examining only the volume integrals from (6.6)

containing the unknown ES, yields,

. 
/, 

(-,# v eEs 
þ 

os * 
/, 

-'(* V eEi

N
Es(r,t)=)n;{Ðo¡{r)

j=1

ålewQ¡dv#.ål

= 
å /" 

av*,"(vq¡xr,')ov å rt I F*"*,)o*,ou 
+ sr + rFr (6.8)

where ST denotes the surface integrals, and IFT denotes the terms containing Ei in (6.6).

The semi-discrete system (6.8), can be expressed in traditional finite-element notation

[Zien91] as,

Mët + Cè'+ Kes = f (6.e)

where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix (the elements of C are non-zero

only if o'*0), K is the stiffness matrix, es is a vector of nodal values representing the

unknown scattered field distribution, ê' is the first derivative of es with respect to time, ët

is the second derivative of es with respect to time, and f is a vector containing the incident
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field terms [Zienï3], [Mull82]. The following second-order central-difference formulas

are applied to discretize the temporal derivatives in (6.8),

Af(r) 
= 

f(t+^Ð - f(t-^Ð cnrr A2f(Ð _ f(t+^Ð - 2f(t) + f(t-^Ð-ã. - ,ñ 
(r'u 

Ar, - Lr"

The resulting system is given by,

=å 
I1v*,*(vq¡*E¡)dv 

È q' 
/ (fioæ,¡o*, uu .l,Þ 

/" 
o*,0: dv E;,,

(*å / 
,*,0,.".*å 

['-,o,av)e;'.o'

(*å /" 
o*,*, *. *å ,[ 

o*,r, ov)n;''^'+ sr + IFr (6 10)

where Ât is the time step, and Ej'' is the value of Ej at time t. To complete the

specification of (6.10), we specify 0j=*j (i.e., Galerkin's method) and select a suitable Cs

continuous three-dimensional element with linear expansion functions [Zien91].
Presently, only cubic elements are applied, shown in Figure 6.2. The expansion functions

for this element are expressed as,

N' = å 
(r*É")(t+n.)(r*Ç)

where 6o=ËEi,Ilo=îIi, (o=((¡ , and

6r,1r,(r = -1,-1,-1; Ez,\2,Çz= +1,-1,-1; Ez,tß,Çt = +1,+1,-1;

U,\q,Çq = -1,+1,-1; És,rls,(s = -1,-1,+1; Eø,\s,Çs = +1,-1,+1;

\t,\t,Çt = +1,+1,+1; Es,ns,(s = -1,+1,+1
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Figure 6.2: Cubic element used for spatial discretization.

Expression (6.10) represents a system of linear algebraic equations, that can be

expressed as,

[A] [E]'*1 =[B][E]'+lCl [E]r-l

ç
I
|-/Tl

(6.11)

where [E]t represents a vector containing the nodal values which represent the electric

field distribution at time t. Equation (6.11) represents an explicitly time stepped

algorithm if IA] is a diagonal matrix, since calculation of [41-t would not require formal

matrix inversion. The coefficients a¡ of the matrix A are proportional to

w¡Qi dV (6.r2)

The possible techniques for evaluating the element integrals (such as (6.12)) are limited

by the convergence criterion for the finite-element method [Ziengl]. The convergence

criterion states that the integration algorithm should be exact to order 2(p-m), where p is

the degree of the complete polynomial in the element expansion functions, and m is the

order of differentials occurring in the mathematical formulation. For the present

application p=l and m=1, and therefore, any integration scheme capable of integrating

zeroth order functions is acceptable to yield no loss in convergence. A comparison of the

numerical algorithms obtained from exact and approximate numerical integration is

provided in section 6.2. In [Care84], various nodal quadrature integration schemes are

I

6 ---.
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presented. Any numerical scheme for the integration of a function f(x) over an interval L
can be expressed as,

dx= wr.,f(xn)
N

n=1,l,, 
n.'

where wn are the weighting coefficients

points for nodal quadrature formulas are

expansion functions,

and xn are the evaluation points. The evaluation

the node locations. Because of the nature of the

Oi(xj) = 0 J+r (6.r3)

is diagonal and anthe integral (6.12) is equal to zero for i+j. Therefore the matrix [A]
explicitly time-stepped algorithm is obtained without loss of accuracy.

6.1,.4: Discretization of Absorbing Boundary Conditions

The discretization of the absorbing boundary condition (6.2) can also be

accomplished using the same numerical strategy applied to the modified vector wave

equation as described above. Three implementations of (6.2) have been considered, all of
which can be considered as analogues of finite-difference approximations of (6.2). The

details of obtaining the appropriate finite-difference analogue require knowledge of the

equivalence between the integral lumped time-domain finite-element algorithm with
central finite-difference approximations, which is presented in section 6.2. The

implementation of the absorbing boundary conditions is considered with respect to a
portion of the exterior boundary illusrated in Figure 6.3.

The weak-form of the absorbing boundary condition (6.2) is given by,

I-,(ri.PJEdv=o
(6.14)

where, wi are the same sub-domain basis functions applied in conjunction with the

discretization of the modified vector wave equation. Expanding E in terms of time-
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dependent and spatially-independent vector nodal values, and spatially-dependent and

time -i ndep e nde nt scalar expansion functions, yields,

(6.15)

Various approaches to the organization of the approximations to the partial derivatives in
(6.15) are now investigated.

In the first implementation of (6.15) the time derivative is centred around the

temporal location at which the spatial derivative is evaluated as,

(6.16)

Following the same discretization procedure applied to the modified vector wave

equation over a regular mesh, (6.15) results in a finite-difference expression of the form,

#"i-EI)*#"f.' -BI')=o (6.17)

where An is the distance from node j to node j' (see Figure 6.3) in the n direction. The

numerical form of (6.17) is exactly reversible [Vich84b]. The physical situation
corresponding to the excitation of a source within the computational volume, and the

subsequent propagation of electromagnetic waves out of the simulation space can be

considered as an attractor i.e., given an initial disturbance in the general electromagnetic

field problem desribed in Figure 6.1, the field distribution will always approach zero as

t->-. Therefore, application of the numerically reversible absorbing boundary condition
(6.17) in the presence of this attractor, yields instability [Vich84b]. Numerical
investigation of these concepts with respect to computational electromagnetics is

considered in [Simo94e]. Numerical experimentation verifies the instability of the

implementation (6. 17).

In the second implementation of (6.15), a backward difference formula is applied
to the discretization of the temporal derivative to yield,

+ l"-,(*u.þ*)dv=o

ìl*,(g"i.þn#f,)dv=o
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(6.18)

Again, following the same discretization procedure as outlined above over a regular

mesh, (6.18) results in a finite-difference expression of the form,

#tl.' - El*'). #"t' - 
"f)= 

o (6.le)

In the third implementation of (6.15), the spatial derivatives are averaged in time,

and the temporal derivatives are weighted in space as,

? I*, 
($"i.' .þ,"f.; "i)dv =o

? Í 
*, ( r$"i.' * Bï) . þ,(%? . *rJ) dv = o

I I*, 
(g"1.' * "r). þ(f#. 4p))ou = o (620)

Again, following the same discretization procedure as outlined above, over a regular

mesh (6.20) results in a f,rnite-difference expression of the form,

ff(nf.' 
-EÍ*' * (Ef EÏ))* {(BT.' - Bf)* (Bl.' - 

"}))= 
o 6.zt)

The numerical approximations (6.19) and (6.21) correspond to the first-order and box

schemes of Engquist and Majda[Engq77), respecrively.
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exterior boundarv

Figure 6.3: Two dimensional slice of a finite-element mesh to illustrate the
application of absorbing boundary conditions along on exterior mesh boundary.

6.1.5: Boundary Conditions Along Material Interfaces

Consider the enforcement of boundary condtions between two material regions 1

and 2, shown in Figure 6.4. The procedure presented in [Lync9O] is applied with
modifications to account for the scattered field formulation. The boundary conditions

(1.3) for the electric field distribution are applied. Because the normal field components

are discontinuous, along the interface, tho nodes are split such that two nodes exist at the

same spatial location, but are allowed to possess different field values. The total electric

field distribution at the two nodes in Figure 6.4 satisfy,

î(,,#.",+) '("#.",*)
^ ðEr ^ ðEr
nX-=-- = nX-=:dt dt

and

The nodal values E1 and E2 can be expressed in terms of their normal

components as,

(6.22)

and tangential
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Er =Enrî+E,1î+EgrÊ and Ez=E,r.î+E¿Î +Egzî 6.23)

The normal and tangential unit vectors at each nodal location are calculated in the same

manner as in @nge82l. Substituting (6.23) into (6.22) yields,

,, ô'tt * o' âþt 
= r"ð'En + o" 

â!n2
'ðtz dt 'ðt2 "òt

ðEtl 
= 

ðErZ 
^na 

AEgf _ ðEgz
-ã--ir- 4'u -ã---ã-

(6.24)

(6.2s)

The nodal values E1 and E2 are represented in terms of their total and scattered field
components as, Eu1 = E| + Esul and Eu2 = Elrz + 4z where u=tr, g, or t (see Figure 6.4).

The incident field distribution, Ei is the same at nodes I and2, and is therefore denoted as

Ef, (where ü=D, g, or t). The normal held boundary condition (6.24), is expressed as,

ð2H, ðEi, â2E1" âEl, , , A2Ei , , AEI
€,1 ,.' * ol __=a - E1 _________!!2_ I' òtz - dr - òp 

'o'-#É-+(e2-e1)#'+(oz-or)f 6'26)

Applying the second-order contral difference approximations used in section 6.1.3 for the

discretization of the mathematical formulation to the temporal derivatives yields,

("._-rE:,'*' = (u, * eør, þll.' - 2e1e",1k * (r, * gÞ;,1-'

+ 2e2E$ -(,' * *#Þ* '

*({., - e2)+(o1 - "rÊÞi**' -4rr- rr)H'n *(tu, - e2)+(o'1 - ozple',t-r 6.27)

where k denotes the time step (i.e., the difference between times k and k+l is At). The

boundary conditions for the tangential components are given as,

E;i*' = ("ìf*' - Elt-t)*"iin' and 
"';1.' 

= (rl'1.' - 
";f ' ) * rli' rc.28)
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These conditions are much simpler than those for the normal field component (6.27)

because the tangential field component is continuous across the interface. The above

approach to the modelling of the interface between material regions rigourously enforces

the boundary conditions on both the tangential and normal components of the electric

field distribution.

Figure 6.4: Two dimensional slice of a finite-element mesh to illustrate the
application of boundary conditions along the interface between two material
reglons.

6"1"62 Excitation

Two types of sources have been applied in conjunction with the above algorithm.

These are aplane wave (arbitrary polarization and arbitrary angle of incidence) and an

infinitesimal electric dipole (described in section 5.1).

t2, þ, O2
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6.N.7: Calculation of Magnetic Field Distribution

The mathematical formulation applied in this chapter is expressed in terms of the

electric field distribution. In general, calculations of far field patterns or input impedance

require knowledge of both the electric and magnetic field distributions. The electric and

magnetic field distributions are related through Maxwell's curl equations (2.1), the second

of which is given by,

È=-lv*Bdtu

In the mathematical discretization procedure described above, the electric field
distribution [l(r,Ð is represented in terms of scalar time-independent and vector spatially-
dependent expansion functions Q¡, and time-dependent and spatially-independent

expansion coefficients E¡, as {E¡ 0¡), substitution into the curl equation above yields,

(6.2e)

The right hand side of (6.29) can be evaluated numerically, to yield the derivative of the

magnetic field distribution with respect to time. To determine the magnetic field
distribution, a temporal second-order finite-difference approximation is assumed

(consistent with the numerical discretization procedure described above),

#= 1y"?",*,=ilE¡xvQ¡

AH(r) _
ôt

H(t+Lt/2) -H(t-Lt/z)
to yield, H(t+Lt/Z)= Ot # + H$-Lt/2)

In the above expression âH/ât is available from the numerical evaluarion of (6.29) and

therefore starting from an initial field distribution H(t=O), the magnetic field at a time t, is

determined by incrementally summing the following expression,

H(t+a,t/2) = AL > (r¡rVq¡ ) + H(t-^12)' u7'.J
(6.30)

The method described above for determining [I from E is computationally consitent with
the numerical discretization procedure. The numerical evaluation of (6.30) is performed
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using an 8 by 2 matrix. The dimension of 8 arises for linear cubic elements with eight

nodes, and the dimension of 2 arises because the curl operation couples two components

of the electric field to one component of the magnetic field. Because sub-domain basis

functions are applied, the summation in (6.30) is only performed over the element which

contains the observation point. Therefore, before the time-stepping begins, a preliminary

search is required to determine in which element the observation point is located.

6.1.8: Numerical Results

To validate the basic capabilities of the method, some problems involving

conducting plates and dielectric bodies have been considered. Results produced by two

other numerical methods (an integral-equation-based conformal-mapping/method of
moments code [Mohe9O], [Mohe9l] and the TLM simulation program described in

previous chapters) are used for validation.

The first problem considered is shown in Figure 6.5(a), and consists of a short

probe radiating in the presence of hnite-sized, conducting ground plane. In Figure 6.5(b)-

(d) the transient response at various observation points around the plate as calculated by

the finite-element algorithm are compared to results generated by the TLM code.

Excellent agreement is obtained at all three observation locations. The same approch

discussed in Chapter 5 (section 5.2) is applied to determine the far field patterns. In
Figure 6.5(e), the radiation pattern of the system calculated by the finite-element method

is compared to both TLM and integral-equation results. Excellent agreement is obtained

in the region in front of the plate. Explanation of the poor agrcement in the region behind

the plate is due to the first-order absorbing boundary condition (6.2), and possibly the use

of a scattered field rather than a total/scattered field formulation.
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Figure 6.5(a): Electric cument elemenr illuminating a thin conducting plate.
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Figure-6.5(b): Transient response of the conducting plate at an observation point
above the plate, centred under the current element.
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Figure^ 6.5(d): Transient_response of the conducting plate at an observation point
offset from the centre of the the plate (y-componentõf the electric field).
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Figure _6._5{9): Radiation pattern of the current element and plate configuration of
Figure 6.5(a).

The second problem considered involves the validation of the modelling of
material regions within the finite-element simulation program. Consider the problem
illustrated in Figure 6.6(a), in which a plane wave (polarized in the -x direction) is
incident upon a dielectric block. The finite-element mesh used for the analysis of this
problem is of size N¡=30, Ny=30, and Nr=45 with Al=0.01m. The dielectric block is of
size L*=Q.20, Lr=9.20, L"=9.65m and is centred within the mesh. Three observation
locations are shown in Figure 6.6(a), observation locations I and 3 are located a distance

of 0.025m above and below the slab, and observation location2 is centred within the

slab. The time variation of the incident plane wave has the form of a Gaussian pulse
(pulse width w=0.25nsec). The maximum permissible time step is applied (i.e.,

¡t=¡td3). In Figure 6.6(b), (c), and (d), results obtained from the finite-etement

simulation program are compared to results obtained from an equivalent TLM simulation
formaterial blocks with er=4.9, Fr=1.0, and o=0,0.1, and 0.5S/m, respectively. The

results of Figure 6.6 indicate a reasonable agreement. Since both sets of results were

obtained from numerical methods, it is difficult to discuss quantitative differences.
However, the results do illustrate a difference in the scattered field and total field
formulations. Note that the transient response at output locations 2 and.3 determined by
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the finite-element method is non-zero before the plane wave physically reaches these

output locations (at times between 0.75 and 1.Onsec). The small non-zero fields are due

to numerical dispersion within the finite-element mesh. A portion of the scattered freld

distribution (the distribution modelled within the finite-element mesh) propagates at a
speed co=1/tr(eop6), regardless of the material properties of the physical medium. This

portion of the scattered field distribution cancels the incident field distribution (which
also propagates at co=ld(eolrs)), before the total field a¡rives. The numerical dispersion

of the finite-element mesh causes slight distortion in the scattered freld distribution and

therefore, exact cancellation of the scattered and incident field distributions does not

occur.

Ft' o

Figure 6.6(a): Problem geometry describing a plane wave incident upon
material slab.
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Figure 6.6(b): Transient response of a material block (€r=4.0, Fr=l.0, o=0).
Comparison of time-domain finite-element and TLM results at three observation
locations.
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Figure 6.6(c): Transient response of a material block (e.=4.0, !rr=1.0, o=0.1S/m).
Comparison of time-domain f,rnite-element and TLM results at three observation
locations.
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Figure 6.6(d): Transient response of a material block (rr=4.0, Fr=1.0,
o=0.5S/m). Comparison of time-domain finite-element and TLM results at three
observation locations.

Another example investigated to validate the modelling of dielectric media is the

calculation of the radar-cross-section of a dielectric cube. The finite-element mesh

applied to this problem is of size Nx=30, Ny=30, and Nr=lQ with Âl=0.01m. The

dielectric cube is centred within the mesh and is of size 0.10m. In Figure 6.6(e), a
comparison of bistatic scattering patterns at a frequency of 0.6 GHz is provided. A
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reasonable agreement between the results

integral-equation methods is obtained.

Finite Element Simulation Program

obtained from the finite-element. TLM. and
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Figure 6.6(e): Bistatic radar cross section of a 0.10m dielectric cube (er=d.g¡ ¿¡
0.6 GHz. Comparion of time-domain finite-element results with integral-equation
results from [Mohe91] and TLM results obtained using the simulation program
described in Chapter 5.

6.1.9: Total/Scattered Field Formulation

In addition to the algorithm described above, based on the scattered field
formulation of the modified vector wave equation, a total/scattered field formulation has

also been investigated. The implementation of a total/scattered field formulation in
conjunction with a frequency-domain finite-element algorithm has been previously

described [Maye9l]. Separation of the finite-element mesh into a total field region (the

volume V) and a scattered field region (the volume Vr) is shown in Figure 6.7(a). A few

elements along the contour separating the total and scattered field regions is provided in

Figure 6.7(b). In the separation of the simulation space provided in Figure 6.7(a), it is
assumed that the source exists external to the mesh. Other organizations of the

simulation space are possible, such as that applied in section 5.1. The boundary

conditions applied to model the object are implemented as described in [Lync90] for the
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total fields. This formulation has been tested with respect to the application of plane

wave and electrically short dipole sources.

total field
region

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7: Total/scattered field formulation for the time-domain
algorithm: (a) mesh configuration, and (b) a two-dimensional
displaying the elements along the contour separating the total and
reglons.

finite-element
cross-section

scattered field
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6"2: Relationship of Finite-Element and Finite-Difference Methods

In this section, it is demonstrated that on a regular computational grid, the time-

domain finite-element algorithm described in the previous section reduces to a second-

order central-difference algorithm, and the accuracy of the general three-dimensional

algorithm (in terms of dispersive errors) is identical to that of the Yee finite-difference

time-domain algorithm [Yee66], tTaf189l.

Gray and Pinder have investigated the relationship of finite-element and finite-
difference approximations of the convective-diffusion equation [Gray76]. The general

conclusion of their work is that the system produced by Galerkin finite-element

discretization (with exact integration) resembles a spatially averaged finite-difference

approximation. The same conclusion is found in the present investigation. The effect of
the element integration scheme (exact versus nodal quadrature) is investigated.

6.2.1: One-Dimensional Finite-Elemenr Algorithm

In the previous section, the general form of the three-dimensional time-domain

finite-element algorithm was presented. For the purpose of this investigation, the

algorithm is considered with respect to a simplified one-dimensional system. The

notation of Lynch and Paulsen is followed [Lync90]. For elements not connected to

boundaries, the general algorithm (6.10) reduces to,

Si;ÂE¡ = Qi¡Ej (6.31)

where,

NN
I p'¡(pj - ntl) + Ât2
j=l j=l

N

T
i-1

ru =,[þ.gþ,0:ou (6.32a)
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(6.32b)

(6.32c)

and,

ÂE¡ = Er+l - Er-l ..32d)

The expansion functions for a one-dimensional linear element are provided below.

'u 
= 

.,[ 
2€oiojdv

e¡=-li**ou

or= 1 l+ .)
Ax'L !

t,=lI(+..)

â0r __ r
âx Âx

ô02= 
1

ðx ax

Consider the application of the above finite-element algorithm to a uniform one-

dimensional computational grid (see Figure 6.8). The remaining portion of the algorithm

that requires specification is the method for evaluating the element integrals (6.32a-c). In
the following sections, two methods are applied to evaluate (6.32a-c) and a comparison of
the resulting algorithms is provided.
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E'(^)

Figure 6.8: Uniform one-dimensional computation gnd.

6.2.I.12 Evaluation of Element Integrals Using Exact Integration

Evaluating the integrals in (6.32) exactly yields the following algorithm,

f"hit * 2Ë* El,îtì
to 3 6 |

= {(|. n')tå, . (+ ,or)r},,. (+. or)r}.,)

t6 3 6l (6.33)

where, k=cÂlÂx. Equation (6.33) represents an implicitly time stepped algorithm. The

future values of a particular field value E!11 are dependent on future values of other field
values in the vicinity of node n2, (i.e. , EåIt and Elfl). Applying the von Neumann

method of stability analysis [O'BrisO], the stability criterion of (6.33) is,

(6.34)

A dispersion analysis of (6.33) has also been performed (the mathematical details are not
included here). From this analysis, the algorithm has been determined to be non-
dissipative. The dispersion relation is given by,

nt<l-Ax-"-,lT c
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,or{zn4 =

z - 3k2 + (t + ¡Lr l."r(2"ffi)
(6.3s)

z *.or(2"Afl

where,l" and l"* denote the exact and numerical wavelengths, respectively.

6.2.L.2: Evaluation of Element Integrals Using Nodal-Quadrature

In the practical implementation of a finite-element algorithm, the element
integrals are not evaluated exactly. Usually a numerical integration scheme is used. The

benefit of a numerical integration scheme is realized for isoparametric implementations in
higher dimensions (i.e., two and three dimensional implementations for curved and

arbitrary shaped geometries). Applying a first-order-accurate nodal-quadrature formula

lCareS4l to (6.32), yields the following algorithm.

Elül = {rtpå, + (z - zuzþ¡, + k2El, } - rl-l (6.36)

Due to nature of the shape functions, nodal-quadrature eliminates non-diagonal terms of
S¡ andP¡.

Applying the Von Neumann method of stability analysis [O'Bri50], the stability
criterion of the nodal-quadrature based algorithm is,

(6.37)

A dispersion analysis of (6.36) has also been performed (the mathematical details are not
included here). The nodal-quadrature algorithm is also non-dissipative. The dispersion

relation is given by,

(6.38)

^t<&c

""('*, )=r,in(nar.)

6.2.1.3: Comparison of Integration Schemes
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Three advantages of using a nodal quadrature formula arise from the analysis

contained in the previous two sections. First, the stability range of the nodal-quadrature

algorithm (6.37) is greater than that of the exactly integrated algorithm (6.34). This

permits the use of a larger time step and therefore less cpu time for a given problem.

Second, the nodal-quadrature algorithm is explicit, while the exactly integrated algorithm
is implicit. An implicit algorithm requires inversion of a system matrix (an added

computational expense), while the explicit algorithm does not. Third, the dispersive

errors associated with the nodal-quadrature algorithm are less than those of the exactly
integrated algorithm. Intuitively, one would expect optimal accuracy with the use of
exact integration and degradation in accuracy with the use of an approximate quadrature

formula. However, the opposite is true. Close examination of Figures 6.9 and 6.10

indicate the dispersive errors of the nodal-quadrature algorithm are less than those of the

exactly integrated algorithm. The surprising result of increased accuracy through the use

of approximate integration schemes is supported by Strang and Fix [Stra73], "... we
regret to inform that these inexact numerícal integrations have even been shown in some

cases to improve the qualíty of the solution. This is one instance in which computational
exper[.ments yield results which are frustating to the mathematical analyst but
nevertheless numerically valíd and important ...".

An additional difference in the character of the dispersion relations exists (see

Figures 6.9 and 6.10). For the exactly integrated algorithm the ratio c*/c is always
greater than 1. The exact integrated algorithm models a medium with a phase velocity
greater than that of free space velocity. The ratio ctlc is always less than 1 for the nodal-
quadrature algorithm. Thus, the nodal-quadrature algorithm models a medium with a
phase velocity less that that of free space.
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6.2.2: Finite-Difference Discretization

Starting from the three-dimensional expanded form of the vector wave equation, it
can be demonstrated that its analytic form reduces to three uncoupled scalar wave

equations in E*, Er, and Er. Considering a one dimensional system (no variation in y or z

coordinates) yields,

ð28, â2r", aE,,

ãã=tU;r, *SA 'u=x'Yorz

Consider the discretization of (6.39) on a uniform grid of spacing

Applying second-order-accurate central-differencing to both the

derivatives in (6.39) yields,

(6.3e)

Ax (see Figure 6.11).

spatial and temporal

Eh:l = {r.rpå, + (z - zuz)eh, + k2E;, } - Efl (6.40)

The above expression is identical to the nodal-quadrature finite element algorithm (6.36),

and therefore, the same stability criterion and dispersion relation apply.

E'(^)

Figure 6.11: Uniform one-dimensional computation gnd.

6.2.3: Extension to Three Dimensions

The equivalence of the finite-difference and finite-element discretizations of the

one-dimensional wave equation described above has also been investigated for the

discretization of the three-dimensional modified vector wave equation. The algorithm

-^x
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which results from the application of the integral-lumped procedure described in section

6.1 over a mesh of regular cubic elements (with mesh spacings Âx, Ây, and Âz) is,

Et(x+Âx,y, z) - 2Er (x,y,z) + Et(x-A x,y,z) E t(x,y+Ay, z) - 2Vr(x,y,z) + Et(x,y - Ly,z)
1

Lx2

E t(x,y,z+A z) - 2Vt(x,y,z) + Et(x,y,z- Lz)

Ly2

Et+^t(x,y,z) - 2Et(x,y, z) + Et-Lt(x,y,z)_1
c2LzZ

This algorithm is identical to that obtained from the

approximation of the modified vector wave equation.

Ltz

second-order central-difference

6.2.4: Equivalence of Finite-Difference and Finite-Element Algorithms

In the previous section it has been demonstrated that two unique numerical

discretization techniques (finite-element using the weighted residual approach on linear

elements with a nodal quadrature formula, and a second-order central-difference

approximation) yield identical algorithms. Therefore, the nodal-quadrature finite-element

algorithm and the finite-difference algorithm provide exactly the same accuracy. The

claims made in [Mads88] regarding the poor behavior of time-domain finite-element

algorithms are not applicable to all formulations. In [Mads88], a non-rigorous lumping
procedure was used to obtain an explicitly time-stepped algorithm. This procedure

caused the excessive dispersive errors and thus the inferiority of their finite-element

algorithm when compared to results obtained from a finite-difference algorithm.
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6.3: Summary

Finite Element Simulation Program

In this chapter a time-domain finite-element algorithm is presented which is based

on a formulation originally introduced by Lynch and Paulsen [Lync90]. In the first part

of this chapter, the time-domain finite-element algorithm is introduced with emphasis

placed on aspects of the algorithm which differ from that presented in [Lync90],
including the application of a scattered field formulation and local absorbing boundary

conditions Numerical examples are provided to validate the program. In the second part

of this chapter, the equivalence of the finite-element formulation (if applied on a regular

mesh) and a finite-difference formulation is discussed. A dispersion analysis of the

integral lumped and exactly integrated finite-element algorithms was presented to

illustrate the differences in the two approaches. The results of this analysis indicate the

possibility of using different numerical integration schemes to obtain optimal dispersive

behavior.
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Chapter 7z Application of
Cellulan Automata to

C ornputationa[ Electrornagxretics

7 "1.2 Introduction

Physical phenomena are typically described by partial differential equations

which are continuous in space, time, and the variables used to describe the system. In
Chapter 2, the overview of differential equation based numerical techniques provided a

unified view of the various finite-difference, finite-element and transmission line matrix
methods that have appeared in the literature. Although many differences in the final
algorithms appear, the starting point for all of them (and all of the traditional
computational approaches applied to model electromagnetic phenomena [Mil188]) is

Maxwell's equations, a set of partial differential equations. Jackson has similarly
summarized the basic approach to all of computational physics as [Jack9O]:

Observation of Physical Phenomena

\
\ Stytization into Dffirential Equations

\\ Discretization of Differential Equations
(using finíte-dffirences, method of
weighted residuals, etc ...)

\\ Computation ¡usuatty by
implementation on a digítal
computer)
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In the majority of cases the last step, computation, is not directly considered in the

development of the numerical model. The assumption is made that the implementation

(programming and hardware) will be performed on a general-purpose computer. This is

due, in part, to the availability, flexibility, and low-cost of general purpose computers. In

situations that require excessive computational resources, rather than wait for faster and

larger general purpose computers to be built, it is worth-while to question the original

approach given above, to computational physics. Recently, the application and

development of parallel architectures and algorithms to computational electromagnetics

has been investigated. These approaches can provide computationally efficient solutions

to complex problems, however, the cost of high-performance parallel architectures is

prohibitive. As well, the starting point for these approaches is the same, the description

of physical phenomena by differential equations. A differential-equation assumes infinite

information within a finite region of space. A digital computer is a discrete machine

capable of manipulating a finite amount of information. This discrepancy between the

original model used to describe the physical phenomena and the machine which performs

the computation has been noted by several authors. The following quotations are

representative:

P. B. Johns: " ... for problems that will ultímately need the use of a computer,
formulatíon of calculus equations may be an unnecessary and even undesirable
step. The time has come when we must open our minds to the fact that continuous
mathematics is only one modelling techníqLte ... " (from [John79])

T. Toffoli: " ... The moment one gíves up symbolic manipulation as a major
motive for usíng dffirential equations, one starts wondering whether one should
still keep them as the startíng poínt for numerical modelling. In fact, they lead to
concrete numerical computation (e.9., as run on a general purpose computer) that
is at least three levels removed from the physical world that they try to represent.
That is, first (a) we stylize physics into dffirential equations, then (b) we force
these equations into the mold of discrete space and time and truncate the resulting
power series, so as to arrive at finite-dffirence equations, andfinally, in order to
commit the latter to algorithms, (c) we project real-valuedvaríables onto finite
computer words ("round-off'). At the end of the chain we find the computer -
again a physical system; isn't there a less roundabout way to make nature model
írself ? ... " (from [Toff84a])

In this chapter, the application of cellular automata to computational electromagnetics is

considered. Cellular automata are realizable in the form of low-cost high-perforrnance

digital hardware which (given suitable cellular automata rules) can be exploited for the

modelling of physical phenomena.
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The invention of cellular automata is attributed to VonNeumann (with advice

from S. Ulam) [Neum30]. Von Neumann was interested in investigating self-replicating

systems, with the intention of discovering some of the basic properties of living
organisms. Recently, the field of artificial Iift has continued these investigations with
cellular automata playing a central role [Lang86]. The following characterization of
cellular automata has been presented by Wolfram (see [Wolf84a] and the Outline at the

beginning of [Wolf86a]):

l) they consist of a discrete lattice of cells (which are arranged in a regular ilray),
2) they evolve in discrete time steps,

3) each cell takes on a finite set of possible values (usually only two possible

values are used and the system is therefore described by binary variables),

4) each cell evolves according to the same deterministic rule, and

$ the rules are local in space and time.

Cellular automata are distinct from the traditional numerical techniques (finite-difference

or finite-element methods), because in the latter values at each site are continuous real

numbers, while in the former the values are members of a small set. In addition, the

finite-difference and finite-element algorithms are derived from a partial-differential-

equation as a discrete version of it. The cellular automata rules are usually idealized

microscopic systems which upon coarse-graining yield the appropriate macroscopic

dynamics.

Vichniac has described three approaches to the application of cellular automata to

the simulation of physical phenomena [Vich84a]. The first approach (which is

considered in this chapter) considers cellular automata as a computational tool. The
essential concepts can be found in [Vich84a] and [Toff84a]. Toffoli quesrions the

traditional partial differential equation description of physical phenomena (when

computer simulation is ultimately required) and presents cellular automata as an

alternative representation for modelling (see the above quotation). The lattice gas

automata (to be introduced in the following section) have been considered as

computational tools for the modelling of fluid dynamics [Dool9O]. In the second

approach to the simulation of physical phenomena, cellular automata are considered as

discrete dynamical systems. In the early 1980's, through experimentation with various
one-dimensional cellular automata, Wolfram demonstrated that these simple systems are

capable of complex dynamical behavior [Wolf84b]. Cellular automara have been

considered as a tool for understanding the origin of self-organization and complexity that
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can appear in physical systems [V/olf83]. Wolfram was able to demonstrate that simple

one-dimensional cellular automata are capable of producing behavior analogous to that

found with non-linear dynamical systems. Analogues of limit points, limit cycles, and

strange attractors can be found within the dynamics of one-dimensional cellular automata

[Wolf84b]. The third approach to the application of cellular automata to the simulation

of physical phenomena is as original models of physics. This approach can be considered

as an attempt to validate the following statement made by Feynman:

R. P. Feynman: " ... It has always bothered me that, according to the laws as we
understand them today, it takes a computing machíne an infinite number of
logical operations to figure out what goes on in no matter how tíny a region of
space, and no matter how tiny a region of time. How can all that be going on in
that tiny space ? Why should it take an infínite amount of logic to figure out what
one tiny píece of spaceltime is goíng to do ? So I have often made the hypothesis
that ultimately physics will not require a mathematícal statement, that in the end
the machínery will be revealed, and the laws will turn out to be símple, líke the
checker board with all its apparent complexities. ... " (from Beyn65l)

The above line of thought has been investigated by Fredkin, who proposes that there

exists a single reversible universal cellular automata rule which is capable of modelling

all of microscopic physics exactly [Fred90]. Research regarding the fundamental

relationship between physics and computation has also made use of cellular automata

[Marg84], [Toff9 1 a], [Marg92].
The use of cellular automata for modelling electromagnetic phenomena has been

previously considered. In [Born89], background information regarding cellular automata

and strategies for the development of possible rules are presented. Optimal parallel

architectures for the simulation of cellular systems (a generalization of cellular automata)

are discussed in [Thie93]. However computational experiments or details regarding the

application to modelling electromagnetic phenomena are not provided. In two

dimensions, elecffomagnetic phenomena can be described by the linear scalar wave

equation (vector wave equation in three-dimensions) with the application of appropriate

boundary conditions and sources. The lattice gas automata yield linea¡ wave behavior for
small perturbations to an equilibrium distribution [Dool90]. This approach has also been

considered by Toffoli and Margolus using their TM-GAS rule [Toff87]. Appropriate

qualitative behavior for the reflection and refraction of plane waves has been obtained

[Toff87]. Rothman has considered the application of the lattice gas automara to the

modelling of Seismic P-waves [Roth87]. The approach used in this chapter is similar to
that of Rothman and is discussed further in section 7.3.
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7 "22 Review of Lattice Gas Automata

Cellular Automata

(7.4)

The behavior of a fluid can be modelled by the Navier-Stokes equation, which in
two dimensions is expressed as,

$ o" + p(u.V)u - - vp +r1v2u + (( +]lv{V.ui

and the continuity equation,

ðp-.-
dt

+ V'(pu) = Q (7.2)

where p is the density, u is the flow velocity, p is the pressure, and q and ( are the shear

and bulk viscosity, respectively. For isothermal flow and small flow velocity u, the

pressure and density can be related by,

p=c3p

where c, is the propagation velocity for sound waves. For equilibrium distributions with
u-+0 and small variations psma¡ in a uniform background density po (i.e., p=pq*psma1¡),

the non-linear and viscous terrns in (7.1) can be neglected, and equations (7.1)-(7.3) yield
the linear wave equation for psmal,

(7.r\

(7.3)

v2n ___1ð2pr,natv ysmafl -; _cí dt'

These small perturbations in an otherwise uniform distribution correspond physically to
sound waves. The above wave equation can also be expressed in terms of a

corresponding small perturbation in the pressure or the velocity. A system capable of
modelling the behavior of a fluid is therefore also capable of modelling two-dimensional

electromagnetic phenomena, since it encompasses linear wave behavior.

Cellular automata have been applied to model a wide variety of physical
phenomena [Toff87]. Studies involving the application of the lattice gas automara ro

fluid dynamics have received the most attention in terms of producing quantitative
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results. The HPP lattice gas automaton was introduced in 7976 as a conceptual model for

the microscopic behavior of a fluid (the name HPP is derived from the initials of its
inventors) [Hard76] and can be considered as an idealized representation of a true

physical fluid. The HPP lattice gas automaton algorithm follows the interaction of
particles on a lattice, as shown in Fig. 7.1. The lattice spacing is Al in each direction.

Each cell has four links, with each link representing a possible velocity state in which a

particle can exist. Particles obey a Boolean exclusion principle - only one particle is

allowed to reside in a particular velocity state within a particular cell. The lattice gas

algorithm operates in two synchronized steps. In the first step the particles interact within

cells following specif,rc collision rules. In the subsequent step the resultant velocity states

are ffansferred to adjacent cells. An example of the operation of the algorithm over a
single time step At is illustrated in Fig.7.l where a single cell is outlined. The arrows

indicate the velocity states in which the particles exist. Figs. 7.1(a) and (b) show the state

of the particles before and after collision, respectively. In Fig. 7.1(c) the particles are

transferred to adjacent cells. With the HPP model only two body collisions occur and

only if the particles exist in opposing velocity states. This results in two particles existing

in states at dght angles to the initial pair. The outlined cell of Fig. 7.1 illustrates a two-

body collision. For all other possible situations, including a single particle, two particles

at right angles, three particles, or four particles, no transformation of velocity states takes

place. With these rules, conservation of momentum and energy are satisfied. The

transition from one state to the next is unique, and can be implemented with a look-up

table. The lattice gas automata are exactly computable (not affected by finite-precision

arithmetic) and reversible.

+
collision

_>
transfer

Figure 7.1: Operation of the HPP lattice ,uJuuroruton over a single time step

^t. 
In Figure 7.1(a), the particles are travelling toward the centre of the cells.

Figure 7.1(b) shows the state of the lattice after the collisions have taken place,
and in Figure 7.I(c), the particles have been transferred to adjacent cells.
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-\
--

Figure 7.22 Two-particle collisions in the FIPP lattice gas automaton.

For the HPP automaton, the state of each cell can be described by four Boolean

variables, and the number of states for each cell is 24. The microscopic state of a

particular cell located in space at (x,y) can be expressed in terms of a Boolean variable,

Ni(x,y), where i indexes the four possible velocity states (i.e., i=1 to 4). The value of
Ni(x,y) is 1 if a particle at the cell location (x,y) exists in velocity state i, and 0 otherwise.

The velocity states q of a cell within the FIPP model are defined as,

Cl =*Y C2 =+X e2 =-v AA=-Y
Jel (7.s)

At a particular cell, the density pceu and fluid velocity u""1 can be defined as,

Tt
-Ç

4l*
-ï

The macroscopic quantities of the fluid are defined by local averaging of the particle
distribution. For example, the macroscopic density p at a location (x,y), is determined

from,

Pcell =

Ucell =

^I
i= I

A

I
i=1

N¡

Nicr

(7.6a)

(7.6b)
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P(x,y) = P"rtt(xR,Yn) (7.7)

where p."t(xn,yn) is determined from (7.6a), and R is a neighborhood surrounding (x,y).

In Figure 7.3, the calculation of an arbitrary field variable F from the microscopic cell

states f""¡ in a circular neighborhood is illustrated. If a sufficiently large neighborhood is

used, it is possible to obtain a continuum approximation ([Toff84a], [Toff9la-section 2]).

F=If*u

Figure 7.3: Calculation of an arbitrary field variable F from cell states over a
circular neighborhood.

In [Hard76], the derivation of a simple model of fluid dynamics from the FIPP

model is presented. Differences between the behavior of the HPP model and the Navier-

Stokes equation have been noted, and have led to the development of lattice gas models

which are capable of more accurate modelling of fluid dynamics [Fris86]. For the

purpose of the present investigation (obtaining linear wave behavior), the FIPP model is

adequate. The derivation of the Navier-Stokes equation from lattice gas models has been

presented in [Fris86], [Wolf86b], [Fris87]. Detailed discussions of the deficiencies of the

FIPP lattice gas model with respect to modelling the Navier-Stokes equation are found in

[Fris86], [Wolf86b], [Fris87].

T
R

R
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From this brief introduction to the HPP lanice gas automaton, a reader familiar
with the transmission line matrix method [John71], [Hoef89] will have noticed several

similarities. The lattice gas automata follows the evolution of particles on a spatial

lattice, while the transmission line matrix algorithm follows the evolution of voltage

pulses on a transmission line grid. The operation of the lattice gas automata in terms of
collision and transfer events is similar to the scattering and transfer events of a

transmission line matrix algorithm. In subsequent sections, implementation of boundary

conditions and association of fields with the elemental particles of the lattice gas

automata will be presented which are similar to the techniques employed with the

transmission line matrix method. Previous experience with the transmission line matrix

method has been helpful in the development of the lattice gas automata simulation
program. Despite the similarities, the fundamental formulation of the lattice gas automata

and the transmission line matrix method are distinct. The voltage pulses of the

transmission line matrix algorithm are real variables, and when cast on a digital computer

take on a finite (but very large) set of values. The variables of the lattice gas automata

represent the occupancy of the states of the lattice and are binary. Each variable denotes

the presence or absence of a particle ("1" if a particle is present, "0" if it is not).

Essentially, the difference noted above is defining characteristíc 3) discussed in the

introduction - cellular automata are fully discrete computational models [Toff84a],

lVich84a]. In addition, the traditional techniques (transmission line matrix, finite
difference, etc. ...) only yield the behavior that is cha¡acteristic of the partial differential
equations they are numerically approximating. The lattice gas approach has underlying

simplistic rules which models the behavior of the same partial differential equations but

also has the potential to produce much more complex and physically interesting behavior.

The emergence of interesting behavior from systems of simple construction is a primary

motivation for cellular automata research [Wolf86a], [Lang86], [Toff87].

7 "3: Application to Two-Dimensional Electromagnetic Field Problems

In this section, modifications to the HPP lattice gas automaton are presented that

allow application to two-dimensional electromagnetic field problems. In the previous

section it was noted that the lattice gas automaton yields the linear wave equation for
small perturbations within an equilibrium distribution. The basic approach applied is to

equate the density distribution in the lattice gas with an electric field distribution. Unlike
a fluid, a model of electromagnetic phenomena must incorporate polarization. In order to
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accomplish this, and implement both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, the

approach of Rothman [Roth87] is used where dual lattices are employed. One lattice

carries positive particles, the other carries negative particles (see Figure 7.4). The

particles on the positive and negative lattices do not interact (with the exception of along

perfect electrical conducting boundaries), each set of particles follow the collision rules

independently. Particles on the positive and negative lattices are referred to as ¿+ ande-

pafiicles, respectively. The particles represent the microscopic contribution to the electric

and magnetic fields. The fields associated with e* and e- particles are provided in Table

7.1. Using the definitions provided in Table 7.1, the collision and ransfer events can be

shown to satisfy continuity in the electromagnetic f,reld quantities at the microscopic cell

level.

Table 7.1: Fields Components Associated with Particles

The microscopic z directed electric f,reld distribution

obtained by subtracting the number of negative particles

particles,

Eaceu(x,Y) = (Ni(*,y) - Ni(*,y))

The macroscopic z directed electric field distribution Er, at a

(x,y), is obtained by local averaging of the microscopic electric

A

Er, at a cell located at (x,y) is

from the number of positive

(7.8a)

particular spatial location

field distribution,

particle direction of nronasation electric field masnetic field

êa +JC +8, - H.,

€+ -x +F- +H,
ê¿- +v *8, +H"
€+ -lt +E- -H
e- +x -F, +H,
e- -x -F, -H'
e- -L 1t -E' -H"
e- -v -Ez +H*
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(Nl(*n,yÐ - Ni(xn,yÐ) (7.8b)

where Nl(xn,yil and N1(x¡,yR) are Boolean variables describing the state of a cell

located at (xp,yp) within the positive and negative lattice, respectively. The x and y

components of the magnetic field can be defined in a similar manner.

lattice for e* particles

lattice for e- particles

4

Er(x,y) = I >
R i=l

Figure 7.4: Dual lattice approach used for the analysis of two-dimensional
electromagnetic field problem s.

To obtain linear wave behavior, the lattice gas automata requires a uniform

background density of particles. This is accomplished by randomly filling a specific

fraction of states in the lattice with particles (the background distribution is the same for
both the positive and negative lattices). A source is implemented by superimposing a

distribution of particles on the background density.
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e-

A

e*0\* e+6\*

e-0 -%' e*0 &.
Figure 7.5: Implementation of perfect electrical conducting and perfect magnetic
conducting boundary conditions.

Boundary conditions have been implemented in order to properly truncate the

HPP lattice and implement scattering obstacles. These boundary conditions include

perfect electric conducting boundaries, perfect magnetic conducting boundaries, and an

initial attempt at an absorbing boundary condition. The implementation of the perfect

electrical conducting and perfect magnetic conducting boundary conditions is illustrated

in Figure 7.5. A perfect electric conducting boundary condition is modelled by forcing

the tangential electric field along the boundary to be zero. If an e.. particle is incident

upon the boundary, an e- particle is reflected back at the following time step. If an e-

particle is incident upon the boundary, âil ea particle is reflected back at the following

time step. A perfect magnetic conducting boundary condition is modelled by forcing the

tangential magnetic field along the boundary to be zero. Particles incident on a perfect

magnetic conductor are reflected back onto the same lattice (i.e., âr ea particle is

reflected back onto the positive lattice and an e- particle is reflected back onto the

negative lattice). An absorbing boundary condition has also been implemented. The

algorithm injects particles back into the lattice at an appropriate rate to maintain the initial

background density. Although the accuracy of this absorbing boundary condition is quite

poor, it demonstrates the applicability of the concept to the lattice gas automata.
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7.42 Results From Numerical Experiments

Cellular Automata

In this section results obtained from lattice gas numerical experiments are

provided for a few simple problems. The results validate: the basic ability of the lattice

gas automata to model linear wave behavior, the dual lattice approach, and the

implementation of boundary conditions.

7.4.1,: Cylindrical Wave Propagation

The propagation of a cylindrical wave is first considered to qualitatively illustrate

basic wave propagation characteristics of the cellular automata model. The simulation

space is defined as 0<x<60041 and 0<y<60041, with a uniform background particle

density of 0.5 (50Vo of all possible states are filled with particles, for both the positive and

negative lattices). At the centre of the lattice, an additional uniform cylindrical

distribution of particles is superimposed on the positive lattice, as an initial source

condition. In Figure 7 .6(a), (b), and (c) the electric field distribution within the lattice is

provided at 60, 140, and220A,t, respectively. The field distribution at a particular spatial

location (mAl,nÂl) is obtained by performing operation (7.8b) over a circular region with

radius 30^1, centered at (mAl,nAl). The results of Figure 7.6 indicate appropriate

qualitative behavior with the initial disturbance propagating as a cylindrical wave. The

wave front propagates isotropically at a velocity c=Al/({(2)Ât) as predicted in [Hard76],

[Wolf86b], [Fris87]. If no perturbations are present, the observed field quantity will be

zero since the positive and negative background levels cancel.

7.4.22 Plane Wave Propagation

In the second example considered, a Gaussian-pulsed plane wave is propagated

through the lattice. The simulation space is provided in Figure 7 .7 (a) and is defined as

0<x<600Âl and 0<y<2400LL PMC boundary conditions a¡e applied parallel to the y axis

at the top and bottom of the lattice, and PEC boundary conditions are applied parallel to

the x axis at tho left and right lanice boundaries. Observation points are located along the

centre of the lattice (x=300Âl) at y=lQ2g, 1420, and 182041. A uniform background

density of 0.5 (50Vo of all possible states are randomly filted) is applied to both the
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positive and negative lattices. The plane wave is excited by superimposing a Gaussian

distribution (centered at y=$20À1) of particles on top of the existing background

distribution, ât t=0. The superimposed Gaussian source distribution is defined as,

Me-(Y-YJ2l*2 (7.e)

where M is the magnitude, !s is the location of the excitation, and w is the pulse width.

The source distribution with respect to the y axis is constant. For this example M=0.25

(indicating that a maximum of 257o of the unoccupied states above the background level

in the positive lattice are filled on average at yo=$/6¡l), and the pulse width, w is 120Â1.

A circular window of radius 30Al is used to determine the macroscopic field Er. In the

experiment, the PEC boundary conditions are located a sufficient distance from the

source and observation locations such that the simulation effectively takes place in an

infinite lattice. The simulation is evolved for 20004t. In Fig. 7.7(b), the transient

response at each observation location is provided. An appropriate delay is observed

between the response at each output location, indicating a propagation velocity of
c=AV({(2)^t). The transient signals appear to be corrupted with a large high frequency

noise. The noise is a result of the background random distribution and depends on the

chosen sampling window. The noise does not significantly effect results after a discrete

Fourier transform is applied.

Figure 7.7(c) also contains the frequency response from a TLM simulation of the

same problem. The transmission line matrix results are scaled by the appropriate value

such that the frequency values correspond with the lattice gas results. The results indicate

reasonable agreement between the lattice gas automata and transmission line matrix

results for the lower spectrum of frequencies. For higher frequencies, differences

between the transmission-line matrix and lattice gas results exist. These results may

indicate a problem with respect to the dynamic range of the lattice gas model.

7.4.3: Reflection From a Perfect Electrical Conducting Wall

The third numerical experiment tests the perfectly electric conducting boundary

condition. Within a 400 by 180041lattice, a Gaussian-pulsed plane wave source (M=0.2,

and w=80Âl) is excited at y=63261. The x=l.5Âl and x=398.5Âl lattice boundaries

parallel to the direction of propagation are terminated with perfect magnetic conducting

bounda¡ies conditions. The v=l.541 and v=1798.5^l lattice boundaries are terminated
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with perfect electric conducting boundary conditions. An observation point is located at
x=200 and y-3 12Ll . The transient response of the problem is provided in Figure 7.8(b)
and displays the expected polarity change in the electric field as the wave reflects off the
PEC boundary. The discrete Fourier transform of the transient response is provided in
Figure 7'8(c) along with corresponding transmission line matrix results. The results
indicate the appropriate behavior of a standing wave pattern with decreasing amplitude
due to the frequency spectrum of the Gaussian source. The locations and values of the
maxima and nulls are within reasonable agreement with the TLM results.

In addition to the two examples considered above, the analysis of plane wave
scatteling from a perfectly conducting rectangular cylinder, and a numerical evaluation of
the linearity of the HPP lattice gas automaton have been presented in lSimog4dl.

.€
ÕY

Figune 7.6: Propagai:icn of a cylindrical wave within the two-dimensional lattice
gas automaton at (a) 60At (b) 1404t, and (c) 220Lt, wirhin a 600 bv 60041lauice.
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Figure 7.7: Gaussian pulsed plane wave propagation: (a) lattice diagram, (b)
transient response at the three output locations, and (c) comparison of frequency
domain results at the final observation location of the lattice gas automata
simulation with results from an equivalent transmission line matrix simulation.
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Figure 7.8: Test of the perfect electric conducting boundary condition (a) lanice
diagram, (b) transient response at the output location, and (c) comparison of
frequency domain results from the lattice gas automata and results from a
transmission line matrix simulation.
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7"5: Cellular Automata Machines

Cellular Automata

The computation time required for the evaluation of the examples considered in
the previous section is on the order of hours using traditional computational hardware

(SUN Sparcstation 10). The time required for the equivalent transmission line matrix or
finite-difference time-domain simulations is on the order of 10's of seconds. A difference

of approximately three orders of magnitud¿ favours the traditional methods - a severe

disadvantage of the lattice gas automata approach. These computation times indicate that

if general purpose computers (such as a typical workstation or PC) ffe the only facilities
available, the lattice gas automata approach is not a feasible one for modelling
electromagnetic phenomena. However, special purpose computing environments exist,

specifically designed for the efficient evaluation of cellular auromata. The cost of these

special purpose machines is on the same order of magnitude as a typical engineering
workstation. Several generations of these special purpose computers (referred to as

cellular automata machines) have been developed by Toffoli and Margolus (see

[ToffSab] for a description of CAM-S, [Toff87] for a description of CAM-6, and

[Marg90], [Toff9lb] for a description of the latest machine, the CAM-8). Favourable

comparisons of the performance of cellular automata machines to supercomputers for the

evaluation of cellular automata have been obtained [Marg86]. Using the CAM-8, the

dual lattice model presented in section 3 can be evaluated at a rate of 400 million cell
updates per second [Marg93]. Evaluation of the examples provided in section 4 would
require simulation times on the order of seconds. The use of these special purpose

machines may allow the cellular automata approach to be competitive with the existing
numerical approaches - in terms of the computation time per dollar of computational
equipment.

Although cellular automata machines are special pu{pose computers which are

only useful for exploring cellular automata behavior, the cost effectiveness of this
approach and the benefit of using special purpose computers has been described by
Toffoli,

T. Toffoli: " ... The fact remains that if I put one-million dollars' worth of cellular
automaton VLSI circuíts in a black box, and ask somebody to simulate its
behavíor with one-million dollars' worth of general-purposö computer, their
simulation will be perhaps 1gI2 (one million míllion) times slower. The challenge
is, of course, unfair, because a general-purpose computer ís optimized to do othbr
things, but that is exactly the point ! ... " (from tToff84bl)
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7.62 Discussion

In this chapter, the application of cellular automata to the modelling of
electromagnetic phenomena has been considered. The results obtained from the modified

HPP lattice gas automaton indicate correct qualitative behavior and reasonably accurate

quantitative results. With special purpose computational hardware, the lattice gas

approach may provide an efficient tool for the analysis of electromagnetic phenomena.

Several questions regarding the accuracy of the lattice gas automata for modelling

linear wave behavior come to mind. The convergence of the lattice gas automata (i.e.,

how many cells are required ?, and averages over how large of a neighborhood are

required 7 ) is an important topics for consideration. The convergence to a macroscopic

solution with a desired degree of accuracy in a lattice gas automata is statistical, distinct

from the traditional methods applied in computational electromagnetics. For instance, in

the application of the finite-difference method the order of accuracy of the difference

approximations can be increased, or the density of the mesh can be increased to improve

convergence. The lattice gas automata requires statistical convergence - averaging over a

large number of particles and a lattice of sufficient size such that the appropriate behavior

emerges. For linear wave behavior to be supported by the lattice gas automata, only
small perturbations of particle densities within an equilibrium distribution of particles are

permitted. Additional questions to be considered include: how large can the initial
perturbation be beþre undesíred non-línear behavior ís íntroduced ? and how many

particles are required to be able to obtain a sufficient computational dynamic range ?

The general approach to the analysis of a specific problem using the lattice gas

approach will be essentially the same as that employed with the time-domain differential
equation based methods investigated in this thesis . The entire spatial domain of the

problem requires discretization, and therefore absorbing boundary conditions will be

required for open region problems. As well, for the successful application of cellular
automata to modelling practical problems, algorithmic add-ons such as boundary

conditions, sources, lattice-zoning, and the calculation of field distributions (with perhaps

transformation to the frequency domain or far field region) are required. All of the

algorithmic add-ons required by the traditional numerical approaches will also be

required in the application of cellular automata. The ease with which these algorithmic

add-ons can be implemented into a lattice gas automata model remains to be investigated.
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As well, the modelling of material regions with arbitrary permittivity, permeability, and

conductivity; and the extension to three-dimensions will also be required.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and
Future Ðirections

8"1-: Conclusions

In this thesis the development and application of general purpose techniques for
the simulation of electromagnetic field problems have been investigated. The goal of this

research is to investigate general purpose numerical methods capable of analyzing a wide

variety of macroscopic electromagnetic phenomena. With respect to this goal, the

following contributions have been presented in this thesis,

o d review of differential-equation based numerical methods has been presented

which allows a concise description and comparison of the relative advantages and

disadvantages of various methods.

. Three new TLM models have been developed for modelling the two-
dimensional wave equation. These models demonstrate the relevance of different grid

structures and orders of spatial accuracy to the TLM method.

o I general purpose electromagnetic simulation program has been developed

which is based on the three-dimensional symmetric-condensed TLM model

Uohn87bl. The simulation program has been successfully applied to the analysis of
three classes of electromagnetic scattering and radiation problems (half space

geometries, radar-cross-section analysis, and microstrip geometries), and therefore

validates the concept of a general purpose electromagnetic simulation program.

. The framework of a general purpose electromagnetic simulation program has

been presented which is based on the scattered field formulation (with local absorbing

boundary conditions) of a time-domain finite-element algorithm originally introduced

by Lynch and Paulsen [Lync90]. The equivalence of this time-domain finite-element

algorithm with a second-order central-finite-difference algorithm is demonstrated.
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' The potential application of cellular automata to computational electromagnetics

has been demonstrated.

8.2: Future Directions

Upon consideration of the above contributions, the following topics are proposed

for future investigation:

" To exploit the computational advantages of the new two-dimensional TLM
models for the solution of practical problems, the extension of these models to three-

dimensional problems is highty recommended for further investigation.

. To further enhance the capabilities of the TLM simulation program, the

implementation of techniques for modelling fine geometrical detail such as thin-wire

modelling and variable meshing techniques is desirable.

" To allow the application of the time-domain finite-element simulation program

to practical problems, this code should be interfaced to a flexible mesh generator.

" Further investigation of the theoretical finite-element / finite-difference
equivalence to determine optimal integration schemes.

" Various aspects of the application of cellular automata to computational

electromagnetics can be investigated. These include the implementation of the

existing models onto special-purpose computational hardware, and the investigation

of various practical aspects such as the modelling of material propenies and the

extension to three-dimensional scattering and radiation problems.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the
Two-Dimensional TLM Algorithm Using a
Characteristic-Based Field Decomposition

Consider the derivation of the original two-dimensional transmission line matrix

model [John71] by a characteristic-based field decomposition following the theory

presented in [LoVe92], [LoVe93]. Maxwell's equations as expressed in conservation law

form are provided in Chapter 2. In two-dimensions, (2.6) is reduces ro,

ð¡u+ ABð*u+46âru=0 (4.1)

where âcr=ð/ðcr, and

e=l/E,m=I/þ and u is the solution vector,

4.1: Numerical Approximation

Following [LoVe92], consider the discretization of (4.1) in two dimensions by
assuming the geometrical space (x,z) is discretized into rectangular cells (see Figure 4.1).
Within each cell, it is assumed that propagation in the two orthogonal d.irections (x and

z), involves no variation with respect to the other orthogonal direction, and (A.1) is
therefore approximated by the two equations,

[0 0 
".1ae=l o o o 

I

Lm 0 0l

f 0 -e 0l
Ac=l-m 0 0 |

Lo o ol

IE'lu=l Hx 
I

LH'-i
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and

xi*1

zu-t

âru+Apâ*u=0

ð¡u+ A6ðru=0

Appendix A

(4.2a)

( .2b)

vc¡

\/
'E3

Å!
I

4-,'"-Þ
I
¡
I

Y

\/
'El

vcr

xi

Xi-t
-L
yz

ligure 4.1: Discretization of the spatial domain into rectangular cells.
Characteristic directions are shown within each cell.

To uncouple (A.2), the matricies Ap and A6 are diagonalized and new variables are

defined. using the eigenvalues À,={-{(pe), 0, {(p.e)}, and the right and left eigenvalue

matricies,

Irq1l ,Iro-z] _ [ro1-l ,Irzo]Re=l 0,{T 0 | tr=il o,tr 0l Rc=l y 0 -yl r"=*l o 0,{Tl (A.3)
L-Y0Yl -L10ZJ L0/Z0l 'lt_20)

(which satisfy LR=RL:I), the similarity Íansfonnation of Ag and A6 is defined as,

LBAgR6 = L6A6R6 = diag(l) = À (4.4)

New variables, refered to as Riemann Invariant (RI) variables are defined as [Sod85],
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Premultiplying (4.2a) by Ln and substituring u=Iu=RpLpu yields,

ðrlpu + â"LBApRpLBu =0 ff,

ð¡v6+ð*,AvB=Q

, I E, -zH.'l I urt IvB=LBu=l-l ,[TlH* l=l vEz 
I-L E, +ZH,I L ue¡ .J

, I E, +zH* -l I ucr Iv6=L6u=fl ,{-ZH, l=l vG2 
|-L Ev-ZH* I L uc¡ J

Appendix A

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

and similarly (4.2b) becomes,

â¡v6+A^vc=0

The solutions to rhese uncoupled partial differential equations are,

v¡i(x,t) = fe¡(x-Iit) and v6¡(z,t) = fci(z-Àit) for i=I,2,3 (4.7)

The Reimann Invariant variables vEi and vGi are constant along the lines defined by
x-À¡t=const. and z-À¡t=const. These lines are refered to as characteristic directions.

Examining vEi in more detail, vp1 and vE3 are constant along the x+ct=const. and
x-ct=const. directions, respectively, and can therefore be considered as solutions which
propagate in the -x and +x directions, respectively. vg2 is constant along the horizontal
line x=const. and therefore the H¡ component of the field does not vary in the x direction.
This illustrates the fundamental approximarion of this approach. For RIs which
propagate in the *x direction, only the variation in the transverse field components
(flr,Ey) is considered. Along the *x direction variation in the normal component of the
fields (H*) is ignored. A similar examinarion of v6i can be performed.

The propagating RIs can be expressed as,
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]= 
o' (A.8)

l- t 0-z l.
=+l :o-? ll ;i'l i73 lL H'

l_,f
I 
-'l"=f

vE1

vE3

vc1
vc3

Ey - ZHz
E, +ZH,
E, + 7H*
Ey - ZHx

4.2: Transfer of Riemman Invariant Variables Across Cell Interfaces

The mapping (4.8) permits determination of the RI values, v from specifîcation of
the field components u. To illustrate the development of the remainder of the algorithm,

consider specification of a initial field distribution u (x,z,t=0). Following (4.8), this

distribution intializes the RIs v(x¡,2¡,t=0). Following the discussion above, the RIs are

propagated out from the centres of the cells until the interface between cells is reached.

Following the principle of the existence of unique field values at these interfaces, and

assuming identical cells, it can be shown that the RIs simply pass through the interfaces

without any alteration. The *x propagating RIs just prior to reaching the interface shown
in Figure 4.2 (at ¡¡¡¡e ¡=(At/2)-) are,

VB1(X¡a1,2¡,( t"/2) ¡=|{nv -ZHr) vp3(xi,z¡,(Afl2) )=*E, +ZHr)
LL

and just after interacting at the interface (at time ¡=(Ltf2)+) rhe RIs are,

(A.e)

vB1 (x¡,2¡,(A t/z)* ) = * ) - ZH,) vs3(x¡..1,2¡,( t/2)* ) = T", + ZHr) (4.10)

The field components at the cell interface at time (N/2)- and (4y'2)+ are given by,

Ey(xi+t|z,zt<,( t/2)-) = vEl(xi+I,zx,(Lt/Z)-) * vB3(x¡,z¡,( r/2)

H 7(xi¡1 p,z1*, (Lt I 2)- ) = Y ( v s3 (x ¡zy, (At/ 2)- ) - v p 1 
( x ¡1 1, z v, (Lt/ 2)- )

and

Ey(xi+t ¡z,zx,(Lt/2)-) = vg1 (x¡,z¡,(Lt/z)* ) * vp3 (x;,.1, z¡,( r/2)*

H^(xi¡1p,zy,( r/2)*) = Y (vs3(x i¡1,2y,(Lt/2)*) - uer(*i,zy,(L(2)+)
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respectively. Continuity of the field the components in space and time requires,

Ey(x,z,t-)=Ey(x,z,t+) and Hr(x,z,t-)=Hz(x,z,tr). Enforcing this requirement on the

definitions given above leads to the requirement of continuity of the RIs across cell

interfaces. The RIs are propagated without alteration across cell interfaces, and therefore,

vp1 (xi,z¡,(À t/2)-) = vp1 (x¡a1,2¡,( tlz)-)

+_
vs3(xi¡1,2¡,( t/2) ') = vp3(xi,zu,(Lt/2) )

zk

ve¡

+
I

\-ct *-.. --Þ vcE

+
vgt

xi*l

^L
Figure 4.2: Two RIs at the interface between adjacent computationai cells.

4.3: Interaction of Riemman Invariant Variables At Cell Cenres

To complete the development of the algorithm, specification of the interaction of
RIs when they meet at the cell centres is required. Consider the state of the cells at a time
(t+^Ð- (ust before the RIs reach the cell centres) and time (t+Ât)+ (just after the RIs pass

the cell centres). Again, the principle of continuity of field components in space and time

is applied. Using (4.8), the field components just before and after interaction at the cell
centres can be expressed as,

xi
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From the above expressions it is tempting to write, v(x,2,(t+At)+þv(x,2,(t+^Ð-), however

in general this is not true because (4.8) is an overdetermined system. Different v are

capable of satisfying (4.8) for a unique field distribution u. To determine the interaction

at the centre of cells, i.e., the transformation v(x,2,(t+^t)- -> v(x,2,(t+^Ð+) , u(x,z,t+Ât) is

first defined from v(x,2,(t+At)-) and then v(x,2,(t+ÀÐ+) is determined from u(x,z,t+Ât)

using the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A, defined as,

(4.12)

The transformation v(x,2,(t+At)- -> v(x,2,(t+Ât)+ can now be expressed as,

v(x,2,(t+Àt)+) = AAT v(x,2,(t+At)-) (4.13)

Any matrix, B that is in the null space of AT, can be added to the transformation matrix

AAT. Therefore the most general form of the transformation matrix S, can be expressed

as.

Appendix A

v(x,2,(t+Ât)-) = A u(x,z,t+At)

Appendix A

and v(x,2,(t+Ât)-) = A u(x,z,t+Ât) (4.11)

-1 -1
-1 -1
11
11

(4.1s)

4t:1ArA)-1Ar =l '': '': tç t!] 
lL-Y Y O O J

ss=ddî."=+f-t

3/2 -U2
-r/2 3/2
1/2 1/2

t/2 l/2

11-l
I 1 | ra.r¿i
-1 -1 | 

'

-1 -1 r

r/2 r/2 I l-

U2 r/2 l*c[|
3/2 -r/2 | |-t/2 3/2 I L

Following [LoVe92], selection of a=l/4 yields a conservative scheme for which,

-r/2 rl2 u2rl2 u2 u2
u2 u2 -rl2
t/2 -1/2 rD

IU2
Sr/¿ = | :/:

| 't"L t/2

The above matrix describing the transformation v(x,2,(t+At)- -> v(x,2,(t+At) is identical to

the scattering matrix for the original two-dimensional transmission line matrix model

introduced by Johns in l97l (provided the correct mapping from the variables v to the

original voltage pulse as defined by Johns is performed - the difference is notational)

[John71]. Also, the transfer of RIs accross cell interfaces (described in section 4.2 is
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identical to the original transfer event Uohn7ll (again with the appropriate

transformation). The three-dimensional symmetric-condensed transmission line matrix

algorithm UohnSTbl has been derived in a similar manner [,oVe93].
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